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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Role of water electrolysis in next energy generation

The carbon dioxide released by burning fossil fuels causes the greenhouse effect,

continuously raising the global average temperature and seawater temperature for nearly a

hundred years. The combustible ice in the seabed accelerates the release of methane gas with

the increase in seawater temperature [1]. The greenhouse effect of methane gas in the

atmosphere is more than 80 times that of carbon dioxide, which viciously exacerbates global

warming [2]. The climate catastrophe caused by global warming may jeopardize mankind's

survival in the future. In addition, the development of human society is inseparable from

energy, but the continuous consumption of non-renewable fossil energy has gradually

triggered a global energy crisis. Therefore, global countries are working hard to develop clean

and renewable energy.

Today, the application of mature renewable energy power generation technologies

includes nuclear power, wind power, solar power, ocean power generation, et al. [3]. However,

the global renewable energy generation is still less than 30% of the total electricity generation

[4]. One of the critical reasons is that renewable energy generation is unstable, and balancing

power supply and demand is difficult. Therefore, leveling the power generated by renewable

energy sources is a key to addressing renewable energy applications. Storing surplus

electricity from renewable energy sources solves the shortage of renewable energy supply

when energy demand is high. Candidates for storing the electricity are supercapacitors,

batteries, electrolyzer, et al. [5-7]. Among them, electrolyzer convert electrical energy into

chemical energy of substances, which can store a large amount of surplus power, and has a

broader application prospect. Electrolytic energy storage methods have water electrolysis,

carbon dioxide electrolysis, electrochemical nitrogen reduction, and steam-carbon dioxide

reforming [8-10]. Among them, the hydrogen energy storage density is high, and the

application cleanliness and renewability are satisfied. Hydrogen production by water

electrolysis is an ideal energy storage method. As a convenience, the nomenclature in Table

1.1 lists some terms related to water electrolysis, which will be introduced as follows.
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Table 1.1 Nomenclature.

Nomenclature

AWE Alkaline water electrolyzer

CH Channel

CL Catalyst layer

HER Hydrogen evolution reaction

LSV Linear sweep voltammetry

OER Oxygen evolution reaction

PEM Polymer electrolyte membrane

PEMWE Polymer electrolyte membrane water electrolyzer

PTL Porous transfer layer

SOWE Solid oxide water electrolyzer

TEC Three-electrode cell

1.2 Current status and problem to be solved

The water electrolysis for hydrogen production mainly comes from solid oxide water

electrolyzer (SOWE), alkaline water electrolyzer (AWE), and polymer electrolyte membrane

water electrolyzer (PEMWE) [11]. The technological parameters of these electrolyzers are

compared in Table 1.2. The SOWE is highly efficient and uses non-precious metal catalysts.

However, it has high operating temperatures (>900°C). The SOWE takes a long time to

startup and is difficult to respond quickly to changing operating temperature. Additionally, the

high operating temperatures can oxidize catalysts easily, reducing the durability of SOWE.

Due to these disadvantages, SOWE is still in the experimental and research stage and has not

yet achieved commercialization. The AWE of relatively low cost is more mature for

commercialization, but hydrogen purity is insufficient. AWE has a low current density and

requires additional space inside to store KOH aqueous, requiring a larger volume to meet the

hydrogen yield. In addition, the electrolyte diaphragm between the AWE cathode and anode is

weak and difficult to withstand the large pressure difference between the anode and cathode

during dynamic response. The PEMWE has high power density, fast current response, and

high hydrogen purity, which is more competitive in large-scale electrolytic hydrogen
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production. However, the expensive cost of PEMWEs reduces the price of hydrogen

production difficultly. There is an urgent need to solve the problem of its expensive initial

cost.

Table 1.2 Comparison between SOWE, AWE, and PEMWE [12]

Specification Unit SOWE AWE PEMWE

Technology

maturity

- Research&

development

Widespread

commercialization

Commercialization

Cell

temperature

°C 900-1000 60-80 50-80

Current density A·cm-2 0.3-1.0 <0.45 1-5

Cell voltage V 0.95-1.3 1.8-2.4 1.8-2.2

Voltage

efficiency

% 81-86 62-82 67-82

Lifetime kh 8-20 55-120 60-100

Hydrogen purity % - >99.8 99.99

Start-up time min >60 15 <15

Investment

costs

€·kW-1 >2000 800-1500 1400-2100

1.3 Previous studies to improve PEMWE

To decrease the initial cost, many researchers have been attracted to cheaper catalysts

and optimization of the porous structure of the catalyst layer (CL) used for the PEMWE

[13–15]. Some researchers have focused on hybrid catalysts, such as Ir/NiCoO4, which

perform better than IrO2 particles [16]. Co-based catalysts can function well in the oxygen

evolution reaction (OER) and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) [17,18]. In addition to the

potentially excellent performance of Co-based catalysts, their nanowire structure can further

lower the over-voltage [19,20].

In addition, reducing the reaction area can effectively lower the PEMWE investment

cost. For a certain hydrogen production rate, increasing the current density can reduce the
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reaction area of PEMWE. However, increasing the current density tends to increase the

electrolysis voltage. The high voltage can reduce the durability of the PEMWE and will face

cost problems due to the reduction of the PEMWE life. Many researchers have tried to reduce

the electrolysis voltage by changing the component structure of PEMWE [21,22]. Grigoriev et

al. [23] studied the porosity and pore size of the porous transfer layer (titanium meshes) to

conclude that a dense pore structure increases the electrolysis overvoltage. Toghyani et al.

found that the thin PEM reduces the ohmic overvoltage by CFD analysis [24]. However, more

hydrogen penetrates through a thin polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM), especially at high

pressure, increasing the risk of massive combustion and degrading hydrogen gas purity. [25].

Optimizing the operating conditions of PEMWE can simply and effectively reduce the

voltage [26]. Equalizing assembly pressure and water distribution of a PEMWE stack are

beneficial to reduce the voltage and improve the PEMWE durability [27]. Toghyani et al.

found the high temperature, and low operation pressure lead to a low PEMWE voltage by the

Taguchi method [28]. Grigoriev found that the electrolysis voltage is low when the PEMWE

run at high temperature with a sufficient supply of liquid water [29]. However, a too-high

operating temperature may dry the liquid water in the PEMWE, increasing the electrolysis

overvoltage and decreasing the membrane durability [30, 31].

1.4 Boiling effect –an attempt to reduce electrolysis voltage

As such, Ito et. al proposed a novel method for improving the PEMWE performance

by superimposing boiling on the PEMWE to reduce the electrolysis voltage [32]. This

proposal was examined in experiments in which a lab-scale PEMWE is superimposed by

boiling, as shown in Fig. 1,1. In Fig.1.2, the electrolysis voltage drops sharply after the

boiling point at a small current density (0.002 A·cm-2) in the PEMWE.
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Fig. 1.1 Cell structure and component.

Fig. 1.2 Impact of boiling on electrolysis voltage at 0.1 MPa [32].

However, the mechanism by which boiling can reduce the voltage has not been

clarified. Boiling itself possesses a couple of effects. A macroscopic modeling according to

the De-Donder equation, which relies on non-equilibrium thermodynamics (entropy

generation), suggests that boiling is a spontaneous process and that endothermic reactions of

hydrogen generation followed by boiling can be accelerated [33]. In a more concrete manner,

it is suggested that boiling may reduce the activation overvoltage by increasing the exchange

current density of the anode OER. It is noted that massive vapor produced by boiling possibly

reduces hydrogen and oxygen activities and results in a reduction of Nernst loss [34].

Theoretical analysis [32] following this macroscopic mechanism obtained a qualitative

agreement in the voltage between theory and experiment.
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Here are possible discussions of the mechanisms for the boiling effect. The water

electrolysis voltage consists of the Nernst loss, the activation overvoltage of the oxygen

evolution reaction (OER) and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), and the ohmic overvoltage

[35].

(1) The Nernst loss of water electrolysis depends on temperature. Increasing

temperature can change the Gibbs free energy of water electrolysis [36]. Specially, the Gibbs

free energy during the electrolysis reaction differs when the reactant is differed by water and

vapor [37]. When boiling occurs, a large amount of vapor fills the oxygen bubbles, reducing

the partial pressure of oxygen gas, as shown in Fig. 1.3. As a result, the low oxygen activity

reduces the Nernst loss [38]. In terms of HER, boiling reduces hydrogen activity in the same

manner as OER.

Fig. 1.3 Growth of vapor bubble from an oxygen bubble.

In PEMWE, the CL surface is covered by a PTL [39]. Fig. 1.4 shows the

microstructure of PTL imaged by SEM [40]. The titanium fibers range in diameter from

10-30 μm. The hole diameter of the titanium mesh is about 100 μm. The pore structure in

the PTL provides a dense vaporization core for boiling [41]. Boiling produces a large

amount of water vapor, forming a high gas saturation in the PTL. The transfer resistance

of oxygen gas in the gas phase is much lower than in the liquid phase [42]. Thus the

gas-phase channels created by boiling can accelerate the removal of oxygen. Oxygen is

quickly removed from the CL surface to reduce its concentration in the CL, reducing the

Nernst loss of OER.
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Fig. 1.4 SEM image of PTL [40].

(2) The sub-reaction activation energy of OER is affected by the dielectric constant

between the catalyst and the adsorbate [43]. Catalysts and adsorbates in water have different

dielectric constants than in vapor. Boiling may change the dielectric constants between water

and vapor to reduce the activation overvoltage of OER. Similarly, in terms of HER occurring

in water and vapor, the dielectric constants between the catalyst and the adsorbate are also

different. Therefore, boiling may also change the activation overvoltage of HER.

(3) The proton transfer resistance in the PEM forms the main ohmic resistance,

related to the water content of the PEM [44]. A large amount of vapor during boiling can

reduce the water coverage on PEM, possibly reducing the water content and increasing ohmic

resistance in the PEM [45]. Therefore, boiling may increase the ohmic overvoltage of water

electrolysis.

1.5 Methodology and strategy in this study

Although candidates of the mechanism of boiling effect are suggested as just above, it

is difficult to clarify which one is the mechanism. This is because a practical PEMWE obtains

only the relationship between electrolysis voltage and current density and it cannot distinguish

which voltage component the boiling impacts. Moreover, a practical PEMWE is opaque and

cannot visualize how boiling bubbles influence electrolysis bubbles (oxygen and hydrogen

bubbles).

To overcome the difficulty attributed to the conventional electrolyzer, this study

introduces a three-electrode cell (TEC) instead of the practical PEMWE. TEC can examine

the potential of OER and HER independently on a case-by-case basis by switching the role of
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the working electrode between the OER and HER [46]. Besides, TEC with some

electrochemical analysis can separate activation and concentration overvoltage [47]. TEC can

visualize electrodes [48]. These advantages of TEC make it possible to examine the effect of

boiling on activation and concentration overvoltages of the OER and HER, independently.

Also, they allow observing the bubbles produced by boiling and electrolysis.

Different structured electrodes for the working electrode (WE) are carefully designed

and embedded in TEC to clearly analyze which voltage component is reduced by boiling. As

shown in Fig. 1.5 (for the case of OER), WE1 is a conventional WE with only a catalyst layer

(CL). WE2 embeds a titanium mesh as the PTL on the CL. WE3 is similar to the anode side of

a practical PEMWE, constituting a CL, a titanium mesh, and a serpentine channel (CH). WE3

comprises the highest oxygen transfer resistance, and WE2 is the second highest one. If the

boiling causes activating electrochemical reaction and activation overvoltage reduction, they

are highlighted in the case of WE1, and it is concluded that the mechanism of the boiling

effect is activation overvoltage reduction caused by electrochemical reaction activation driven

by boiling. If boiling causes mass transfer enhancement and concentration overvoltage

reduction, they are highlighted in the cases of WE2 and WE3, and it is concluded that the

mechanism of the boiling effect is concentration overvoltage reduction caused by mass

transfer enhancement driven by boiling.

Fig. 1.5 Structures of three type WEs.

All three types of electrodes are electrochemically evaluated in two methods.

(1) The OER potential is examined by changing the temperature from 85°C to 115°C under a
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galvanostatic conditions. If the boiling functions, the OER potential will abruptly decrease at

the boiling temperature.

(2) These WEs are also tested using linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) [49,50] for each

temperature sweep. The LSVs are converted to Tafel plots [51] to clarify which overvoltage

component is reduced by boiling. It is noted that, although the discussion so far done in this

sub-section is on OER, the boiling effect on HER is also examined and analyzed in a manner

similar to the OER case.

Although TEC shows advantages in studying the effect of boiling on OER and HER, it

cannot investigate the boiling mechanism quantitatively. How does boiling superimpose on

OER improve oxygen transfer and decrease oxygen concentration? Is the boiling effect

highlighted in the case of large oxygen transfer resistance and large oxygen concentration,

such as when OER current and porous transfer layer (PTL) thickness are large? Do vapor

bubbles accelerate the drainage of gaseous oxygen and dissolved oxygen somehow? Do these

effects also act on HER? To respond to these questions, this study develops a new model to

quantitatively clarify the mechanism of the boiling effect that improves electrolysis

performance. After identifying the mechanism of boiling on the anodic OER and cathodic

HER of PEMWE, the ohmic overvoltage of PEMWE during boiling needs to be further

investigated. Because too high temperature may dry up the PEM, the ohmic overvoltage may

rise sharply.

1.6 Outline of this study and originality

To solve the issues mentioned above, this thesis lists 6 chapters to introduce boiling

impact on acid water electrolysis process.

Chapter 1 presents the background and introduction of this study, as so far shown.

The second chapter experimentally studies the OER performance without and with

boiling.

The third chapter establishes a dimensionless numerical model to quantitatively study

the mass transfer and electrochemical performance of the OER at boiling. The electrolysis

reaction process in this model obeys the charge conservation. The mass transfer process obeys

the conservation of molar flux and momentum. The gas saturation at the upper surface of the
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PTL provides the boundary conditions for the liquid-gas flow model.

In chapter 4, the boiling mechanism on HER is investigated by experiments and

theoretical models. The experimental and theoretical methods of studying HER are similar to

that of OER.

Chapter 5 introduces how boiling theoretically changes the Nernst loss, activation

overvoltage, and ohmic overvoltage based on a PEMWE model. In this model, the boiling is

coupled with the PEMWE to quantify the voltage changes at unboiling, boiling, and drying

conditions.

Finally, chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions of this study, and indicates possible

future works.

In this thesis, by comparing experimental and theoretical electrolysis voltage, the

boiling effect and mechanism on each voltage component of PEMWE are clarified. The

originality of this paper is specifically introduced below:

(1) A sophisticated three-electrodes cell here developed enable to separate the boiling effect

on OER and HER and to quantitavely evaluate their overpotential, independently.

(2) A comprehensive model here developed can reproduce and predict boiling effect on OER

and HER overpotential. Moreover, theoretical calculation based on the model sheds light on

the detail on the mechanism of boiling effect.

(3) A more practical model, that can be applied to a practical PEMWE, is developed, and can

contribute to quantify how much boiling effect impact on each voltage component in the

PEMWE. This model is ultimately dedicated to optimization of cell design and operation

condition for real PEMWE.
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Chapter 2

Experimental analysis of boiling effect on OER

This chapter proposes a novel method in which boiling is superimposed on the oxygen

evolution reaction (OER) to decrease electrolysis voltage. The vapor bubbles formed by

boiling are expected to decrease the Nernst loss. The boiling effect was experimentally

analyzed using a three-electrode cell. Although a general catalyst layer (CL) was formed on a

working electrode (WE) bar, the structure of the working electrode (WE) bar was special, in

which a 10-W heater was embedded and made boiling on the electrode under 1 bar condition.

Increasing the electrode temperature under static OER current density slightly decreased the

OER potential. However, an abrupt decrease in potential was observed when the temperature

was scaled over the boiling temperature. Moreover, this abrupt decrease substantially

intensified when, similar to a practical polymer electrolyte membrane water electrolyzer

(PEMWE), a porous transfer layer (PTL) and flow channel were assembled on the CL.

2.1 Introduction

Reducing the OER overvoltage of the PEMWE anode increases the voltage efficiency

of water electrolysis [1-3], and many efforts have been done according to this scenario. The

CL filled with the nanowire structure in the through-plane direction increases the mass

transfer and reduces the OER overvoltage compared with that filled with a granular structure

[4]. An increasing number of researchers have improved the OER performance by developing

nanowire catalysts that possess more active sites and lower mass transport resistance [5,6]. In

addition, a loose and thin porous transfer layer (PTL) is preferable for smooth gas transfer

[7,8].

A high concentration of oxygen near the catalyst increases the equilibrium potential of

OER [9]. The dissolved oxygen in water oversaturates tenfold compared with the saturated

value of oxygen gas [10]. A higher current density during the OER generates a higher

concentration of dissolved oxygen [11]. Dissolved oversaturated oxygen precipitates

considerable nano-oxygen bubbles [12]. Oxygen bubbles grow after merging with

nanobubbles and detach from the CL [13]. From the CL to the flow channels, oxygen is
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quickly transferred via oxygen bubbles rather than by diffusion in water [14]. Unfortunately,

the titanium mesh as for a PTL in the anode of PEMWEs restricts the drainage of oxygen gas

bubbles and increases their concentration in the CL, thereby worsening the OER performance

[15].

This chapter challenges to clarity the boiling effect, where boiling superimposed on

CL is expected to reduce the oxygen concentration near the CL and OER overvoltage. A

three-electrode cell (TEC) is introduced to measure the galvanostatic potential and linear

sweep voltammetry (LSV) of OER over a wide range of temperatures. Conclusion presents

the effects of boiling on OER Nernst loss. For convenience, the nomenclature used in this

chapter are summarized in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Nomenclature.

Nomenclature

i Current density, [A·cm-2]

z Electron transfer number, 4 [-]

ɑt Electron transfer coefficient, [-]

R Universal gas constant, 8.314 [J·mol-1·K-1]

F Faraday constant, 96 485 [C·mol-1]

T Temperature, [°C]

η Overvoltage, [V]

E Potential, [V]

C Concentration, [mol·m-3]

a Activity, [-]

Ea Activation energy, 76 000 [J·mol-1]

j Dimensionless current density, [-]

Superscripts and subscripts

OER Oxygen evolution reaction

SSCE Silver-silver chloride electrode

B Bulk

CL Catalyst layer

0 Standard condition (25°C, 1 bar)
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c Corrected

eq Equilibrium

act Activation

e Exchange

O2 Oxygen

H2O Water

H+ Hydrogen ion

k Species type

2.2 Experiment and theoretical predictions

In this section, extensive details regarding tailor-made working electrodes (WEs) are

presented. Temperature-controllable TEC and temperature control strategies are introduced

below. The OER potential–current density characteristics at each temperature were measured

using LSV and converted to Tafel plots with logarithmic transformation of the current density.

Moreover, to understand the effect of boiling on the Tafel plot, a mathematical model

qualitatively analyzes the boiling impact on OER overvoltage. This theoretical analysis

contributes to proposing a mechanism on how boiling affects the overpotential of the OER.

2.2.1 Working electrodes

Fig. 2.1 illustrates WE1, WE2, and WE3. Table 2.2 lists the components embedded in

each WE. The CL on all the WEs was fabricated using the sprayed and hot-pressed methods.

Because the WEs function as OER electrodes, the CL loads IrO2 particles of 1.5 mg·cm-2. The

CL also contains an Aquivion ionomer as a binder and a proton conductor because the

Aquivion ionomer withstands a higher temperature than Nafion ionomer.
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Fig. 2.1 Interior structures of three type WEs (WE: working electrode; CL: catalyst layer;

PTL: Porous transfer layer; CH: channel)

Table 2.2 Details of each component in the WEs

Components Specification

CL (Catalyst Layer) Thickness: 10 μm

Diameter: 10 mm for WE1 and WE2, 8 mm for

WE3

Catalyst and its loading: IrO2 (type IV, Tokuriki) and

1.5 mg·cm-2

Ionomer: Aquivion ionomer

Material composition ratio: IrO2= 67 wt%, Ionomer

= 33 wt%

PTL for the WE2 and WE3 Thickness: 200 μm

Material: Titanium

Coating platinum layer: 1-μm thickness (Surface of

Ti fiber)

Porosity: 72%

Fiber diameter: 20 μm

Aquivion membrane for the

WE3

Thickness: 183 μm

Material: Aquivion 117

CH for the WE3 Pattern: Serpentine

Channel depth: 0.3 mm
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Channel width: 0.5 mm

Channel outlet: 0.785 mm2

Each WE had a specific structure: WE1 only embedded a CL, WE2 was tightly

covered with a PTL, and WE3 had a structure similar to that of a PEMWE anode. The

cutaway and assembly view in Fig. 2.1 demonstrates that WE3 comprises an Aquivion

membrane with a CL, PTLs, and serpentine channel. The upper surface of the membrane

contained no CL and was immersed in the electrolyte because hydrogen ions produced by the

OER drained into the electrolyte solution. The hydrogen ions produced in the CL can diffuse

through the membrane and the upper Ti mesh and finally reach the bulk electrolyte solution.

The oxygen gas produced flowed through the lower Ti mesh and channel. The water

consumed in the OER can penetrate the upper Ti mesh and the membrane to reach the CL.

The heater and thermocouple embedded in the carbon module (gray-colored) in Fig.

2.1 control the WEs temperature to achieve boiling temperature in the CL. The temperature

measured by thermocouples embedded in the WEs is slightly higher than that of the CL

surface, with a temperature difference of less than 2 °C for the temperature range from 25 to

115 °C. This temperature difference was obtained in a preliminary experiment (replacing the

electrolyte solution with pure water in TEC) by comparing the measurement temperature of

the thermocouple (RKC ST-50) attached to the CL surface and the thermocouple embedded in

WE. In WE1, both oxygen and vapor bubbles were released from the CL surface into the

electrolyte solution. In the case of WE2, both the oxygen and vapor bubbles produced in the

CL penetrated the PTL and were released from its surface. In the case of WE3, oxygen gas

and vapor penetrated through the lower PTL, flowed along the serpentine channel, and finally

drained into the electrolyte solution at the outlet (see Fig. 2.1). Thus, the WE3 has a similar

structure to practical PEMWE cell.

Different specifications of the WEs cause different mass transport resistances during

the OER. WE1 did not possess a PTL that disturbed the drainage of the oxygen bubbles. WE1

was located just under a stirrer, which rotated at 2,000 rpm to remove the oxygen bubbles that

appeared on the CL surface. The stirrer faced the CL through the electrolyte solution and

ensured the transfer of oxygen to the solution. Thus, in the case of WE1, the OER did not

form a Nernst loss. In the case of WE1, if the overvoltage decreases substantially above the

boiling temperature, we can conclude that the activation performance of the OER can be
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enhanced by boiling. Conversely, if the overvoltage does not decrease substantially above the

boiling temperature, we can conclude that the OER activation performance cannot be

enhanced by boiling. Because WE2 possesses a PTL on the CL, the oxygen bubbles evolved

from the CL must flow through the PTL to drain into the electrolyte solution. The capillary

force in the PTL prevents oxygen bubbles from flowing and tends to accumulate in the PTL.

Thus, WE2 had a higher oxygen transfer resistance than WE1. If the overvoltage decreases

above the boiling temperature in WE2 but not in WE1, we can conclude that boiling can

enhance the oxygen transfer and decrease the Nernst loss. Among the three WEs, WE3 had

the largest oxygen transfer resistance because the oxygen bubbles produced in the CL must

flow through the PTL and channel to drain into the electrolyte solution. If the experiments

with WE1 and WE2 clarify in advance that boiling can accelerate oxygen transfer and reduce

the Nernst loss, then this overvoltage reduction caused by boiling will be highlighted in WE3.

2.2.2 Experiment system and conditions

Fig. 2.2 illustrates the TEC, including the custom-made WE described in Fig. 2.1,

temperature control strategy, and potential correction. The pressure in the TEC was 1 bar. The

WE, counter electrode (CE), and reference electrode (RE) were immersed in an electrolyte

solution. As for the electrolyte, this study used 0.1-M HClO4 solution to imitate the acid-type

electrolyte in the PEMWE [16]. The WE functioned as the OER electrode, and the CE made

with a platinum wire functioned as the HER electrode. During operation, oxygen and

hydrogen bubbles formed on the WE and CE, respectively. Boiling bubbles also formed when

the WE temperature exceeded the boiling temperature. For the RE, Ag/AgCl (sat.), called the

standard silver chloride electrode (SSCE), was used to provide the WE potential [17]. An IR

correction was applied to the OER potential. Hereafter, the IR-corrected OER potential will

be referred to as the OER potential.
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Fig. 2.2 TEC with boiling function. a. its structure, b. temperature control strategy, and c.

potential correction (TEC: Three-electrode cell; WE: working electrode; CE: counter

electrode; RE: reference electrode)

As shown in Fig. 2.2a, two heaters were embedded in TEC. The 10 W-heater in the

WE controlled the WE temperature, whereas that in the electrolyte bath adjusted the

electrolyte temperature. The temperature control strategy is illustrated in Fig. 2.2b. First, to

examine the effect of boiling on OER, the WE temperature was swept from 25 to 115°C. The

Aquivion ionomer can withstand higher temperatures than the Nafion ionomer because the

Aquivion membrane and ionomer have high-temperature tolerances [18]. Thus, the CL

containing the Aquivion ionomer did not undergo high-temperature degradation at 115°C

during the short-testing duration in this study. Subsequently, the temperature of the electrolyte

solution was controlled such that it synchronized with the WE temperature. However, the

maximum temperature of the solution was 90°C, which is limited by its boiling point, as

shown in Fig. 2.2b.

Fig. 2.2c shows the OER potential measured in this TEC system under standard

conditions (25 °C, 1 bar). As mentioned above, the RE used in this study was SSCE and not

the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE). The electrolyte was a 0.1-M HClO4 solution. As

shown in Fig. 2.2c, compared with the SHE, the acid electrolyte shifted OER standard

electrode potential from �0OER = 1.23 V to �0,ShiftedOER = 1.171 V . In contrast to SHE, SSCE

was �0SSCE = 0.197 V. Thus, the measured OER standard electrode potentials per Eq. (2.1) is,

�0,MeasuredOER = �0,ShiftedOER − �0SSCE = 1.171 − 0.197 = 0.974 [V] vs. SSCE (2.1)

Temperature correction for the SSCE and OER is indispensable for providing precise

RE and WE potentials at a given temperature, resulting in precise measurement of the OER
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over-voltage. The temperature dependence of the equilibrium potential of SSCE is expressed

by Eq. (2.2) [19],

�eqSSCE(�) = �0SSCE −
1.01(�−25)

1000
= 0.197 − 1.01(�−25)

1000
[V] vs. SHE (2.2)

The temperature dependence of the equilibrium electrode potential of the OER in the 0.1-M

acid electrolyte is given by Eq. (2.3).

Eeq,ShiftedOER (T) = E0,ShiftedOER − 0.85(T−25)
1000

= 1.171 − 0.85(T−25)
1000

[V] vs. SHE (2.3)

Before using the custom-made WE for boiling coupled OER experiments, we need to

verify the integrity of the basic electrochemical performance. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) can

measure the electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) of CL. Eq. (2.4) gives the method

to get ECSA [20].

ECSA = �dl
E

�dl
(2.4)

IrO2 usually has a specific capacitance density, Cdl, of 0.059 mF·cm-2 [20]. CdlE is the

capacitance value of the catalyst sample, which can be determined from the slope of the

double layer charging current versus the potential scanning rate. CV measurement in the

non-Faraday potential range can determine the capacitance of the catalyst. At 25 °C, the

number of the CV was set at 20 cycles to obtain an accurate charge-discharge current. The

operating conditions of the CV are listed in Table 2.3. Finally, the 20th cycle CV is selected as

the experimental data. Measurement result for ECSAwill be shown at the chapter 2.3.1.

Linear sweep voltammetry can obtain the OER exchange current density of this CL.

At 25 °C, the OER potential of the CL was scanned at 5 mV·s-1 from 0.9 V to 1.8 V to get a

voltammetric curve. Then, the voltammetry curves were transformed into Tafel plots to

determine the OER exchange current density for CL. Finally, the exchange current density of

this CL was obtained for subsequently calculating the oxygen activity in the CL.

Two electrochemical methods were introduced to examine the effect of boiling on

reducing OER overvoltage. The first was to measure the OER potential for a static electrolysis

current density by sweeping the WE temperature from 85 to 115 °C. The potential was

measured for 300 s at a specific temperature to obtain a stable value. The average value of all

the potential samples picked up at this temperature was selected as the experimental result.

The second was a linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) performed at each corresponding

temperature. To eliminate the charging current and obtain the OER current precisely, the

sweeping speed of the LSV was slow at 5 mV·s-1. Finally, to quantitatively clarify which
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component of the OER overvoltage was reduced by boiling, the LSV data were converted into

a Tafel plot of the OER. The detailed experimental conditions for the two electrochemical

methods are summarized in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3 Experiment conditions for each measurement

Measurement

Method
Specification

IR correction

Potential 1.4 V vs. SSCE

Disturbance frequency 1000 Hz

Testing time for a

value
100 s

AC amplitude 10 mV

Galvanostatic

conditions

Testing time for a

value
300 s

OER current 2, 5, 10, 15, 25 mA

LSV condition
Potential range 0.9‒1.8 V vs. SSCE

Sweeping speed 5 mV·s-1

CV condition
Potential range 0.7‒0.8 V vs. SSCE

Sweeping speed 1-50 mV·s-1

2.2.3 Theoretical predictions

It is worth theoretically predicting how superimposing boiling changes the Tafel plot.

This theoretical prediction will help us understand the experimental results in advance.

Although the theoretical prediction is qualitatively discussed here, it contributes toward

considering the mechanisms of how boiling concretely reduces overvoltage.

Even when the OER superimposes boiling, the activity of each species is considerable

in expressing overvoltage. The reaction equation for the OER is given by Eq. (2.5).

H2O ↔ 2e− + 2H+ + 1
2
O2 (2.5)

The activity of each species given by Eq. (2.5) should consider the concentration at CL, as

follows:
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�kCL =
�k
CL

�k
0 (2.6)

The specific expression for the activity of each species was as follows: both the

electron and water activities at the CL (�e−CL, �H2O
CL ) were 1. The proton activity at the CL (�H+

CL )

was considered to be 0.1, because this study used 0.1 M HClO4 aq [21]. Generally, oxygen

gas in bubbles has the same activity as dissolved oxygen: �O2
CL =

�O2
CL

�O2
0 =

�O2
CL

�O2
0 . However, when

boiling is superimposed, it may change the local equilibrium state of the concentration and

activity of oxygen in the CL. This is because dissolved oxygen may diffuse into vapor bubbles

caused by boiling, resulting in a lower concentration of dissolved oxygen. Another possible

reason is that the vapor produced by boiling mixes in the oxygen gas bubbles lowers the

partial pressure of oxygen gas. Both these factors reduce the oxygen gas activity and OER

potential. This interesting phenomenon is the key to the boiling effect and is addressed in the

following theoretical discussion.

The OER potential (EOER) with and without boiling should have the same expression,

as shown in Eq. (2.7) [22]:

�OER = �NernstOER + �actOER (2.7)

It should be noted that the OER potential in Eq. (2.7) excludes the ohmic overvoltage because

the OER potential is treated after the IR correction.

As mentioned in section 2.2.1, boiling is expected to reduce the concentration and/or

activation overvoltage of OER. This study attributed the Nernst loss to the Nernst potential

(�NernstOER ). The activation overvoltage (�actOER) was assumed to follow the general Tafel equation

[19], as shown in Eq. (2.8), where the exchange current density depends on the temperature.

�actOER = ��
�t��

ln �
�e(�)

(2.8)

Where, the at is electron transfer coefficient, and the z is electron transfer number of OER.

Substituting these components into Eq. (2.7) yields a concrete expression for the OER

potential, as expressed in Eq. (2.9). The first and second terms on the RHS of the first line

constitute the Nernst potentials. The third term on the first line of Eq. (2.9) represents the

activation overvoltage: The second term is responsible for the activity of each species in the

CL and reflects the Nernst loss. The second term for this study was obtained by substituting

the known activities of water (�H2O
CL = 1), electrons (�e−CL = 1), and protons (�H+

CL = 0.1) into

Eq. (2.9). It should be noted that the equilibrium potential �eqOER(�) is shifted to �eq,ShiftedOER (�)
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owing to the proton activity of 0.1. The last line in Eq. (2.9) yields a concrete expression for

the OER potential:

�OER = �eqOER(�) +
��
��
ln

�H+
CL 2

�e−
CL 2

�O2
CL 1/2

�H2O
CL + ��

�t��
ln �

�e(�)

= �eqOER(�) +
��
��
ln 0.1 2 + ��

��
ln �O2

CL 1/2 + ��
�t��

ln �
�e(�)

= �eq,ShiftedOER (�) + ��
��
ln

�O2
CL

�O2
0

1/2

+ ��
�t��

ln �
�e(�)

(2.9)

The overvoltage  OER can be defined by subtracting �eq,ShiftedOER (�) from the OER

potential in Eq. (2.9).

ηOER = EOER − Eeq,ShiftedOER (T) = 2.3��
��

log
�O2
CL

�O2
0

1/2

+ 2.3��
�t��

log � − 2.3��
�t��

log �e(�)

(2.10)

The first term on the right-hand side can be treated as the Nernst loss. Eq. (2.10) suggests that

the OER overvoltage can be reduced by decreasing oxygen concentration.

Some assessments of the boiling effect on the overvoltage are discussed below

according to Eq. (2.10). Here, the boiling effect was examined in the case of WE1, which is

located immediately below the stirrer in Fig. 2.1. The stirrer continuously supplied the

electrolyte solution and disturbed any dissolved or gas-phase oxygen accumulation near the

CL, resulting in �O2
CL = �O2

0 , �O2
CL = �O2

0 , and �O2
CL =

�O2
CL

�O2
0 =

�O2
CL

�O2
0 =1. Therefore, boiling has no

chance to further decrease the oxygen activity and OER overvoltage OER. This scenario is

schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.3a, where increasing the temperature improves the

exchange current density according to ie (T) in Eq. (2.10) and thus monotonically lowers the

 OER on the Tafel plot. Therefore, even when the temperature rises over the boiling

temperature of 100 °C, increasing temperature monotonously lowers the OER.
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Fig. 2.3 Predicting Tafel plots of OER. Where the case “a” and “b” indicate WE1 and WE2,

respectively. The plot and values are schematic and virtual for explaining.

Similar to WE1, the boiling effect was examined for WE2. The PTL embedded on the

CL causes mass transport resistance and accumulates oxygen bubbles, increasing the oxygen

activity on the CL to a high level, such as �O2
CL =

�O2
CL

�O2
0 =

�O2
CL

�O2
0 = 100. According to the first term

in Eq. (2.10), the higher oxygen activity causes a higher OER activity than that in the case of

WE1. In this circumstance, when the temperature exceeds the boiling point, vapor bubbles

caused by boiling may abruptly decrease the oxygen activity �O2
CL from 100 to 1 because the

vapor bubble dilutes the oxygen concentration on the CL considerably. This abrupt decrease

in oxygen activity owing to boiling can lower the Nernst loss of the OER. Fig. 2.3b describes

this scenario, where the Tafel plot jumps when the temperature crosses the boiling point.

Because of the larger oxygen transfer resistance in the case of WE3, which possesses a

structure similar to that of the anode of a practical PEMWE, the Tafel plot jump is expected to

enlarge.

Eq. (2.10) can be used to derive the corrected exchange current density, which

provides direct evidence of the boiling effect. The corrected exchange current density �ec is

the current density i when the OER overvoltage  OER is 0 V. A simple mathematical

manipulation can be employed to yield the corrected exchange current density �ec.

�ec = �e(�)
�O2
0

�O2
CL

�t/2

(2.11)

The corrected exchange current density depends on the temperature and oxygen

concentration near the CL. In Fig. 2.3, the corrected exchange current densities at each

temperature are marked at the intersection of the log(i) axis and extension lines of the Tafel

plots. The term ie (T) in Eq. (2.11) is simply the exchange current density, which generally

possesses an Arrhenius type of temperature dependence with some specific activation energy

Ea as follows:

�e(�) = �e0exp − �a
�

1
�
− 1

�ref
(2.12)

Assuming IrO2 as the OER catalyst, the activation energy Ea was 76 000 J·mol-1 [23], and the

exchange current density �e0 was experimentally measured by LSV [24]. Substituting Eq.

(2.12) into Eq. (2.11) yields the complete form of the corrected exchange current density:
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�ec = �e0exp − �a
�

1
�
− 1

�ref

�O2
0

�O2
CL

�t/2

(2.13)

For the convenience of discussion in the following section, a dimensionless exchange current

density is defined as �ec =
�ec

�e0
.

The corrected exchange current density in Eq. (2.13) is worth further discussion.

When the oxygen concentration near the CL, �O2
CL , decreased rapidly during boiling, the

corrected exchange current density �ec showed a substantial increase. This interesting feature

was examined in the Results and Discussion sections. Conversely, once the corrected

exchange current density �ec is obtained from the Tafel plot in the electrochemical

measurements, the oxygen activity near the CL, �O2
CL, can be estimated as

�O2
CL =

�O2
CL

�O2
0 = �e0

�ec
exp − �a

�
1
�
− 1

�ref

2/�t
(2.14)

2.3 Results and discussion

As indicated by the results, the potentials and overvoltages of the OER measured over

a wide temperature range confirmed the boiling effect predicted in section 2.2.3. In particular,

the oxygen activity on the CL, which was derived using the Tafel plot, successfully indicates

the boiling effect mechanism for reducing the OER potential.

2.3.1 Integrity verification of the three electrodes cell at 25°C

Verifying the integrity of the experimental apparatus and the working electrode

material is crucial for OER research. The ECSA of CL formed by spraying catalyst ink and

hot pressing was measured by CV. The CL loaded IrO2 catalyst of 1.5 mg·cm-2 has a circular

area of 0.785cm2. Fig. 2.4 shows the current variation with the potential scanning rate in the

non-Faraday potential region of the OER. Fig. 2.4a shows the raw CV data. The higher the

scanning rate of the potential, the greater the charge and discharge current. This result well fits

with the characteristics of the capacitors.
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a. Non-faraday current with potential (potential vs. SSCE)

b. Non-faraday current with scanning speed of potential
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c. OER voltammetry curve

Fig. 2.4 Electrochemical performance of the custom-made CL at 25°C and 1 bar.

The current at 0.8V in Fig. 2.4a is approximately equal to the average current in

0.7-0.9V and is selected as the charging current in Fig. 2.4b. The potential scanning rate and

charging current are approximately linear. The slope of the straight line is the capacitance of

the CL sample, which is 9.77mF. The catalyst, IrO2, has a load of 1.5 mg·cm-2 in the CL and a

specific capacitance density of 0.059 mF·cm-2. Therefore, the ECSA of a CL with a diameter

of 10mm is (9.77mF)/(0.059mF·cm-2)=165.7 cm2 according to Eq. (2.4). The ratio of ECSA

and geometric area of CL is (165.7cm2)/(0.785cm2)=211, which is well close to the reference

value, 200, in Ref. [24].

Exchange current density for the CL formed by spraying an ink composed of the

IrO2-Aquivion ionomer on a carbon tablet with or without hot pressing was evaluated through

LSVs, as shown in Fig. 2.4c. When the potential was above 0.3 V, the CL without hot pressing

demonstrated a higher current density than that with it. The CL without hot pressing presented

a Tafel slope of 69 mV·dec-1, which was close to that of IrO2-NNL (57 mV·dec-1 [25]),

IrO2/Au (57.8 mV·dec-1 [26]), and IrO2/Ti (61 mV·dec-1 [27]) reported by other researchers.

The agreement between the Tafel slopes of the custom-made IrO2/Aquivion and the reference

IrO2 catalysts confirms that the experimental apparatus and catalyst of the IrO2-Aquivion

ionomer are acceptable. Conversely, the hot-pressed CL exhibited a Tafel slope of 94

mV·dec-1 because hot pressing resulted in fewer reactive sites and greater mass transfer

resistance in the CL. This is different from the OER of a rotating WE, in which the attached

catalysts hardly suffer from a Nernst loss. It should be noted that WE1, WE2, and WE3 used

hot-pressed CL because it possessed a higher mechanical strength. The Tafel plot for the

hot-press CL in Fig. 2.4 demonstrates that the geometric current density, ie, and the electron

transfer coefficient, at, are 5.56 × 10-7 A·cm-2 and 0.15, respectively. These electrochemical

properties were subsequently employed to calculate the oxygen activity in the CL. Note that,

although the CL itself did not show outstanding electrochemical performance, we can still

evaluate the boiling effect regardless of the performance of CL.
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2.3.2 Boiling effect on the activation overvoltage

Fig. 2.5 demonstrates the influence of temperature on the OER potentials (IR

correction vs. SSCE) for WE1. The WE1 does not embed PTL and flow channel, and any

mass transfer resistance attributed to WE1 is negligible. The three colored lines represent the

OER potentials for 6.4, 12.7, and 31.8 mA·cm-2. If the boiling effect exists, the OER potential

abruptly decreases through an abrupt reduction of activation overvoltage when the

temperature exceeds the boiling point. Although the boiling effect is thus expected, the OER

potentials for any current density case only monotonically decrease with increasing

temperature, with slight scattering, as shown in Fig. 2.5. No abrupt potential drop was

observed when the temperature exceeded 100 °C. Thus, it was concluded that the boiling

effect does not influence the activation overvoltage.

Fig. 2.5 Temperature influence on OER potentials (IR correction, vs. SSCE) for WE1.

Fig. 2.6 also shows an evidence that boiling does not reduce the OER potential

through the activation overvoltage. Figs. 2.6a and 2.6b illustrate the OER overvoltage–current

density (ηOER–i) and Tafel plot, respectively, in the case of WE1, where no PTL and flow

channel were embedded and where activation overvoltage was the only possible component

of overvoltage after IR correction. The plots in Fig. 2.6a are scattered and it is difficult to

obtain certain characteristics. However, the Tafel plot in Fig. 2.6b shows a rather monotonous

temperature dependence, where increasing the temperature monotonously shifts the Tafel plot.

This result agrees with that depicted in Fig. 2.3a, which is a schematic illustration showing the
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lack of boiling effect of WE1. Thus, it is concluded that boiling does not decrease the

activation overvoltage, that is, boiling does not influence the OER potential when the OER

progresses without Nernst loss.

Fig. 2.6 Temperature influence on WE1 potential. a. the ηOER–i characteristics and b. Tafel

plots with IR correction for WE1

2.3.3 Boiling effect on Nernst loss

Unlike that in WE1, we expected to observe a boiling effect in WE2, which embeds

the PTL and causes oxygen transfer resistance to form Nernst loss in addition to activation

overvoltage. Fig. 2.7 illustrates the OER potentials at three current densities similar to the

case of WE1. A closer look at Fig. 2.7 indicates that the OER potentials for any current

density decreased more rapidly when the temperature exceeded 100 °C. The trends in Fig. 2.7

differ from those shown in Fig. 2.5. Evidently, the unique potential decreases just above

100 °C, suggesting that boiling can reduce the oxygen concentration on the CL and the Nernst

loss, according to Eq. (2.9).
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Fig. 2.7 Temperature influence on OER potential for WE2 (IR correction, vs. SSCE)

Fig. 2.8a and 2.8b show the ηOER–i performance and Tafel plot for WE2, respectively.

The ηOER–i curves of Fig. 2.8a follow a general tendency, such that higher temperatures

increase the current. However, a notable change appeared near the boiling point from 100 to

103 °C, where the current abruptly increased at a given overvoltage such at 0.3 V. Tafel plots

(Fig. 2.8b) also suggested the abrupt current rise, where Tafel plots were discretely shifted

when the temperature changed from 100 to 103°C. This discrete shift was highlighted by an

orange circle, consistent with that shown in Fig. 2.3b. Thus, it is concluded that boiling can

decrease the oxygen concentration in the CL and the Nernst loss, resulting in abrupt reduction

of the OER potential at boiling temperature. In summary, the electrochemical evaluations

performed for WE1 and WE2 suggest that boiling can lower the OER potential by reducing

the Nernst loss and not by reducing the activation overvoltage.
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Fig. 2.8 Temperature influence on WE2 potential. a. the ηOER–i characteristics and b. Tafel

plots for WE2 with IR correction

2.3.4 Highlighting boiling effect on OER

The OER potential of WE3 is shown in Fig. 2.9. WE3 has a structure similar to that of

a real PEMWE and thus can examine the boiling effect in a more realistic manner. WE3

possesses a channel and a PTL, which causes a large oxygen transfer resistance. In contrast to

that of WE2, WE3 case in Fig. 2.9 show a clearer evidence, where the OER potentials around

the boiling temperature decreased substantially. It was also noted that the smaller the current,

the lower the temperature at which the potential started to decrease, such as 97 °C at 4

mA·cm-2, 100 °C at 10 mA·cm-2, and 103 °C at 30 mA·cm-2. This result suggests that a more

intense boiling with a larger overheating temperature is necessary to effectively decrease the

OER potential at a higher current density.

Fig. 2.9 Temperature influence on the OER potential (IR correction, vs. SSCE) for the WE3.

Amore apparent boiling effect is observed in the ηOER–i characteristic curves and Tafel

plots, as shown in Fig. 2.10. The ηOER–i curves below 97 °C indicate a gradual improvement

in the performance as the temperature increases. This gradual improvement is attributed to the

general activation overvoltage characteristic, where increasing the temperature increases the
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exchange current density, as shown in Fig. 2.3a. However, the ηOER–i curves above 97 °C

shifted considerably for every 3 °C increase in temperature, as shown in Fig. 2.10a. This large

shift between the plots for each temperature case suggests a boiling effect. As mentioned

above, WE3 has similar structure to PEMWE cell and has a large mass transfer resistance,

which cause a high oxygen concentration on the CL. Once boiling superimposes on OER,

boiling bubble can intensely dilutes the oxygen concentration. Thus, as shown in Fig. 2.10,

boiling remarkably improved the OER performance.

Fig. 2.10 Temperature influence on WE3 potential. a. ηOER–i characteristics and b.Tafel plots

for WE3 with IR correction.

The same trend was observed in the Tafel plots of WE3 (Fig. 2.10b). Two adjacent

Tafel plots at temperatures above 100 °C showed a significant shift. Above 100 °C, increasing

the temperature continuously and substantially decreased the overvoltage, and more intense

boiling as the temperature increased provided a more substantial reduction in the oxygen

concentration on the CL. This large potential of the boiling effect for decreasing the OER

concentration is attributed to the similar structure of WE3 to that of a PEMWE anode, where a

larger oxygen transfer resistance exists.

2.3.5 Corrected exchange current density

As mentioned in section 2.2.3, another crucial piece of evidence that boiling reduces

the oxygen concentration in the CL can be observed from the corrected exchange current
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density. As described in Eq. (2.12), the corrected exchange current density �ec is related to the

temperature and oxygen concentration in the CL. The dimensionless corrected current density

�ec expresses the relative value versus exchange current density under standard conditions.

Fig.s 2.11a–c show the dimensionless corrected current densities for WE1, WE2, and WE3,

respectively, whose numerical ranges are marked on the left-side y-axis of the three figures

and were obtained using the Tafel plots and Eq. (2.12). The �ec in the three WEs all

exponentially increased with temperature. Moreover, the degree of increase was different

between the three WEs. The case of WE3 was the highest, followed by that of WE2. This

tendency agrees with the results of the electrochemical analysis. With a similar structure to

real PEMWE, WE3 has the highest oxygen mass transport resistance; consequently, the

boiling effect on WE3 works significantly and raises the dimensionless corrected current

density �ec considerably. It was noticed that the �ec of WE2 and WE3 was almost double that

of WE1. This is because the platinum-coated PTL is embedded in the WEs, and because the

PTL also functions as an OER catalyst. Thus, it is worth qualitatively comparing the increase

of �ec with increasing temperature between the three electrodes.

Fig. 2.11 The dimensionless corrected exchange current density and oxygen activity on CL

versus temperature. for three WEs: a. WE1, b.WE2, and c.WE3

The oxygen activities on the CL, which were determined using Eq. (2.13), and the

fitting line for �ec plotted points are shown as a dotted line in Fig. 2.11, and the range of

values is marked on the right-side y-axis of the three figures. The temperature dependence of

�O2
CL provides a qualitative understanding of the boiling effect. Does boiling reduce the oxygen

concentration in the CL? As predicted, the oxygen activities of WE2 and WE3 decreased at

temperatures above 100 °C. Unlike the other two WEs, WE1 did not exhibit this tendency.
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Thus, we conclude that boiling can mitigate the dense oxygen concentration caused by the

large oxygen mass transfer resistance of the embedded PTL.

2.4 Conclusion

To clarify which overvoltage component in the OER was reduced by the boiling effect,

this study conducted unique electrochemical measurements with three custom-made working

electrodes: WE1 comprising only a CL and a directly faced electrolyte, WE2 embedded with a

PTL on the CL, and WE3 with a similar structure to that of the anode of the PEMWE. The

step-by-step electrochemical analysis with specific working electrodes yielded the following

results:

1) Boiling decreased the OER overvoltage by lowering the Nernst loss. A

considerable amount of vapor generated by boiling diluted the oxygen gas and dissolved

oxygen gas in the catalyst layer.

2) Thus, the boiling effect is highlighted when the oxygen mass transfer resistance is

high, as in a real PEMWE with embedded PTL and flow channel.

3) A low OER overvoltage caused by superimposed boiling can be converted to a

higher current density operation and reduce the electrode area, resulting in a cost reduction of

the PEMWE.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical analysis of boiling effect on OER

This chapter constructs a theoretical model to quantitatively explore the mechanism of

how boiling reduces the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) overpotential. As chapter 2

suggested, boiling can reduce Nernst loss by accelerating oxygen transfer by vaporizing large

amounts of water vapor. The model considers dissolved oxygen, liquid water, gaseous oxygen

and water vapor flowing through the porous transfer layer (PTL) on a catalyst layer (CL). The

model determines two oxygen fluxes as gas phase and dissolved case, and also can estimate

the concentration of dissolved oxygen at the CL. The model clarified boiling has a role in

increasing the molar flux of gaseous oxygen and reducing the dissolved oxygen concentration.

Then, the reduction of the dissolved oxygen concentration is responded to OER

electrochemical equation, which shows the relationship with OER overvoltage. The PTL

embedded on the CL enlarges the mass transfer resistance of the dissolved oxygen and raises

the dissolved oxygen concentration at the CL. Even in this case, once the boiling is

superimposed on OER, the boiling attracts more dissolved oxygen into water vapor bubbles

and significantly decreases the dissolved oxygen concentration at the CL, reducing the Nernst

loss of the OER. That’s the scenario of how boiling reduces OER overpotential.

3.1 Introduction

Oxygen bubbles in the PEMWE anode tend to increase the anode overvoltage [1].

Oxygen bubbles cover some active areas of the catalyst layer (CL) [2], decreasing apparent

electrochemical surface area and increasing activation overvoltage. In particular, the rough

contact between the CL and porous transfer layer (PTL) leaves more space for storing bubbles,

reducing the active area [3, 4]. In addition, the oxygen bubbles prevent water from flowing

into the CL, reducing the OER current density at the CL covered by the oxygen bubbles [5,6].

Therefore, other regions of CL covered by water need to increase the current density to share

more current load [7]. Once current density rises locally, water starvation may occur there and

raises concentration overvoltage [8].

To reduce the OER overvoltage, in addition to material development, some efforts
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utilizing physical effects are proposed. Applying ultrasound and magnetic fields succeeded in

rapidly draining oxygen bubbles [9,10]. But implementing these operations will increase

equipment investment. Lickert et al. thought a PTL with large-pore and high-porosity

decreases oxygen transfer resistance, which is beneficial to draining oxygen bubbles [1,3].

However, increasing the pore size and porosity increases the contact resistance of PTL and CL,

increasing the ohmic overvoltage [11]. Todd et al. considered applying a high-pressure

operation to shrink the volume of the gas bubbles to decrease gas saturation in a PTL [12].

High-pressure operation is easily achieved in OER without changing the PTL structure.

Among the efforts thus introduced, the high-pressure operation is thought to be worth doing

regarding the reduction of OER overvoltage.

However, the high-pressure operation to suppress water starvation by decreasing the

gas saturation in OER causes a trade-off issue. The oxygen produced in OER is drained as

oxygen bubbles and as dissolved oxygen in the water. The gaseous oxygen pressure decides

the dissolved oxygen concentration [13, 14]. Although the high operating pressure can shrink

the oxygen bubbles at the CL, it also increases the dissolved oxygen concentration in the

water surrounded by high-pressure oxygen bubbles. The high dissolved oxygen concentration

forms a high concentration overvoltage in OER [15]. Increasing the operating temperature is

suggested as a countermeasure, which can lower dissolved oxygen concentration [16].

However, the way to increase the temperature is generally limited so that it is lower than the

boiling point to ensure the water supply for OER in the liquid phase. Thus, superimposing

boiling, the target in this thesis, is the only way to reduce OER potential among the physical

effect.

However, the mechanism of how boiling reduces the OER potential has yet to be

verified. To respond to this question, this chapter develops a model to quantitatively clarify

the mechanism that the boiling reduces the OER potential. Domain for the model here

developed supposes the three WEs (WE1, WE2 and WE3) in chapter 2. Thus, the numerically

calculated results based on the model are compared with the OER experimental results in

chapter 2. The following sub-chapter carefully explains the model, whose main idea is

conservation law for the charge, molar flux, and momentum in the through PTL direction with

boundary conditions. In the model, liquid water replaces the name bulk electrolyte for ease of

understanding. Then, chapter 3.3.1 makes a comparison between the experiment and

prediction by a model in terms of OER overpotential. Good consistency will be shown,
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suggesting that the model can precisely reproduce key phenomena in the boiling effect.

3.2 Model introduction of the OER superimposed with boiling

To help understand the model's computational logic, the model's flowchart is shown in

Fig. 3.1, where the meaning of the symbols is listed in the nomenclature (Table 3.1). In Fig.

3.1, the momentum equations in the PTL serve as the core formulations of the transfer

equation. In addition, the capillary pressure (Pc) equation and the molar flux equations for

dissolved oxygen (QO,dis) and water vapor (Qw,g) are supplemented to help solve the molar flux

and momentum equations. The boundary conditions at the upper surface of the PTL, at which

the location is simply named PUS (porous transport layer upper surface), are the pressure of

liquid water (Pw,l), the pressure and saturation of the gas bubbles (Pg and Sg). The boundary

conditions at the CL/PTL interface are oxygen molar flux (QO) and water vapor molar flux by

boiling (Qw,gb). The concentrations of dissolved oxygen, gaseous oxygen, water vapor, etc.,

output from the transfer equation are transferred to the electrochemical equations of the OER.

Ultimately, the electrochemical equation outputs the potential (E) of the OER, etc. The

numerical calculation was executed in Python with a convergence accuracy of 1%. Table 3.2

is the calculation condition, so the impact of OER temperature and PTL thickness is examined.

Table 3.3 shows the constants used in the calculation.

Fig. 3.1 Calculation flow of theoretical model.
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Table 3.1 Nomenclature.

Nomenclature

A Bubble side-wall area for a unit

geometric area, [-]

L Latent heat, [J·kg-1]

C Concentration, [mol·m-3] N Bubble number for a unit

geometric area, [-]

�� Relative concentration, [s·m-1] P Pressure, [Pa]

cr Current contribution ratio, [-] Pr Prandtl number, [-]

D Diffusion coefficient, [m2·s-1] Q Molar flux, [mol·m-2·s-1]

E Potential, [V] q Relative molar flux, [-]

HT Henry coefficient,

[mol·m-3·Pa-1]

R Diffusion resistance, [s·m-1]

i Current density, [A·m-2] r Radius, [m]

J Evaporation rate, [kg·m-2·s-1] S Saturation, [-]

j Relative current density, [-] T Temperature, [K]

K Permeability, [m2] v Velocity, [m·s-1]

Greek symbols

α Activity, [-] λ Dimensionless concentration,

[-]

γ Relative molar flow rate, [-] μ Dynamic viscosity, [Pa·s]

δ Thickness, [m] ρ Density, [kg·m-3]

ε Porosity, [-] σ Water surface tension, [Pa·m]

ς Dimensionless transfer

resistance, [-]

τ Relative pressure of water

vapor, [-]

θc Contact angel of PTL, [°]

Superscripts and subscripts

b Boiling ls Liquid water surrounding gas

bubbles

bub Bubble O Oxygen

CL Catalyst layer PUS Upper surface of the PTL

dis Dissolved to Total
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det Detachment w Water

g Gas 0 Standard

l Liquid

Table 3.2 Calculation conditions.

Case Current

density

(A·cm-2)

PTL

thickness

(mm)

Temperature

(°C)

Pressure

(MPa)

1 0.001-1.024 0.01 85 0.1013

2 0.001-1.024 0.02 85 0.1013

3 0.001-1.024 0.05 85 0.1013

4 0.001-1.024 0.2 85 0.1013

5 0.001-1.024 1 85 0.1013

6 0.001-1.024 0.2 94 0.1013

7 0.001-1.024 0.2 97 0.1013

8 0.001-1.024 0.2 100 0.1013

9 0.001-1.024 0.2 103 0.1013

10 0.001-1.024 0.2 106 0.1013

Table 3.3 Constants for the model.

Csf 0.013 - Surface fluid combination coefficient [28]

Cpw,l 4184 J·kg-1·K-1 Specific heat of water

d 20 μm Average pore diameter of the Ti mesh

�IrO2 8.35×10-7 m Particle diameter of IrO2 [29]

Enan 76 000 J·mol-1 Anodic reference activation energy [29]

F 96 485 C·mol-1 Faraday constant

g 9.81 m·s-2 Gravity acceleration
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H298K 1.2×10-5 mol·Pa-1·m-3 Henry coefficient [21]

ΔH 1.4×104 J·mol-1 Dissolution enthalpy [21]

�ref0 2.64×10-9 A·cm-2 OER exchange current density

L 2.27×106 J·kg-1 Latent hear of water vaporization

Ls 6×10-9 kg·K·s·m-4 Evaporation coefficient [27]

�w 18 g·mol-1 Molar mass of water

�IrO2 1.5 mg·cm-2 IrO2 load

P0 101 325 Pa Base pressure

R 8.314 J·mol-1·k-1 Universal gas constant

T0 298.15 K Reference temperature

z 2 - Number of electron transfer

�t 0.5 - Charge transfer coefficient

ε 0.4 - Porosity of the Ti mesh

�c 30 ° Contact angle of the Ti mesh [29]

�w,g 1.2×10-5 Pa·s Dynamic viscosity of water vapor

�O 1.04×10-5 Pa·s Dynamic viscosity of oxygen [30]

�w,l 2.822×10-4 Pa·s Dynamic viscosity of liquid water

�IrO2 11.66 g·cm-3 IrO2 mass density

φI 0.75 - Contact fraction of ionomer and catalyst [29]

This section details the OER process and how boiling enhances oxygen transfer.

Boiling is expected to reduce the partial pressure of gaseous oxygen in bubbles to reduce the

dissolved oxygen concentration in the water surrounding bubbles. Thus, boiling is expected to

exhibit special effects on OER, such as lowering its overpotential. To quantitatively clarify the

exceptional OER performance under boiling, the theoretical models are developed, consisting

of

(1) the electrochemical reaction at the CL,

(2) the mass transfer through the PTL,

(3) and the water vaporization in the PTL.

These processes are introduced in the next sub-sections.

The OER process includes water electrolysis and the transfer of water, oxygen, and

protons, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Fig. 3.2a is the calculation domain for the OER process, which
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consists of a CL and a hydrophilic PTL. This structure is supposed to be the WE2 of the

three-electrodes cell (see Fig. 2.1) in chapter 2. This structure applies to WE1 and WE3

models, whose experimental structures are described in chapter 2. The difference between the

WE1, WE2, and WE3 models is the thickness of the mass transfer layer. The transfer layer

over the WE1 CL surface is only a 10-μm thickness [17]. The PTL thickness of WE3 is set

to 1 mm, a virtual thickness formed by a 0.2-mm-thickness PTL and 0.5-mm-width ribs. OER

occurs at the CL to generate oxygen and forms different current densities in liquid water and

bubbles, such as il and ig, since the oxygen activity differs between in liquid water and

bubbles. The oxygen and water transfer through the PTL. The saturation of gas bubbles,

which mainly consists of gaseous oxygen with a small amount of water vapor at room

temperature, decreases continuously from the CL to the PUS owing to the capillary pressure

between gas and liquid phases. Thus, bubbles flow from the CL to the PUS. Then, the flowing

water above the PTL continuously removes these bubbles from the PUS to the bulk water. The

velocity of the flowing water was 1.05 m·s-1, equal to the linear speed determined by the

experimental rotator with a 2000 r·min-1 and a 10 mm diameter. Contrary to the gas saturation,

the water saturation decreases continuously from the PUS to PTL/CL interface, driving the

flow of liquid water from the PUS to the CL [18].
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Fig.3.2 Schematic drawings of OER process. a. structure of the CL and PTL, b. introduction

of the OER process, c. oxygen transfer resistance, d. oxygen transfer at unboiling, e. oxygen

transfer at boiling

Fig. 3.2b depicts water electrolysis in detail. The water flows from the PUS to the CL

and is electrolyzed into proton and oxygen at the CL. The oxygen molecules produced at the

CL dissolve into the water first and then form oxygen bubbles when the dissolved oxygen

concentration exceeds its saturation concentration [13]. The oxygen bubbles are mixed with

water vapor and cover the partial areas of the CL. In the following text, the bubbles mixed

with gaseous oxygen and water vapor are called just “bubbles”.

Fig. 3.2c presents the flow and transfer resistance of oxygen bubbles, dissolved

oxygen, and liquid water. Gaseous oxygen and water vapor mix in the bubbles and have

respective pressure as PO,g and Pw,g . The bubble has total pressure, Pg= PO,g + Pw,g. The high

bubble pressure at the CL, PgCL, drives the bubble to flow to the low gas pressure, PgPUS, in

the bulk water region. In terms of the dissolved oxygen in water, diffusion and convection

transfer it from the CL toward the PUS. In general, oxygen transfer through bubbles has lower

resistance than that in a dissolved manner through liquid water. Thus, oxygen is drained

mostly through the bubble (gas phase).

Fig. 3.2d is a picture magnifying the CL/PTL interface of Fig. 3.2a. It is noted that the

gaseous oxygen in the bubble equilibrates the dissolved oxygen, whose concentration in water

obeys Henry's law with the partial pressure of gaseous oxygen . The situation of Fig. 3.2d

supposes the case without boiling (in the case of less than 100 °C). The bubble shown in this

figure is occupied mostly by gaseous oxygen and secondary by water vapor. Fig. 3.2d also

indicates the existence of two OER current components at the CL. One is il, where liquid

water and dissolved oxygen are the reactant and product, respectively. The other one is ig,

where water vapor and gaseous oxygen are the reactant and product, respectively.

Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) define the relative current density, which is the ratio of local

current density to the average current density and can reflect the multiple of the local current

density relative to the average current density. If this relative current density exceeds 1, the

local current density exceeds the average current density and vice versa. The average current

density is the applied current density, the ratio of the applied current to the geometric area of

CL. The relationship between the average current density and the local current density will be
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given in Eq. (3.4). For the CL in the liquid water, the relative current density is

�l =
�l
�
(3.1)

For the CL under bubbles:

�g =
�g
�
(3.2)

Fig. 3.2e is the case when the temperature rises to over 100 °C, and boiling begins to

be superimposed on the OER. Unlike Fig. 3.2d, the bubble marked with a dashed line is

occupied mainly by water vapor and secondary by gaseous oxygen. This is because boiling

tends to take the oxygen bubbles as the vaporization nucleus, and the water vapor produced

by boiling fills in the oxygen bubbles to form the mixed bubble. According to Henry’s law,

the low oxygen partial pressure thus formed in the bubble will attract dissolved oxygen into

the bubble. As a result, a lower concentration region of dissolved oxygen forms next to the

bubble. This new region can be characterized as a different OER current density, ils, as shown

in Fig. 3.2e. This current density also can be replaced with a relative value as follows.

�ls =
�ls
�
(3.3)

Gas saturation at the CL, �gCL, decides the applied current. Eq. (3.4) gives the relation

between the partial current density and the average current density, where the �gCL is the gas

saturation at the CL and approximates the fractional coverage of bubbles at the CL [18],

which is dimensionless. As shown in Fig. 3.2e, the oxygen produced by the CL is expelled in

dissolved and gaseous states, forming respective molar fluxes. Among them, boiling cannot

decrease the concentration of dissolved oxygen discharged through the liquid water. The γ

in Eq. (3.4) is the ratio of gaseous oxygen molar flux, QO,g, to the sum of QO, as plotted in Fig.

3.2e. The dissolved oxygen molar flux, QO,dis, is also shown in this figure. The relative molar

flux of dissolved oxygen discharged through liquid water, 1-γ, is the fraction of dissolved

oxygen whose concentration is not changed by boiling. Accordingly, the relative molar flux of

dissolved oxygen flowing into the bubbles and expelling through bubbles approaches the

relative molar flux of gaseous oxygen, γ, which is the fraction of dissolved oxygen whose

concentration is lowered by boiling.

� = �gCL�g + �(1 − �gCL)�ls + (1 − �)(1 − �gCL)�l (3.4)

The current contribution ratio, crx (subscript x represents g, ls, or l), is the contribution

of the three OER current components in Fig. 3.2e. This crx has a role in understanding which
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OER current component is the highest and how to optimize the boiling effect to reduce OER

overpotential. Eq.s (3.5-3.7) list the contribution ratio of the three OER current components.

Each current contribution ratio is less than 1, and the sum of the three components equals 1.

��g =
�g
�
�gCL = �g�gCL (3.5)

��ls = 1 − �gCL � �ls
�
= 1 − �gCL ��ls (3.6)

��l = 1 − �gCL 1 − � �l
�
= 1 − �gCL 1 − � �l (3.7)

γ can be used to approximate the fractional coverage of the boiling effect on the dissolved

oxygen since the dissolved oxygen near the boiling bubbles eventually flows into the bubbles.

3.2.1 Overpotential and current density of the OER

In an acidic environment, the reaction equation for OER is H2O → 2H+ + 1
2
O2 +

2e−. OER potential consists of Nernst potential and overvoltages. The Nernst potential of the

OER is,

�Nernst = �0 � + ��
��
ln �O

0.5

�w
(3.8)

The first term on the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. (3.8) is the standard redox potential. It is

noted that this equation assumes that the activity of proton is 1 because of abundant proton in

ionomer forming in the CL. Activity in the second term comes from the concentration ratio of

the oxygen and water at the CL with reference to a standard state, then α=CxCL/Cx0.

Substituting the activities of oxygen and water to Eq. (3.8) in terms of concentration,

�Nernst = �0 � + �NL = �0 � + ��
��
ln

�O
CL

�O
0

0.5

�wCL

�w0

(3.9)

where the subscript of “O” and “w” is oxygen and water, respectively. In this work, a concept

of Nernst loss, ENL, is defined, which corresponds to the second term on the RHS of Eq. (3.9)

and is denoted as ENL. If the oxygen activity is rather less than 1, the Nernst loss can be

negative, contributing to a lower OER potential.

Adding activation overvoltage on the Eq. (3.9) yields OER potential [7], where at is

the charge transfer coefficient, and z is the number of electron transfer.
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� = �0 � + ��
��
ln

�O
CL

�O
0

0.5

�wCL

�w0

+ ��
�t��

�� �
�0 �

(3.10)

The third term is the activation overvoltage, where the exchange current density i0(T) is

defined at standard oxygen concentration, CO0, and standard water concentration, Cw0 [19]. In

Eq. (3.10), the ohmic overvoltage is not included because the ohmic overvoltage of chapter 2

conducted IR correction. Additionally, ohmic overvoltage, as usually considered, is not

intentionally involved in the OER potential. This is because boiling is thought not to influence

electron conduction through the porous electrode.

The sum of the Nernst loss (second term) and activation overvoltage (third term) in Eq.

(3.10) is the OER overpotential, ∆�, which is,

∆� = � − �0 � = ��
��
ln

�O
CL

�O
0

0.5

�wCL

�w0

+ ��
�t��

�� �
�0 �

(3.11)

Precisely speaking, it is recognized as an OER overpotential with reference to the standard

redox potential. The overpotential functions with OER current density and the concentration

of oxygen and water at the CL. A simple mathematical manipulation from Eq. (3.11) yields

and explicitly shows the OER current density [20]. Around the exchange current density, the

reverse current density of OER will become significant. The current expression of Eq. (3.12)

is only applicable when the current density should be much higher than the exchange current

density.

� = �0 �
�wCL

�w0

��

�O
CL

�O
0

0.5�� exp(
����∆�
��

) (3.12)

The OER current density, i, is divided into three components, ig, il, ils, as shown in Fig.

3.2e. Each component of the current density is affected by oxygen and water states (gaseous

oxygen, dissolved oxygen, liquid water, and water vapor). Oxygen may have different

activities in a dissolved manner in water and in a gaseous manner in bubbles. Water may also

form different activities in a liquid and gas phase. Thus, the bubbles and liquid water part on

the CL yield different current densities of OER.

The redox potential in the liquid water and gas bubbles (�l0 � and �g0 � ) is unequal

due to different formations of Gibbs free energy between liquid water and water vapor
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(∆�f, l0 � and ∆�f,g0 � ), except at boiling point. The OER overpotential in liquid water,

∆�l = � − �l0 � , is naturally different from that in bubbles, ∆�g = � − �g0 � , as shown in

Fig. 3.3.

Fig. 3.3 Circuit diagram of three current density components (current density of the CL in

bubbles, and in liquid water far from and surrounding the bubbles).

Eq. (3.13) provide the equations for OER current density in gas bubbles. Specially,

current density at the CL covered with the bubbles:

�� = �0 �

�w,gCL

�w,g0

��

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

0.5�� exp(
����∆��

��
) (3.13)

The gaseous oxygen and water vapor are regarded as ideal gases in the bubbles. Their

concentrations in Eq. (3.13) are expressed in Eq.s (3.14) and (3.15). Superscript "0" means

under standard conditions of 25°C and 0.1013MPa.

�O,gCL =
�O,g
CL

��

�O,g0 =
�O,g
0

��0

(3.14)

�w,gCL = �w,gCL

��

�w,g0 = �w,g0

��0

(3.15)

Current density at the CL immersed in liquid water far from bubbles:
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�� = �0 �

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

��

�O,dis
CL,1

�O,dis
0

0.5�� exp(
����∆��
��

) (3.16)

In Eq. (3.16), the concentrations of liquid water and dissolved oxygen at the CL are critical

parameters for determining the OER current density in the water. According to Henry's law,

the partial pressure of the gaseous oxygen determines the concentration of dissolved oxygen

in the water.

�O,dis
CL,1 = �T(�)�O,gCL

�O,dis0 = �T(�0)�O,g0
(3.17)

where the Henry coefficient refers to Eq. (3.18) [21]. In Eq. (3.18), ΔH is the dissolution

enthalpy of oxygen.

�T(�) = �T(�0)exp [
−∆�
R
( 1
�
− 1

�0
)] (3.18)

The concentration of liquid water is related to water density. Although Eq. (3.19) introduces a

precise water concentration to determine water activity, the water activity of
�w,l
CL

�w,l
0 becomes

approximately 1 because of the incompressibility of water.

�w,lCL = �w,l
CL

�w

�w,l0 = �w,l
0

�w

(3.19)

Current density at the CL in liquid water surrounding bubbles:

��� = �0 �

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

��

�O,dis
CL,2

�O,dis
0

0.5�� exp(
����∆��
��

) (3.20)

Both �O,dis
CL,1 and �O,dis

CL,2 refer to the dissolved oxygen concentration in water. Still, the �O,dis
CL,1

refers specifically to the high dissolved oxygen concentration not affected by boiling, and the

�O,dis
CL,2 refers to the low dissolved oxygen concentration under the boiling effect. Under the

boiling condition, the dissolved oxygen concentration around the bubble plummeted from

�O,dis
CL,1 to �O,dis

CL,2 , as shown in Fig. 3.2e.

3.2.2 Dissolved oxygen transfer in water

The dissolved oxygen concentration in the water facing the CL is important, which
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significantly impacts the OER current density component, ils and il, as shown in Fig. 3.2e. The

dissolved oxygen transfer through the PTL with a molar flux, �O,dis , is driven by diffusion

and convection [17, 22]. The transfer equation can be simplified to the one-dimensional

model along the direction of the PTL thickness, y.

�O,dis =− �O,dis
d
d�
�O,dis + �w,l�O,dis (3.21)

where �O,dis and �O,dis is the diffusion coefficient and concentration of dissolved oxygen in

water, respectively, and �w,l is the liquid water velocity.

Integrating Eq. (3.21) with the dissolved oxygen concentration at the PUS, �O,disPUS , yields the

dissolved oxygen concentration at the CL.

�O,disCL = �O,disPUS exp ��w,l
�O,dis

+ �O,dis
�w,l

1 − exp ��w,l
�O,dis

(3.22)

It is noted that the dissolved oxygen concentration at the CL, �O,disCL , in the LHS of Eq. (3.22)

represents �O,dis
CL,1 and �O,dis

CL,2 in Eq. (3.16) and (3.20), respectively. Eq. (3.22) can determine

both �O,dis
CL,1 and �O,dis

CL,2 . Because the liquid water flowing on PTL removes the dissolved

oxygen timely, the dissolved oxygen concentration at the PUS is close to zero. If assuming

�O,disPUS zero, the dissolved oxygen concentration at the CL is determined in Eq. (3.23).

�O,disCL = �O,dis
�w,l

1 − exp ��w,l
�O,dis

(3.23)

, and the molar flux of the dissolved oxygen, �O,dis, is,

�O,dis =
�O,dis
CL �w,l

1−exp
��w,l
�O,dis

(3.24)

Adding the molar flux of gaseous oxygen, �O,g, to �O,dis yields the total molar flux of the

produced oxygen, �O.

�O = �O,g + �O,dis (3.25)

Subsequently, several relative values are introduced to effectively judge the molar flux

variation. The relative molar flux of the gaseous oxygen is defined to measure the proportion

of gaseous oxygen to the total oxygen molar flux,

� = �O,g
�O

(3.26)

Treated in this way, the dimensionless flux is not affected by the changable current density,

and the boiling-enhanced oxygen transfer can be highlighted.

Moreover, the dissolved oxygen concentration at a standard condition (25 °C,
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0.1013MPa) as a reference defines the dimensionless concentration of dissolved oxygen at the

CL.

� = �O,dis
CL

�O,dis
0 (3.27)

The transfer resistance of the dissolved oxygen through PTL is worthwhile when PTL

thickness is discussed. It can be derived just from dividing the concentration difference of the

dissolved oxygen through the PTL by the molar flux of the dissolved oxygen.

�O,dis =
�O,dis
CL −�O,dis

PUS

�O,dis
= �O,dis

CL

�O,dis
(3.28)

It is noted that the concentration of the dissolved oxygen at PUS is assumed to be zero.

Finally, the relative flux and dimensionless concentration of dissolved oxygen just above

defined yield a dimensionless transfer resistance of the dissolved oxygen after substituting

Eq.(3.26) and (3.27) into Eq.(3.28).

� = �O,dis
�O,dis
0 =

�O,dis
CL

�O,dis
�O,dis
0

�O

= �
1−�

(3.29)

3.2.3 Liquid/gas flow in the PTL

As introduced in chapter 3.2.2, dissolved oxygen transfers in liquid water by

convection and diffusion, while the gaseous oxygen and water vapor are drained through

bubbles, as schematically plotted in Fig. 3.2b. The bubble pressure consists of the partial

pressures of the gaseous oxygen and water vapor. In PTL, liquid water and the bubbles flow

in opposite directions. The following formulates the balance equations of molar flux and

momentum in liquid and gas phases to analyze the liquid/gas transfer. In addition, the

boundary conditions imposed on the balance equations and the water vaporization rate are

also introduced below.

Molar flux

A dimensionless molar flux for supplied water and produced oxygen is specified here.

The advantage of dimensionless treatment of molar flux is to exclude the interference of

current density on molar flux variation. The positive flow direction of water in the PTL is

specified from the PUS facing bulk water to the CL/PTL interface. Because water needs to be
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supplied to the CL for water electrolysis, the net molar flux of the supplied water is simply

estimated with Faraday’s law, as to be �w = �
2�
. The net molar flux of the supplied water

includes liquid water and water vapor. According to the definition of the dimensionless flux

above indicated as � = �
� �

, the net molar flux of the supplied water has a dimensionless

value of 1
2
, as follows.

�w = �w,l + �w,g =
1
2

(3.30)

where qw,l and qw,g are the dimensionless fluxes of the supplied liquid water and water vapor,

respectively. It is noted that, in practice, electrolyzed water from PUS to CL can be supplied

in the liquid phase, and thus the liquid water flux qw,l tends to take a positive value. Whereas

the water vapor in the oxygen bubble is produced at the CL by evaporation or by boiling, the

water vapor produced drains from CL to PUS, resulting in the water vapor molar flux, qw,g,

becomes a negative value.

The dimensionless flux of produced oxygen can be expressed similarly. Faraday’s law

suggests the molar flux of produced oxygen to be �O =−
�
4�

. Thus, the sum of the

dimensionless fluxes of the produced gaseous and dissolved oxygen becomes − 1
4
, as follows.

�O = �O,g + �O,dis =−
1
4

(3.31)

The dimensionless fluxes of oxygen are defined as �O,dis =
�O,dis
� �

, �O,g =
�O,g
� �

, and �O =
�O
� �

,

where qO,dis, qO,g, qO is the dimensionless flux of dissolved, gaseous and total oxygen,

respectively.

The partial pressure of gaseous oxygen in the bubbles is related to the water vapor

molar flux. Here, the conservation relationship between the molar flux of liquid water and

water vapor is introduced. Because the water vapor flows out of the PTL continuously with

oxygen, the partial pressure of the water vapor in the bubble is in a non-equilibrium state. The

partial pressure of water vapor is determined by its molar flux. The τ in Eq. (3.32) is the ratio

of water vapor molar flux to the total molar flux of the mixed gas in the bubbles [20]. It is also

the relative pressure of water vapor, which is the ratio of water vapor partial pressure to the

bubble pressure.

� = �w,g
�w,g+�O,g

= �w,g
�g

(3.32)

Thus, the dimensionless flux between water vapor and gaseous oxygen are related in Eq.
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(3.33), derived from Eq. (3.32).

�w,g =
��O,g
1−�

(3.33)

Eq. (3.34) gives the dimensionless flux of the mixed gas composed of gaseous oxygen and

water vapor.

�g = �O,g + �w,g =
�O,g
1−�

(3.34)

Eq. (3.35) expresses the dimensionless flux of the liquid water.

�w,l =
1
2
− �w,g (3.35)

The dimensionless flux of the liquid water, and mixed gas holds the total dimensionless flux,

q, in Eq. (3.36), [23]. The q will be a critical intermediate parameter when substituting the

flux equation into momentum equation.

� = �w,l + �g = ��w,l�w,l + ��g�g (3.36)

where ��w,l represents the intermediate parameter of liquid water concentration, which is

��w,l =
�w,l
�/�
, and ��g is the intermediate parameter of gas concentration, which is ��g =

�g
�/�
.

Momentum balance

In order to determine the dimensionless fluxes of liquid water, water vapor, dissolved

oxygen and gaseous oxygen, additional momentum equations need to be supplemented, such

as Eq.s (3.37) and (3.38) [24]. In Eq. (3.37), the pressure gradient of liquid water in the PTL

creates the water velocity, �w,l . Likewise, the gas velocity, �g , in the PTL is formed by the

gas pressure gradient.
d�w,l
d�

=− �w,l
�w,l

�w,l = �w,l�w,l (3.37)

d�g
d�

=− �g
�g
�g = �g�g (3.38)

where �w,l and �g are the dynamic viscosity of liquid water and mixed gas. In Eq. (3.37),

the expression for − �w,l
�w,l

is replaced by �w,l as a simplified expression for the subsequent

derivation of molar flux. Eq. (3.38) also performs the same simplification processing as Eq.

(3.37), such as �g . In Eq.s (3.37) and (3.38), Kwl and Kg are the permeabilities of the liquid

water and mixed gas in the PTL, respectively. The two permeabilities are related to gas

saturation, Sg, as shown in Eqs. (3.39) and (3.40), [25]. The cubic index of the permeability

coefficient is a usual value for liquid and gas phases [24,25].
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�w,l = ��rl = �(1 − �g)3 (3.39)

�g = ��rg = ��g3 (3.40)

Capillary pressure, �c , between the liquid water pressure and bubbles gas pressure can be

obtained in Eq. (3.41) after Eq. (3.38) subtracting Eq. (3.37).
d�g
d�

− d�w,l
d�

= d�c
d�

= �g�g − �w,l�w,l (3.41)

Combine dimensionless mass flux and momentum equation

After combining Eq.s (3.36) and (3.41), the dimensionless mass fluxes of the mixed

gas and liquid water are obtained in Eq.s (3.42) and (3.43).

�g =
�g�w,l

�w,l�g+�g�w,l
� + �w,l�g

�w,l�g+�g�w,l

d�c
d�

(3.42)

�w,l =
�w,l�g

�w,l�g+�g�w,l
� − �w,l�g

�w,l�g+�g�w,l

d�c
dx

(3.43)

Additional capillary pressure expressions must be supplemented to solve Eq.s (3.42) and

(3.43). The capillary pressure is expressed in Eq. (3.44) [25] with the Leverett function,

Fl(�g), in Eq. (3.45). In Eq. (3.44), the � is the surface tension of liquid water, and the �c is

the contact angel of PTL, and � is the PTL porosity.

�c = Fl(�g)�cos(�c) ( �
�
) (3.44)

Fl(�g) =1.417�g − 2.12�g2 +1.263�g3 (3.45)

where the PTL permeability, K, is expressed in Eq. (3.46) [24].

� = �2�3

180(1−�)2
(3.46)

In Eq. (3.46), d is the average pore diameter of the PTL..

Finally, the gas saturation can be determined after combining the dimensionless mass

flux and momentum equations. Denoting
�g
�l
= �c and �g

�l
= �μ , the equation �g

�l
= �g

�g

�l
�l
=

�μ
(1−�g)3

�g3
is derived. Substituting Eq. (3.44) into Eq. (3.42), the dimensionless flux of the

mixed gas is given in Eq. (3.47). So far, the relationship between dimensionless flux and gas

saturation is obtained in Eq. (3.47), which is the core gas-liquid transfer equation in the

model.

�g =
�c�g3

�μ(1−�g)3+�c�g3
� − �g�g3(1−�g)3

�μ(1−�g)3+�c�g3
�cos(�c) ��

�l
(1.417 − 4.24�g + 3.789�g2)

d�g
d�

(3.47)
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Gas saturation at the PUS

The saturation at the PUS provides the boundary condition for solving the gas-liquid

transfer equation. If the bubble capillary pressure at the PUS is known, the gas saturation at

the PUS can be determined according to Eq.s (3.44) and (3.45). The bubbles keep growing

before detaching from the PUS. As Fig. 3.4, if the drag force, Fu, by flowing water exceeds

the self-adhesion force, Fσ , that functions on the bubbles, the bubbles detach periodically

[26].

Fig. 3.4 Detachment of bubbles at the PUS.

Eq. (3.48) provides the detachment radius, rdet. This equation comes from force

balance, Fσ=Fu, on the bubble between attachment force pulled by PTL surface, and drag

force pushed by convection flow [26].

�det =
�s��sin�c
36�l�0

(3.48)

where ls is the characteristic length of water flowing through PUS, which is the diameter of

PUS taken from the experimental WE, 10 mm. The �l and �0 are the dynamic viscosity of

liquid water and its average velocity flowing above the PUS (1.05 m·s-1).

The detachment radius of the bubble in Eq. (3.48) can determine its detachment time.

The relation between detachment radius and time is derived from the gaseous oxygen molar

flux and gas state equations. The gas state equation in the bubble is �g�g = �g�� . The

bubble gas pressure is related to liquid water pressure, as 2�
�det

= �g − �w,l . The bubbles

attached to the PTL are approximately spherical and have a volume of �g =
4π�det

3

3
. In order to

obtain the bubble volume, it is necessary to know the gas molar number in the bubble, �g =

�O
�g
�O,g

, at the detachment time, where the molar number of gaseous oxygen is �O =
�
4�

��0�det
�bub

.
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The ��0 is the unit geometric area on the PUS, while Nbub is the bubble number over a unit

geometric area. After combining these equations, the bubble detachment time has a relation

with the detachment radius as

�det =
16πF�bub�O,g �w,l�det3+2��det2

3����g��0
(3.49)

The gas pressure changes in a growing bubble since the increasing bubble radius

reduces gas pressure according to Young–Laplace equation, 2�
�bub

= �g − �w,l . The average

pressure of the bubble within one growth period is expressed in Eq. (3.50),

�gave =
�=1
�=100�g� (k�det100 )

100
(3.50)

In order to obtain the average gas pressure of the bubbles attached to the PTL surface during

the growth process, the lifetime, �det, of the bubble on the PTL is divided into 100 equal parts.

The k increases from 1 to 100 in turn, and k�det
100

represents the incremental moments in turn.

Substitute time, k�det
100

, into Eq. (3.49) to replace �det , then the bubble radius, rbub, at this

moment will be determined. Then, substituting rbub into Young–Laplace equation, the bubble

pressure, Pg(
k�det
100

), at k�det
100

will be obtained. The average pressure, �gave , can be obtained by

averaging the bubble pressures at these 100 moments. Next, the capillary pressure at PUS,

�cPUS , can be obtained by equation �cPUS = �gave − �w,l . Finally, the gas saturation at the PUS

can be determined by substituting �cPUS into Eq. (3.44).

Vaporization rate of evaporation and boiling

The water vapor molar flux described below plays an important role in the Nernst loss

of the OER. The Nernst loss is related to the partial pressure of gaseous oxygen in the bubbles.

According to Eq. (3.32), the increased molar flux of water vapor, �w,g , in the PTL increases

the partial pressure of the water vapor, Pw,g, decreasing the partial pressure of the gaseous

oxygen in the bubbles. The different water vaporization rates below and above the

boiling-point temperature is a critical issues because the water vapor under boiling reduces the

overpotential of the OER, as shown in chapter 2.3.4. Below the boiling temperature, liquid

water is rather slowly evaporated to water vapor. The molar flux at evaporation with a unit of

mol·m-2·s-1 is expressed in Eq. (3.51),

�w,g =−
�w,g�bub

to

�w
, � ≤ 100 °C (3.51).
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�bubto is a relative area, which is explained below. Mw is the molar mass of water, which is

0.018 kg·mol-1. Jw,g is the water evaporation rate with a unit of kg·m-2·s-1, as shown in Eq.

(3.52) [27].

�w,g = −�s �
�w

ln �w,g
�sat

(3.52)

In Eq. (3.52), �s is the vaporization rate, which is listed in Table 3.3, and Psat is the saturated

vapor pressure with a unit of Pa given by Eq. (3.53) [27]. The temperature, T, in Eq. (3.53)

has a unit of K.

�sat = 1010.08354−
1663.125
�−45.622 (3.53)

The �bubto in Eq. (3.51) is the relative evaporation area over a unit geometric area (��0),

which is a crucial parameter in determining the molar flux of evaporation. The �bubto is the

relative area, where the cylindrical bubbles' side wall, as shown in Fig. 3.5, is divided by a

unit geometric area (��0 ). The �bubto is a dimensionless value derived with the following

procedure.

Fig. 3.5 Schematic of evaporation area. a. the relative evaporation area, �bubto , which

corresponds to the side-wall area of bubbles through PTL (light green colored) on a unit area,

b. the discretized side-wall area of a bubble.

The gas phase occupies an area of ��0�g0 , where Sg0 is the gas saturation at the PUS.

Assuming that the bubble radius at the PUS is rbub0 as Fig. 3.5b, then the number of bubbles,

Nbub, attached to the PUS over the unit geometric area is

�bub =
��0�g0

π�bub
0 2 (3.54)
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The cross-section of the bubbles at each discrete layer of the PTL is assumed to be circular

with a radius, rbub(y), as Fig. 3.5b. Eq. (3.55) introduces the bubble radius at any discrete

location.

�bub(�) =
��0�g(�)
π�bub

(3.55)

Eq. (3.56) gives the side-wall area of a cylindrical bubble, ��bub , by the area integral of each

discrete layer as Fig. 3.5b. The ��bub has a unit of cm2.

��bub = 0
� 2π�bub(�)d�� (3.56)

As shown in Fig. 3.5a, the cylindrical bubble exists in a plurality. Thus, the relative

evaporation area, �bubto , is the ratio of the total side-wall surface area for all bubbles in the

PTL to a unit geometric area, ��0.

�bubto = �bub��bub
��0

(3.57)

Finally, Eq. (3.58) shows the total area by substituting Eqs. (3.54) and (3.56) into (3.57).

�bubto =
2 �g0

�bub
0 0

� �g(�)d�� (3.58)

Because the bubble radius at the PUS, �bub0 , is equal to or greater than the average pore radius,

d/2, of the PTL, the inequality, �bubto ≤
2 �g0

�/2 0
� �g(�)d�� , is established.

Under boiling, Eq. (3.59) expresses the molar flux of water vapor through the bubbles.

Based on the maximum molar flux of water vapor produced by evaporation at the boiling

temperature, boiling above the boiling temperature further increases the water vapor molar

flux.

�w,g =−
�w,g�bub

to

�w
+ �w,g

b , � > 100 °C (3.59)

, where �w,g
b is the water vapor molar flux by boiling, as shown in Eq. (3.60) [29].

�w,g
b =− �w,l

�w

� �w,l−�w,g
�

0.5 �−100 �pw,l
�sf���

3
(3.60)

where Cpw,l is the heat capacity of liquid water, Csf is the surface fluid combination coefficient,

L is the latent heat of water vaporization, and Pr is the Prandtl number.

3.3 Result and discussions

Chapter 3.3 makes the following three discussions. The first one is dedicated to
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comparing theoretical and experimental voltages on the OER. The comparison is carried out

especially under boiling conditions, leading to verification for the model above developed.

The second one is dedicated to exploring how boiling affects the dissolved oxygen

concentration in the liquid phase surrounding bubbles and how boiling reduces the OER

overpotential. Thirdly, it is indicated that the dissolved oxygen is almost drained from the

bubbles, providing conditions for boiling to enhance OER performance.

3.3.1 Comparison of theoretical and experimental results

Validating the correctness of the model is crucial for theoretical analysis to clarify the

effect of boiling on OER. The IrO2 load in the model is 1.5 mg·cm-2, as shown in Table 3.3.

The electrochemical exchange current density in the model is 2.64×10-9 A·cm-2, taken from

the experimental results in chapter 2.3.1 to match the same condition between the model and

experiment. Fig. 3.6 compares the theoretical and experimental overpotential of the OER

formed at three WEs. The three WEs correspond to the specific structure in Fig. 2.1 of chapter

2. The WE1 has an exposed CL, and a 0.2-mm-thickness PTL covers the CL in WE2, while

the WE3 has a CL, PTL, and CH. The overpotential, ∆��, is the difference between the OER

potential, E, and the redox potential, �l0 � , in the liquid water. It is noted that the redox

potential, �l0 � , in the liquid water is used for both experimental and theoretical OER even

beyond boiling temperature.

a. WE1(CL)
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b. WE2(CL+PTL)

c. WE3(CL+PTL+CH)

Fig.3.6 Theoretical and experimental comparison of overpotential.

Fig. 3.6a compares the theoretical and experimental overpotentials of the WE1. Both

theoretical and experimental overpotentials decrease linearly with temperature. Temperatures

above 100 °C do not specifically reduce the theoretical and experimental overpotentials. The

PTL did not cover the CL surface of WE1 in the experiment, and some dissolved oxygen can

be discharged through a thin liquid water layer over the CL surface. The thickness of the
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liquid water layer is about 10 μm [17], a thickness where the dissolved oxygen concentration

changes drastically. Because the water layer is thin, some dissolved oxygen is more likely to

be drained directly through the liquid water besides oxygen gas bubbles. Boiling cannot

reduce the concentration of dissolved oxygen expelled directly through the liquid water. The

experimental OER overpotentials are higher than the theoretical values at the four current

densities (1, 2, 4, and 8 mA·cm-2). In the experiment, the flowing water might not timely

remove the oxygen bubbles attached to the CL, resulting in a partial loss of active area.

Although the theoretical overpotential cannot perfectly fit the experimental results, the model

can reproduce the tendency that the overpotential of the WE1 is not significantly decreased by

boiling.

For the WE2 in Fig. 3.6b, the experimental OER overpotential at every current density

(1, 2, 4, and 8 mA·cm-2) shows its abrupt decrease at the boiling temperature. The theoretical

overpotentials also agree with this tendency shown in the experiment. This agreement

suggests acceptable reliability of the theoretical model. Both the experimental and theoretical

overpotential show the same abrupt decrease of OER potential at boiling temperature. The

abrupt decrease is approximately 25 mV between 100 °C and 103 °C for any current density

condition (1, 2, 4, and 8 mA·cm-2). The question is whether this OER overpotential decrease

at boiling temperature attributes to redox potential change or some overvoltage component

change. The standard redox potentials in liquid water, �l0 � , and water vapor, �g0 � , are

listed in Table 3.4. �g0 � is higher than �l0 � above boiling temperature. The redox

potential difference between liquid water and water vapor, El0- Eg0, is only 2 mV at 103 °C, as

shown in Table 3.4. Therefore, the standard redox potential change at boiling point decreases

the OER overpotential to only 2 mV. This differs from the experimental result in that the OER

potential decrease was 25 mV. Thus, the redox potential difference between the liquid and gas

phases cannot explain the large OER potential decrease at the boiling point.

Table 3.4 The standard redox potential

T (°C) El0 (V) Eg0 (V) El0-Eg0

(mV)

85 1.179 1.170 9

94 1.172 1.168 4
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97 1.169 1.167 2

100 1.167 1.167 0

103 1.164 1.166 -2

106 1.162 1.165 -3

Among the three WEs, WE3 produced the largest oxygen transfer resistance because

its CL is covered with a Ti mesh (thickness: 0.2 mm) and ribs (width: 0.5 mm). The PTL of

WE3 is thickened to 1 mm in the model to approximate the oxygen transfer resistance formed

by Ti mesh and ribs. In addition, the water in the channel of WE3 is slowly drained by

self-propelled bubbles, and its velocity is related to the gas flow rate in the channel. In Fig.

3.6c, the experimental overpotential over 100 °C has a larger drop, which is close to 70 mV.

In contrast, the theoretical results show a drop of 30 mV over 100 °C. Besides WE2, the

theoretical model for the WE3 can also qualitatively reproduce the boiling effect to reduce the

OER overpotential. However, the theoretical results cannot quantitatively reproduce and

explain the overpotentials significantly reduced over 100 °C in the experiment, which will be

a future research work.

In summary, for WE2 and WE3, the large OER overpotential decrease at the boiling

point is possibly explained by a decrease of Nernst loss at the point. The following chapter

clarifies how the Nernst loss significantly decreases at boiling point.

3.3.2 Oxygen transfer and electrochemical performance during boiling

This sub-section discusses how boiling changes the oxygen transfer, OER voltage, and

current density based on the model shown in chapter 3.2. The OER temperature gradually

increases from 94 to 106 °C, covering the unboiled and boiled temperature range. The current

density increases from 0.001 to 1.024 A·cm-2 to analyze whether boiling reduces the OER

overpotential at any current density. Additionally, the broad current density range predicts the

tendency of how much boiling decreases the OER overpotential with current density. Fig. 3.7

shows the temperature and current density influence on important values at the PTL/CL

interface:

–the dimensionless concentration of dissolved oxygen,λ
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–the relative pressure of gaseous oxygen, 1-τ

–the relative molar flux of gaseous oxygen, γ

–gas saturation at CL, SgCL.

Fig. 3.7 Changes of basic mass transfer parameter. a. dimensionless concentration of the

dissolved oxygen surrounding bubbles, λ; b. relative pressure of water vapor in bubbles, τ;

and c. relative molar flux of gaseous oxygen, γ, d. gas saturation at the CL, SgCL

In Fig. 3.7a, below 100°C, the dimensionless concentration of dissolved oxygen at the

CL surface increases with the current density and finally approaches 2.5, which is 2.5 times

the standard dissolved oxygen concentration. The bubble pressure on the CL surface is about

0.1MPa. Because the partial pressure of gaseous oxygen at the CL cannot exceed the bubble

pressure (0.1 MPa), the relative dissolved oxygen concentration approaches the limit of 2.5

according to Henry’s Law when temperature approaches boiling point (100 °C). At each

current density, the dimensionless concentration at 103 °C is significantly lower than that at
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100 °C. Especially at 106°C, it is lower than 0.5 at 1.024 A·cm-2. Boiling is expected to

reduce the OER overpotential by decreasing the oxygen concentration at the CL, according to

Eq. (3.11). At 103°C and 106°C, the dimensionless concentration increases linearly with the

current density. The higher current density increases the gaseous oxygen molar flux when the

water vapor molar flux under boiling keeps constant at a specific overheating temperature.

Therefore, more gaseous oxygen molar flux increases its partial pressure and the

dimensionless concentration of dissolved oxygen.

The τ represents the relative pressure of water vapor in bubbles, while 1-τ is the

relative pressure of gaseous oxygen. The relative pressure of gaseous oxygen in Fig. 3.7b can

determine the dimensionless concentration of dissolved oxygen in Fig. 3.7a. With increasing

current density, more molar flux of gaseous oxygen makes its partial pressure higher in

bubbles. Conversely, the increased water vapor molar flux by boiling increases the relative

pressure of water vapor in the bubble, reducing the partial pressure of gaseous oxygen. At

106 °C, the relative pressure of gaseous oxygen is close to 0, resulting in the dimensionless

concentration of dissolved oxygen surrounding bubbles close to 0, as shown in Fig.3.7a.

Boiling can decrease the gaseous oxygen concentration in bubbles owing to the decrease in

partial pressure of gaseous oxygen, which can reduce the OER overpotential in the bubbles.

Boiling increases the relative molar flux of gaseous oxygen. In Fig. 3.7c, the relative

molar flux of gaseous oxygen increases more significantly at low current densities. At 0.001

A·cm-2, the relative molar flux of gaseous oxygen rises from 0.9 at unboiling to 0.99 at

boiling. Because boiling causes low partial pressure of gaseous oxygen in the bubbles, more

dissolved oxygen can be attracted into the bubbles, and the relative molar flux of gaseous

oxygen increases. At large current densities, such as 1.024 A·cm-2, the relative molar flux of

gaseous oxygen reaches 0.99 at unboiling. Over 100 °C, the relative molar flux of gaseous

oxygen is approached 1. However, this increase of molar flux less than 0.01 is difficult to

observe in Fig. 3.7c. The relative molar flux of gaseous oxygen is close to 1, which means

that the relative molar flux of dissolved oxygen is close to 0. Boiling cannot reduce the

concentration of dissolved oxygen directly discharged from the PTL. Therefore, only very

little dissolved oxygen at the CL cannot be reduced concentration by boiling. In other words,

boiling can reduce the concentration of most oxygen at the CL, thereby reducing the Nernst

loss of the OER.

Boiling can significantly alter the gas saturation at the CL. Fig. 3.7d shows the gas
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saturation at the CL as a temperature and current density function. Gas saturation increases

with current density at 94-100 °C. Because the higher current density increases the molar flux

of gaseous oxygen, the gas saturation at the CL rises. At 1.024 A·cm-2, the gas saturation is

0.13, implying that liquid water covers 87% of the CL area. The gas saturation of CL rises to

0.2 at 103 °C and 0.38 at 106 °C. In Fig. 3.7b, at 106 °C, boiling reduces the relative pressure

of gaseous oxygen to 0.05. According to Eq. (3.32), the molar flux of water vapor during

boiling is about ten times greater than that of gaseous oxygen, significantly increasing the gas

saturation at the CL.

Next, how boiling changes the OER potential, relative current density, and current

contribution ratio is presented in Fig. 3.8. Fig. 3.8 is the calculation result based on the model

shown in chapter 3.2.1. Each diagram in Fig. 3.8 has 5 trends, which indicate different

temperature cases with a 3 °C increment. The temperature legend is only shown in Fig. 3.8a.

a. current density versus the OER potential
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b. Tafel plot of OER

c-e. relative current density in liquid water surrounding, far from and in bubbles.
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f-h. current contribution ratio of the CL in liquid water surrounding, far from and in bubbles.

Fig. 3.8 Boiling effect on the OER performance.

Fig. 3.8a is the voltammetry curve (OER potential and current density plot) with

reference to the standard hydrogen electrode. Increasing temperature shifts towards lower

potentials. The potential drop per increase of 3 °C is particularly enlarged when the

temperature is over 100 °C, compared to that below 100 °C. This result surely implies that

boiling can contribute to reducing OER potential.

Converting the voltammetry curve to a Tafel plot can predict how much boiling

reduces the OER overpotential at high current densities. The OER overpotential has a Tafel

relationship with the logarithmic current density, as shown in Fig. 3.8b. The overpotential

trend significantly shifts when the temperature increases from 100 °C to 103 °C. The

difference of overpotential between 100 °C and 103 °C decreases with increasing current

density. Because the gaseous oxygen molar flux increases with current density, the partial

pressure of gaseous oxygen and dissolved oxygen concentration at 103 °C is gradually close

to that at 100 °C (Fig. 3.7a and 3.7b). Because of the increased oxygen concentration, the

overpotential at 103 °C gradually approaches that at 100 °C. The advantage that boiling

significantly reduces the OER potential gradually disappearing in the high current density

region. To highlight the boilinng effect at high current density, the boiling temperature should
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be higher, such as 106 °C or more. The significant reduction in the OER overpotential by

boiling, as shown in Fig. 3.8a and 3.8b, attributes to the mechanism, where boiling reduces

the oxygen partial pressure in bubbles and the dissolved oxygen concentration surrounding

bubbles, as depicted in Fig. 3.7b and 3.7a. The partial pressure of gaseous oxygen and

dissolved oxygen concentration at 106 °C is 1/10 lower than that at 100°C, resulting in a

significant decrease in the OER overpotential, according to Eq. (3.11).

Boiling also largely influences the current density in bubbles and liquid water. As

introduced in Fig. 3.2e, the current density component at the CL is three (ils, il and ig). In

addition, each current density component has its relative value (jls, jl, and jg). The jls, as

defined in Eq. (3.3), is the relative current density in liquid water surrounding the bubbles.

The jl, as defined in Eq. (3.1), is the relative current density in liquid water far away from the

bubbles. The jg, as defined in Eq. (3.2), is the relative current density in the bubbles.

The jls, the relative current density in liquid water surrounding the bubbles, is plotted

in Fig. 3.8c. The jls below 100 °C is always greater than 1 and continues to increase with the

applied current density. This means that the current density in the liquid water surrounding the

bubble is greater than the average current density applied. The reason is as follows. Below

100 °C and with increasing current density, the relative current density in the bubbles, jg, is

close to 0.2 (Fig. 3.8e), which means that the current density in the bubbles is 20% of the

average current density, i. Therefore, the current density in liquid water needs to exceed the

average current density to satisfy the applied current load. Then, the jls in liquid water

surrounding bubbles is increased to take on more current load. Over boiling point, the jls

hardly changes with the applied current density, such as 1.05 at 103 °C and 1.09 at 106 °C.

The water vapor molar flux under boiling is about tenfold that of the gaseous oxygen molar

flux even at high current densities. As shown in Fig. 3.7d, at 106 °C, the gas saturation keeps

at 0.38. Therefore, an increase in the gaseous oxygen molar flux hardly changes the partial

pressures of water vapor and gaseous oxygen. This is why the jls in Fig. 3.8c remains constant

during boiling with increasing the applied current density.

Fig. 3.8d introduces the relative current density, jl, in liquid water away from bubbles.

The jl decreases from 1.1 to 0.5 (below average current density), when the CL temperature

changes from 100 to 103 °C. During boiling, the partial pressure of gaseous oxygen and the

concentration of dissolved oxygen surrounding bubbles plummet (Fig. 3.7b and 3.7a).

However, the dissolved oxygen concentration far from bubbles cannot be reduced by boiling,
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as depicted in Fig. 3.2e. Therefore, jls and jg are higher than jl, resulting in jl below 1 at boiling.

Also, with higher boiling temperatures, the partial pressure of gaseous oxygen and the

concentration of dissolved oxygen surrounding the bubbles are lower, while the concentration

of dissolved oxygen far from the bubbles keeps unchanged. Therefore, jl is also lower than jls

and jg.

Fig. 3.8e describes the relative current density, jg, in the bubbles. The jg exceeds 0.8

over 103 °C while it is less than 0.2 below 100 °C. As boiling increases the molar flux of

water vapor, the partial pressure of the water vapor in the bubbles also rises while the partial

pressure of gaseous oxygen decreases. The activities of water vapor and gaseous oxygen are

positively related to their partial pressures. Thus, under boiling, the water vapor activity

increases and the gaseous oxygen activity decreases, increasing the jg in the bubbles. The CL

in the bubbles is activated by boiling and contributes to higher current density, resulting in the

reduction in the OER overpotential.

The current contribution ratio can highlight the importance of a certain current density

(ils, il or ig). Fig. 3.8f-h shows the current contribution ratios (crls, crl and crg), which

correspond to ils, il and ig as introduced in Fig. 3.2e. The crls, as defined in Eq. (3.6), is a

current contribution ratio, which is the one in liquid water surrounding the bubbles and plotted

in Fig. 3.8f. The crl, as defined in Eq. (3.7), is a current contribution ratio, which is the one in

liquid water far away from the bubbles and plotted in Fig. 3.8g. The crg , as defined in Eq.

(3.5), is a current contribution ratio, which is the one in the bubbles and plotted in Fig. 3.8h.

The difference between the relative current density (Fig. 3.8c, d, and e) and the current

contribution ratio (Fig. 3.8f, g, and h) is practical or not. The current contribution ratio

considers the effect scope of the current density component (ils, il and ig) at the CL, which is

determined by gas saturation and the relative molar flux of gaseous oxygen. It can be utilized

to judge how much the current component contributes under a given activity of water and

oxygen, which is more practical than relative current density.

As shown in Fig. 3.8f, the crls (current contribution ratio in the water surrounding

bubbles) has a rather significant role in loading current. The crls below 100°C almost bears

more than 95% of the current load due to the water coverage fraction of 0.9 (Fig.3.7d) and

relative current density of more than 1 (Fig. 3.8c). The crls above 100°C decreases, because

the CL in the bubbles improves the jg and shares some current load from the crls.

Compared with the crls, the role of the crl is not significant. As shown in Fig. 3.8g, the
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crl is less than 1% due to the low relative flux of dissolved oxygen in liquid water away from

the bubbles. As Fig. 3.7c, the relative flux of gaseous oxygen is more than 0.99, and the

relative flux of dissolved oxygen is less than 0.01.

The crg (current contribution ratio under bubbles) is the second significant. As shown

in Fig. 3.8h, the crg is increased to 0.3 when the temperature is 106 °C, because boiling

increases gas coverage fraction (Fig.3.7d) and relative current density (Fig. 3.8e). During

boiling, the CL in the bubbles is activated, sharing more current load from the CL in the water.

Then, the OER overpotential in liquid water can be reduced.

3.3.3 Mass transfer of the OER without boiling

Chapter 3.3.2 clarifies that the significant OER overpotential drop by boiling is

attributed to the reduction of oxygen activity at the CL. This section further discusses how the

dissolved oxygen with high concentration formats at the CL. The high transfer resistance of

dissolved oxygen is one factor in forming its high concentration. The PTL thickness varies

from 0.01 mm to 1 mm to create a wide range of oxygen transfer resistance. For purely

discussing the concentration of dissolved oxygen at the CL without boiling, the OER

temperature is set at 85 °C, the usual operating temperature below the boiling point. As shown

in Fig. 3.9, the relative molar flux of gaseous oxygen and transfer resistance of the dissolved

oxygen increase with the PTL thickness and current density. In Fig. 3.9a, the relative molar

flux of gaseous oxygen, γ, is significantly increased by the PTL thickness below 0.02 A·cm-2.

The relative molar flux of gaseous oxygen through the 1-mm PTL approaches 1 below 0.001

A·cm-2, meaning that nearly all dissolved oxygen flows into the bubbles. With increasing the

current density, the relative molar flux of the gaseous oxygen also approaches 1 for all the

PTL thicknesses. The reasons are introduced as follows.
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a. relative molar flux of the gaseous oxygen.

b. dimensionless transfer resistances of the dissolved oxygen.

Fig. 3.9 Transfer characteristics of oxygen gas at 85 °C.

The transfer resistance of the dissolved oxygen in Fig. 3.9b can explain the variation

of the gaseous oxygen relative molar flux. The PTL thickness and current density increase the

transfer resistance of dissolved oxygen, as presented in Fig. 3.9b. The transfer resistance

increases with current density, especially at low current density (<0.1 A·cm-2). For every
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order-of-magnitude increase in current density or PTL thickness, oxygen transfer resistance

also increases by one magnitude. The transfer resistance grows with current density, and PTL

thickness is explained as follows. Increasing the PTL thickness prolongs the path of dissolved

oxygen expulsion, thereby increasing its transfer resistance. Dissolved oxygen and liquid

water transfer directions are opposite, as shown in Fig. 3.2b. The transfer direction of

dissolved oxygen is opposite to the specified positive direction, and its flux is negative.

According to Eq. (3.21), an increase in liquid water, whose velocity direction is positive,

reduces the dissolved oxygen molar flux. Therefore, the increased liquid water molar flux

inhibits the discharge of dissolved oxygen, improving the transfer resistance of dissolved

oxygen.

The relative current densities in liquid water and bubbles seem to correlate with the

gas saturation at the CL. Fig. 3.10 shows the gas saturation and relative current density in

liquid water and bubbles. In Fig. 3.10a, the gas saturation at the CL increases with applied

current density and PTL thickness, reducing the fractional coverage of liquid water at the CL.

Increasing the current density increases the molar flux of gaseous oxygen, thereby increasing

the gas saturation at the CL. In addition, the gas saturation continues to increase with the PTL

thickness, and a higher gas saturation is formed at the CL.

a. gas saturation at the CL
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b. relative current density at the CL in the liquid water and bubbles

Fig. 3.10 Current density against the gas saturation at 85°C.

The relative current density in liquid water varies with the gas saturation at the CL. At

unboiling (85 °C), the relative current densities around the bubbles and far from the bubbles,

jls and jl, are the same because the dissolved oxygen concentration is the same at the two

locations. Thus, jl also refers to the value of jls. In Fig. 3.10b, for all thicknesses of PTL,

increasing gas saturation almost linearly increases the relative current density in liquid water.

When the PTL thickness is constant, the relative current density in the bubbles decreases with

increasing gas saturation. Increasing the applied current density increases the gaseous oxygen

molar flux, leading to a higher gas saturation at the CL. The rising gaseous oxygen molar flux

reduces the partial pressure and activity of water vapor in bubbles, reducing the current

density in the bubbles. Therefore, the relative current density in the bubbles decreases as the

applied current density increases. Correspondingly, the OER in liquid water generates a

higher current density to fulfill the total current load. At a constant current density, increasing

the PTL thickness increases the gas saturation at the CL. Therefore, the distribution of jl and jg

shifts towards the higher gas saturation (the right direction of the x-axis) when increasing the

PTL thickness, as Fig. 3.10b.

Fig. 3.11 shows the dimensionless concentration of dissolved oxygen and the relative

pressure of water vapor in bubbles. In Fig. 3.11a, the dimensionless concentration

monotonically increases with current density. Notably, the dimensionless concentration is

maximally increased to about 2.1, meaning that the dissolved oxygen concentration is 2.1
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times that at the standard conditions. This is because the partial pressure of gaseous oxygen,

less than the bubble pressure (0.1MPa), restricts the dissolved oxygen dimensionless

concentration below 2.1.

Fig. 3.11 The physical state of oxygen and water vapor at 85°C. a. dimensionless

concentration of the dissolved oxygen and, b. relative pressure of water vapor at the CL.

The dimensionless concentration of dissolved oxygen changes conversely with the

relative pressure of water vapor in bubbles. The relative pressure of water vapor decreases

monotonically with current density but varies irregularly with PTL thickness, as shown in

Fig. 3.11b.. Thickening the PTL increases the side-wall area of the bubbles (as depicted in Fig.

3.5b, which is also the evaporation area, increasing the water vapor molar flux as Eq. (3.51).

The high partial pressure of water vapor restrains the vaporization rate, according to Eq.

(3.52). Therefore, the partial pressure of water vapor in the bubbles does not monotonically

increase with PTL thickness, as shown in Fig.3.11b. However, without boiling, the molar flux

of gaseous oxygen is about 9 times that of water vapor by evaporation, according to Eq. (3.32),

because the relative pressure of water vapor is below 0.1 in Fig. 3.11b. Therefore, the partial

pressure of gaseous oxygen is 9 times larger than that of water vapor in the bubbles, which

greatly affects the monotonic decrease in the relative pressure of water vapor.

This sub-sub chapter can be concluded from the oxygen transfer in the PTL at
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unboiling. At unboiling, the dissolved oxygen at the CL has a high concentration because of

the high partial pressure of gaseous oxygen in bubbles. This high partial pressure of gaseous

oxygen and high dissolved oxygen concentration form disadvantageous factors to producing a

low OER overpotential. Boiling will reduce the oxygen concentration at the CL to eliminate

the disadvantageous factors.

3.4 Conclusions

In order to quantify the mechanism that boiling reduces the OER overpotential, a

theoretical model is used to analyze the mass transfer and electrochemical performance of the

OER by the dimensionless method. The theoretical model has a qualitative agreement with

experimental results. Conclusions are summarized below.

(1) The theoretical model revealed that boiling reduces the OER overpotential. This

phenomenon comes from the fact that considerable water vapor at boiling reduces the partial

pressure of gaseous oxygen in bubbles. The decreasing partial pressure of gaseous oxygen in

the bubbles attracts more dissolved oxygen to flow into the bubbles, reducing the dissolved

oxygen concentration surrounding the bubbles. The decreasing dissolved oxygen

concentration reduces the Nernst loss, which is the key to reducing the OER overpotential.

The boiling effect, thus clarified, is enhanced when the oxygen transfer resistance of the

dissolved oxygen through PTL is high.

(2) The transfer resistance of the dissolved oxygen is key to explaining the gas/liquid

behavior in PTL and determining the boiling effect's worth. The dissolved oxygen transfer

resistance increases greatly with the current density and PTL thickness so that the

concentration of dissolved oxygen at the CL rises to a higher level. Compared to the high

transfer resistance of dissolved oxygen expelling the PTL through the liquid water path,

oxygen drained through bubbles has lower transfer resistance, resulting in more than 99% of

the oxygen drained through the bubbles. The bubbles are almost filled with gaseous oxygen,

forming a higher partial pressure of gaseous oxygen. The water vapor produced by boiling

reduces the partial pressure of gaseous oxygen in the bubbles and the dissolved oxygen

concentration surrounding the bubbles greatly, ultimately reducing the Nernst loss. In short,

the high transfer resistance of dissolved oxygen through the PTL is the prerequisite for boiling

to reduce the OER overpotential.
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Chapter 4

Experimental and theoretical analysis of the boiling effect on the hydrogen evolution

reaction

This chapter elucidates the mechanism by which boiling reduces the overpotential of

hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) in experiments and theoretical models. The high water

vapor molar flux at boiling is expected to reduce the HER overpotential. In experiment, the

three-electrode cell (TEC) scans the galvanostatic potential of the working electrode (WE). A

catalyst layer (CL) for HER is embedded on the top of the WE. An electric heater in the WE

can control the CL temperature above the boiling point, coupling boiling into the HER. Three

kinds of WEs, so-called WE1, WE2, and WE3, are prepared to clarify which voltage

component is reduced by boiling. In the WE1, CL directly faces the flowing electrolyte, and

concentration overvoltage can be ignored due to the low transfer resistance of hydrogen gas.

Therefore, the WE1 can measure the boiling effect on the activation overvoltage of HER after

IR correction. In WE2, CL surface is covered by a carbon paper, which generates Nernst loss

(including concentration overvoltage) besides activation overvoltage. If boiling cannot change

the HER activation overvoltage of the WE1, the WE2 could examine whether boiling reduces

the Nernst loss. A simulation of the theoretical models considering the geometry of WE1 and

WE2 quantitatively analyzed the boiling effect on HER overpotential. The model embeds the

transfer process of gaseous hydrogen, dissolved hydrogen, liquid water, and water vapor in

carbon paper. The model distinguishes hydrogen transfer through the gas bubbles and liquid

water, and determines the hydrogen concentrations at the CL. This model clarifies the boiling

role in reducing dissolved hydrogen concentration and HER overpotential. The results

confirm that boiling accelerates gas transfer in carbon paper and reduces the dissolved

hydrogen concentration at the CL, which is the reason for reducing the HER overpotential.

Although the theoretical model in this chapter is based on the structure of the WE in a

TEC, rather than that of cathode CL in practical PEMWE, an additional concern is placed so

that the theoretical model developed here is applicable when the simulation based on the

model examines the boiling effect in case of the practical PEMWE. In the case of the WE in

the TEC, the bubbles produced in and on CL cut the path for supplying proton into the WE.
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Whereas, in the case of practical PEMWE cathode, the bubbles formed in CL do not disturb

the proton supply to WE, because the protons can be supplied through PEM. Considering the

difference between them, the theoretical model for the WE assumes an achievable proton

supply in the case of the WE and is applicable in the HER process in a practical PEMWE

cathode.

4.1 Introduction

In PEMWE, the porous transfer layer (PTL) in the cathode is an indispensable

component for transferring hydrogen gas and water and conducting electrons [1]. However,

the mass transfer resistance formed by this PTL may lead to excessive overpotential of

hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) [2]. Especially, a thick PTL prevents hydrogen transfer

and increases the HER concentration overvoltage [3], such as 50 mV. At high current densities,

concentration overvoltage becomes significant in addition to activation overvoltage [4]. PTLs

with graded pore size can induce hydrogen bubbles' splitting and expulsion, reducing HER's

overvoltage [5]. Arshad and Ding believed that a PTL with large porosity could enhance

hydrogen transfer [6,7]. Liu et al. expected to use a PTL with distributed concave pores to

improve hydrogen gas permeability [8]. However, fabricating such complex pore structures

increases the production cost of water electrolyzers.

Instead of embedding the sophisticated PTL, the boiling effect is suggested as for

enhancing hydrogen gas transfer in a simple and effective way. Chapters 2 and 3 show the

boiling effect on enhancing oxygen transfer and reducing OER overpotential. Considering the

mechanism of the boiling effect on OER, the boiling effect can also hold in the HER case.

Boiling may enhance hydrogen gas transfer and reduce HER overpotential. The boiling effect

on HER overpotential is experimentally and theoretically studied in this chapter.

Two types of WE, so-called WE1 and WE2, are proposed to examine the boiling effect

for HER. As shown in Fig. 4.1, CL is embedded on top of WE1, directly facing the electrolyte,

and the hydrogen transfer resistance over the CL can be ignored. Therefore, the WE1 can be

approximated only to have activation overvoltage after IR correction. As for WE2, a carbon

paper covers the CL and hinders hydrogen gas transfer, highlighting the Nernst loss (including

concentration overvoltage) in the HER process. Because WE2 is sufficient to judge whether
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boiling reduces Nernst loss, WE structures with higher hydrogen transfer resistance, such as

WE3 covering a PTL and ridges, were not additionally tested. A heater and thermocouple in

the WE can control the CL temperature, switching the water at the CL surface between

unboiling and boiling. Then, galvanostatic voltammetry (GV) measures the HER potential

of WE1 and WE2 as a function of temperature. Because GV was sufficient to demonstrate

whether boiling could reduce the overpotential of HER, additional tests, such as linear

voltammetry (LSV), were not performed. If the HER overpotential of the WE1 decreases

apparently at boiling, that boiling reduces the activation overvoltage can be confirmed, and

vice versa. On the basis that boiling cannot reduce the activation overvoltage of WE1, if

boiling can reduce the HER overpotential of WE2, then we can confirm that boiling reduces

the Nernst loss of HER. The experimental plans above can qualitatively determine which

HER overvoltage is reduced by boiling.

Although the experimental results can quantitatively reveal how much boiling reduces

HER overpotential, it cannot clarify the mechanism of boiling effect on HER. Therefore, a

theoretical model combining boiling and HER is established in chapter 4.4. The theoretical

model refers to the experiment's WE1 (CL) and WE2 (CL + carbon paper). In models, no

carbon paper covers the CL surface of WE1, but there is a thin liquid layer that the dissolved

hydrogen concentration varies greatly. The thickness of the water layer is about 10 μm over

the CL [9]. As for the WE2 model, it refers to the experimental WE2 structure covering a

carbon paper of 0.11-mm thickness on the CL. The HER model follows charge conservation

at the CL and momentum conservation for two-phase transfer within a carbon paper. The

theoretical results finally elucidate why boiling reduces dissolved hydrogen concentration at

the CL and then the HER overpotential.

4.2 Experiment

This sub-chapter describes the WE structure, experimental method and condition. The

HER potential at each temperature, including boiling, was measured by GV. The temperature

dependence of each electrode in the three-electrode cell (TEC) was also introduced to obtain

accurate HER overpotential.
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4.2.1 Experimental apparatus

The structures of TEC and WE are described in Fig. 4.1. In Fig. 4.1a, a 100-W electric

heater and a 1 mm-diameter T-type thermocouple control the electrolyte temperature. In the

WE, a 10-W electric heater and a 0.5 mm-diameter T-type thermocouple control the WE

temperature, as shown in Fig. 4.1b. The WE, counter electrode (CE), and reference electrode

(RE) were immersed in 0.1-M HClO4 solution to form a closed-loop circuit. The CL is

embedded on top of the WE, and the evolved hydrogen bubbles flow into the electrolyte. The

CE is platinum wire. RE is an Ag/AgCl(sat.) electrode [10], providing a reference potential

for the HER.

a. three-electrode cell
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b. interior structures of WE1 and WE2.

c. potential correction

Fig.4.1 Experimental apparatus introduction.

The WE1 and WE2 designed in this chapter are shown in Fig. 4.1b, while their

structure parameters are introduced in Table 4.1. The only difference in the structures of WE1

and WE2 is whether the CL is covered by PTL (carbon paper). In these two WEs, the carbon

component was used as the substrate electrode to carry CL because of the acid resistance of

carbon materials. The location of the carbon components is shown in Fig. 4.1b, below the CL.
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CL was attached to the top surface of the carbon component for HER. The CL was fabricated

by spraying platinum particles of loading 0.5 mg·cm-2 and hot pressing on the carbon

component. The CL is a circle with a diameter of 10 mm. The CL is also loaded with an

Aquivion ionomer as a binder and proton conductor. A heater in the carbon component heated

the CL and made boiling on it. The stirrer above the WEs was rotated at 2000 r·min-1 to

agitate the electrolyte to remove hydrogen gas bubbles attached to the upper surface of the

WEs. For the WE1, the flowing electrolyte directly removes the dissolved hydrogen and

hydrogen gas bubbles at the CL surface, and the concentration overvoltage of the HER can be

ignored. At boiling, if the WE1 overpotential decreases significantly, that the boiling reduces

activation overvoltage will be determined, and vice versa. For the WE2, the hydrogen gas

bubbles at the CL flow through the carbon paper. The WE2 has a higher hydrogen transfer

resistance than WE1 because the capillary force in the carbon paper prevents the hydrogen gas

bubbles’ emission. Therefore, in addition to the activation overvoltage, the WE2 also has a

significant Nernst loss (including concentration overvoltage). If the overpotential decreases

above the boiling-point temperature in WE2 but not in WE1, we can conclude that boiling can

decrease the hydrogen concentration at the CL to decrease the Nernst loss.

Table. 4.1 Parameters in the WEs

Components Specification

CL Thickness: 10 μm

Diameter: 10 mm

Catalyst and its load: Pt particles (TEC10E50E,

TANAKA) and 0.5 mg·cm-2

Ionomer: Aquivion ionomer

Material composition ratio: Pt/C=72 wt%,

Ionomer=28 wt%

Carbon paper for the WE2 Thickness: 110 μm

Material: Carbon paper (30-TGP-H-030)

Porosity: 80%

Substrate PTFE Treatment: 5wt%
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4.2.2 Experimental method

The WEs ran in a wide temperature range to compare the overpotential changes of the

HER without and with boiling. The temperature control strategy for the HER is described

below. A 10-W heater adjusted the WE temperature, while a 100-W heater controlled the

electrolyte temperature. The WE was increased from 25 to 110 °C. Because Aquivion

ionomers can withstand higher temperatures than Nafion ionomers, the CL loaded Aquivion

ionomers can run safely at 110 °C within a short period. When the WE temperature was lower

than 90 °C, the electrolyte temperature increased with WE synchronously. The electrolyte

temperature was heated up to 90 °C because of its boiling-point temperature limitation. If the

WE temperature exceeds 90 °C, the WE temperature was individually increased from 90 to

110 °C while the electrolyte temperature was kept at 90 °C.

The RE used in this chapter is the standard silver chloride electrode (SSCE), which

has the advantage of potential stabilization. The electrolyte is a 0.1-M HClO4 solution with

water as the solvent. As shown in Fig. 4.1c, at 25 °C, the 0.1-M acidic electrolyte changed the

HER from the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) potential, �0HER = 0 V , to �0,ShiftedHER =−

0.059 V. Compared with SHE, the standard potential of SSCE is �0SSCE = 0.197 V. Therefore,

Eq. (4.1) gives the measured HER electrode potential with reference to SSCE,

�0,MeasuredHER = �0,ShiftedHER − �0SSCE =− 0.059 − 0.197 =− 0.256 [V] vs. SSCE (4.1)

Because the SSCE potential depends on temperature, clarifying the relationship between RE

potential and temperature can help to determine accurate HER overpotentials. The

equilibrium potential of the Ag/AgCl(sat.) electrode varies with temperature as Eq. (4.2) [11],

�eqSSCE(�) = �0SSCE −
1.01(�−25)

1000
= 0.197 − 1.01(�−25)

1000
[V] vs. SHE (4.2)

The HER overpotential can be used to evaluate whether boiling affects HER. In the

experiment, the HER potentials tested by the TEC referenced the temperature-dependent

SSCE. The equilibrium potential of HER, �0,MeasuredHER (T), is also temperature-dependent. The

potential of HER is lower than its equilibrium potential. The overpotential of the HER can be

determined from Eq. (4.3), referring to the equilibrium potential. After IR correction, the HER

overpotential of the WE1 is the activation overvoltage, while the HER overpotential of WE2

is composed of activation and Nernst loss. After substituting Eq. (4.1) into Eq. (4.3), the

overpotential expression of HER is
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∆�HER = �0,MeasuredHER (T) − �HER − �ohmHER = (�0,ShiftedHER − �eqSSCE(�)) − �HER − �ohmHER [V]

(4.3)

Among them, ∆�HER is the overpotential of HER, �HER is the HER potential of the TEC test,

�0,MeasuredHER (T) is the equilibrium potential with a proton concentration of 1M, and �ohmHER is the

ohmic overvoltage.

The fundamental HER performance can be used to determine the experimental

integrity of the TEC and WEs. Before studying the HER performance under boiling, the basic

HER performance of the custom WE1 need to be inspected. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) can

measure the electrochemical surface area (ECSA) of CL [12].

ECSA = �dl
E

�dl
(4.4)

where Cdl is the specific capacitance density of Pt material, 0.059 mF·cm-2 [12]. The CdlE is

the capacitance value of the Pt particles in the CL measured from the CV plot obtained at

specific potential scan rates, such as Fig. 4.2a. In order to obtain accurate CdlE, the CV is

measured 20 turns at 25 °C in the non-Faraday discharge range (0.55-0.75 V). Finally, the

20th cycle is selected to determine CdlE because of its stability and accuracy. Table 4.2 gives

the operating conditions of CV. By obtaining the ECSA, the electrochemical exchange

membrane current density of the custom-made CL can be determined. The electrochemical

current density was compared with a referred current density to verify the completeness of the

CL and experimental apparatus.

After examining the basic electrochemical characteristics of the custom-made CL, the

WE embedded the CL can test the effect of boiling on the HER overpotential. The WE

temperature was swept from 85 to 110 °C (including unboiling and boiling) to measure the

HER potential at a static current density. The potential at the current density was recorded for

300 s at a specific temperature to obtain sufficient potential data, as Table 4.2. Then, the mean

of these potential values was selected as the experimental result, which determines the

overpotential.

Table 4.2. Experiment conditions for each measurement

Measurement

Method
Specification
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IR correction

Potential －0.1 V vs. SSCE

Disturbance frequency 1000 Hz

Testing time for a value 300 s

AC amplitude 10 mV

Galvanostatic

conditions

Testing time for a value 300 s

HER current
－6.4 -－63.7

mA·cm-2

CV condition
Potential range

0.55‒0.75 V vs.

SSCE

Sweeping speed 1-50 mV·s-1

4.3 Experimental results

Results introduce the integrity of the custom-made CL first. Then, the boiling effect on

HER overpotential of WE1 and WE2 was analyzed. The HER galvanostatic overpotential

measured over a wide temperature range confirms that the Nernst loss (including

concentration overvoltage) is reduced by boiling.

4.3.1 Integrity verification of CL

The integrity validation of the experimental apparatus and custom-made CL is critical

for the HER research. A CL with a circular area of 0.785 cm2 (diameter: 1 cm) was

manufactured by spraying Pt/C-Aquivion ionomer catalyst ink and hot pressing. At 25 °C, the

potential was scanned to measure the potential-current plot for the estimation of the ECSA of

CL with loading Pt of 0.5 mg·cm-2. Fig. 4.2 demonstrates the basic electrochemical

performance of the custom-made CL. Fig. 4.2a shows the potential-current plot in a

non-Faradaic potential region (0.55-0.75 V), which is the raw CV data. The charging currents

increase with the potential scanning rate, which fits with the characteristics of capacitors.
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a. Potential-current plot by CV (potential vs. SSCE)

b. Non-faraday current and potential scanning rate
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c. Tafel plot of HER (potential vs. SHE)

Fig. 4.2 Basic elctrochemical property of the custom-made CL at 25 °C and 0.1013

MPa.

The capacitance value of the CL can be obtained from the plot of the potential

scanning rate and charging current. For each potential scanning rate in Fig. 4.2a, select the

current at 0.65 V, which is approximately the average current in 0.55-0.75 V, as the charging

current in Fig. 4.2b. The charging current was approximately linear with the potential

scanning rate. The slope of the line in Fig. 4.2b is the capacitance, CdlE, of the CL sample,

which is 65.21 mF. The Pt load in the CL is 0.5 mg·cm-2, and the specific capacitance density

is 0.059 mF·cm-2. Therefore, the ECSA of the 10-mm diameter CL is (65.21 mF)/(0.059

mF·cm-2)=1105 cm2. The ratio of the ECSA to the CL geometric area is 1105/0.785=1407,

which is close to the reference value of 1500 in Ref. [13].

The Tafel plot can determine the exchange current density of the Pt catalyst in a

hot-pressing CL. As shown in Fig. 4.2c, the voltammetric curve (small chart) at 25 °C was

converted to a Tafel plot (big graph) after the logarithmic transformation of the current. The

abscissa of Fig. 4.2c is the negative value of the HER overpotential, −∆�HER . There is an

approximately linear relationship between the −∆�HER and log(-I) around -0.01 V. The linear

Tafel plot can predict the exchange current density because concentration overvoltage has not

yet occurred in this low potential range (-0.01 V). In Fig. 4.2c, the intersection of the extended
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line of the bold Tafel plot and the y-axis yields the exchange current, 10-4.28A. Therefore, the

CL with a 10-mm diameter had a geometrical current density of 10-4.3/0.785=6.4×10-5 A·cm-2

and an electrochemical exchange current density of 6.4×10-5/1407=4.5×10-8A·cm-2.

The exchange current density of this custom-made CL was much smaller than the

electrochemical reference exchange current density, 10-3 A·cm-2 [4]. The reason of small

exchange current density in the CL in this study attributes to its fabrication process. In the CL

fabrication, the CL were hot-pressed so that the CL can withstand the mechanical damage

caused by boiling bubbles. However, the compression with hot-press makes CL dense,

resulting in an excessively high hydrogen transfer resistance in the CL, resulting in a smaller

measurement value of the electrochemical exchange current density. On the other hand, in a

generalHER evaluation in TEC, Pt-particles are just placed, with some weak attachment force,

on the surface of WE and they are isolated each other. In addition, the general CL on WE is

rotated. Thus, the general CL hardly has hydrogen transfer resistance. Although the CL itself

does not exhibit excellent electrochemical performance, this CL can still evaluate the boiling

effect on HER overpotential as follows.

4.3.2 Boiling effect on HER overpotential

Fig. 4.3 shows the HER overpotentials of the WE1 and WE2 as a function of

temperature. For the WE1, the electrolyte driven by the stirrer removed the hydrogen transfer

resistance over the CL. Therefore, the Nernst loss, including concentration overvoltage, can

be ignored in the case of WE1, and only the activation overvoltage remains. Fig. 4.3a shows

the result in the case of WE1 and indicates that the overpotential for any current density did

not specially decrease over 100 °C. Thus, it can be concluded that boiling does not specially

affect the activation overvoltage of the HER.
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a. WE1 overpotential

b. WE2 overpotential

Fig. 4.3 Boiling effect on HER overpotentials (IR correction).

For the WE2 covered with carbon paper, the overpotential below 100 °C (Fig. 4.3b)

was slightly higher than that of WE1 (Fig. 4.3a) because of the additional Nernst loss in

addition to the activation overvoltage. In Fig. 4b, the HER overpotentials for four current

densities (-6.4, -12.7, -31.8, and -63.7 mA·cm-2) exhibited a same tendency, they start to

decrease slightly above 100 °C. Therefore, considering the case of WE1, the slight
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overpotential drop of WE2 at boiling is suggested to come from the Nernst loss. How does the

boiling decrease the Nernst loss. Following theoretical model and its numerical analysis

shows that boiling reduce the hydrogen activity at the CL, resulting the Nernst loss

reductionof HER.

4.4 Theoretical model of HER

The HER model describes the electrochemical equation and the mass transfer process,

whose calculation logic is shown in Fig. 4.4. Mass transfer equations are used to solve the

concentrations of dissolved hydrogen and gaseous hydrogen at the CL, CH,disCL and CH,gCL.

The mass transfer equation includes the molar flux and momentum equations. In addition, the

equations for capillary pressure, Pc, and dissolved hydrogen, water vapor fluxes, QH,dis and

Qw,g, are supplemented to solve the molar flux and momentum equations. The boundary

conditions at the upper surface of the carbon paper (CUS) are the liquid water pressure, Pw,l,

gas saturation, Sg0, and gas pressure Pg. The boundary conditions at the CL/carbon paper

interface are hydrogen molar flux, QH, and water vapor molar flux by boiling, Qw,gb.

Ultimately, the concentrations of dissolved hydrogen and gaseous hydrogen are substituted

into the electrochemical equation of HER. Solving the HER model is cyclically calculated in

Python with a convergence accuracy of 1%. Definitions of the remaining symbols in the

flowchart are listed in Table 4.3. The cases in this chapter have conditions as listed in Table

4.4. The constants used in this model are listed in Table 4.5.

Fig. 4.4 Calculation flowchart of HER model.
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Table 4.3 Nomenclature

Nomenclature

A Bubble surface area for a unit

geometric area, [-]

K Permeability, [m2]

C Concentration, [mol·m-3] L Latent heat, [J·kg-1]

cr Current contribution ratio, [-] P Pressure, [Pa]

D Diffusion coefficient, [m2·s-1] Pr Prandtl number, [-]

E Potential, [V] Q Molar flux, [mol·m-2·s-1]

HT Henry coefficient,

[mol·m-3·Pa-1]

S Saturation, [-]

i Current density, [A·m-2] T Temperature, [K]

J Evaporation rate, [kg·m-2·s-1] v Velocity, [m·s-1]

Greek symbols

α Activity, [-] μ Dynamic viscosity, [Pa·s]

γ Relative molar flux, [-] ρ Mass density, [kg·m-3]

δ Thickness, [m] σ Water surface tension, [Pa·m]

ε Porosity, [-] τ Relative pressure of water

vapor, [-]

θc Contact angel, [°]

Superscripts and subscripts

b Boiling ls Liquid water surrounding

bubbles

bub Bubble H Hydrogen

CL Catalyst layer CUS Upper surface of carbon paper

dis Dissolved w Water

det Detachment wv Water vaporization

g Gas 0 Standard

l Liquid
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Table 4.4 Calculation condition.

Case Current density

(mA·cm-2)

Diffusion layer

thickness

(mm)

Temperature

(°C)

Pressure

(MPa)

1 －6.4-－31.8 0.01 88-109 0.1013

2 －1-－1024 0.11 88-109 0.1013

Table 4.5 Constants for the model.

Csf 0.013 - Surface fluid combination coefficient

Cpw,l 4184 J·kg-1·K-1 Specific heat of liquid water

D 30 μm Pore diameter of the carbon paper

�Pt 3×10-5 m Diameter of Pt particle

EnHER 4300 J·mol-1 Anodic reference activation energy

F 96 485 C·mol-1 Faraday constant

g 9.81 m·s-2 Gravitational acceleration

H298K 7.8×10-6 mol·Pa-1·m-3 Henry coefficient of hydrogen

ΔH 4.4×103 J·mol-1 Dissolution enthalpy

�ref0 4.5×10-8 A·cm-2 HER exchange current density

L 2.27 MJ·kg-1 Latent hear of water vaporization

Ls 6×10-9 kg·K·S·m-4 Evaporation coefficient

�w 18 g·mol-1 Molar mass of water

�Pt 0.5 mg·cm-2 Pt load

P0 101 325 Pa Reference pressure

R 8.314 J·mol-1·k-1 Universal gas constant

T0 298.15 K Reference temperature

z 2 - Number of electron transfer

�t 0.5 - Charge transfer coefficient

ε 0.6 - Porosity of the carbon paper

�c 70 ° Contact angle of the carbon paper

�s 1.2×10-5 Pa·s Dynamic viscosity of water vapor
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�H 2.47×10-5 Pa·s Dynamic viscosity of hydrogen

�w 2.822×10-4 Pa·s Dynamic viscosity of liquid water

�Pt 11.2 g·cm-3 Pt mass density

φI 0.75 - Contact fraction of ionomer and catalyst

This section details the HER process and how boiling reduces hydrogen concentration.

Boiling is expected to reduce the gaseous hydrogen partial pressure and dissolved hydrogen

concentration at the CL, which is expected to reduce the HER overpotential. Therefore, to

quantitatively study the effect of boiling on HER overpotential, the theoretical model includes

(1) HER process at the CL

(2) mass transfer in carbon paper

(3) water vaporization in carbon paper

These processes are introduced in the next sub-chapters.

The following sections detailedly describe the three sub-sections. The HER process

includes hydrogen evolution and transfer of water and hydrogen, as shown in Fig. 4.5. In Fig.

4.5a, the WE1 model only consists of the CL, which corresponds to the experimental WE1

(Fig. 4.1b). In the case of the WE1, as shown in Fig. 4.5a, protons at the CL combine with

electrons and become hydrogen molecules. Hydrogen molecules first dissolve into liquid

water. Then, hydrogen gas bubbles form when the dissolved hydrogen concentration exceeds

its saturation concentration [9]. For the CL under hydrogen gas bubbles, hydrogen molecules

produced at the CL are directly released into the gas bubbles with a gas phase. Some water

vapor is mixed into the hydrogen gas bubbles. In the following descriptions, the bubbles

mixed with gaseous hydrogen and water vapor are simply named "bubbles". Different

hydrogen activity in liquid water and bubbles yields different HER current densities, such as il

and ig. The transfer of protons under the bubble is assumed to be accessible to the catalyst

layer (CL) in the model. It is noted that, even in a practical situation, protons are accessible to

CL when the bubbles cover CL. This is because protons can be delivered through ionomers

(proton transport media) embedded in the porous CL. Therefore, the electrolyte solution,

which has a role in delivering proton to CL (Fig. 4.1a), is simplified to just behave as liquid

water in the model as shown in Fig. 4.5a and Fig. 4.5b. In Fig. 4.5a, no carbon paper covers

the CL of WE1, so the dissolved hydrogen and hydrogen bubbles at the CL directly drain into

the flowing water, corresponding to the flowing electrolyte in the experiment. Even so, a
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dissolved hydrogen diffusion layer with a thickness of about 10 μm exists on the CL surface

of WE1 [9]. The diffusion layer is a thin water layer with a sharply varying dissolved

hydrogen concentration. The boiling at the CL consumes liquid water, so the net flow

direction of liquid water is from the bulk region toward the CL. The flowing water removed

the bubbles attached to the CL, and the water velocity refers to the average velocity formed by

the experimental rotor on the WE surface (1.05 m·s-1).

Fig. 4.5 Theoretical model. of a.WE1, b.WE2, c. transfer resistance of hydrogen gas and

water

Fig. 4.5b describes the HER process of WE2, whose CL is covered with a carbon

paper, corresponding to the experimental WE2 in Fig. 4.1b. The hydrogen gas bubbles at the

CL flow through the carbon paper, and are drained into the bulk water. In the carbon paper,

the gas saturation and capillary pressure of bubbles gradually decrease from the CL to the

CUS, driving the hydrogen bubbles out of the carbon paper. Because of the high transfer

resistance of dissolved hydrogen through the thick carbon paper (0.11 mm), the dissolved

hydrogen has a low molar flux. Most dissolved hydrogen flows into the bubbles and is

drained out of the carbon paper in gaseous hydrogen under a gradient pressure.

Fig. 4.5c especially presents the transfer resistance of liquid water, dissolved hydrogen,

and bubbles during HER. This description of transfer resistance applies to WE1 and WE2.

The bubbles pressure, Pg, consists of the partial pressures of gaseous hydrogen and water

vapor, PH,g and PW,g, then Pg= PH,g + PW,g. The bubbles' pressure at the CL, PgCL, is higher than
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at the CUS, PgCUS. The pressure difference drives the bubbles to move from the CL to CUS.

Dissolved hydrogen in liquid water transfers from the CL to the CUS by diffusion and

convection. The transfer resistance of dissolved hydrogen, RH,dis, depends on its transfer layer

thickness. For WE1, the CL faces the flowing bulk water, and the transfer thickness of

dissolved hydrogen is about 10 μm [9]. For WE2, the transfer layer thickness of dissolved

hydrogen equals the carbon paper thickness, 110 μm. Therefore, dissolved hydrogen in WE2

has higher transfer resistance than in WE1.

4.4.1 Overpotential and current density

In an acidic condition, HER consumes hydrogen ions. Eq. (4.5) introduces the

expression of HER in the acidic condition.

2H+ + 2e− → H2 (4.5)

Eq. (4.6) introduces the HER potential, which is derived from the cathodic voltage component

of the PEMWE [13].

�HER =− ��
��
ln

�H
CL

�H
0

�
H+
CL

�
H+
0

2 + ��
�t��

ln �
�0 �

vs. SHE (4.6)

The first term on the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. (4.6) is the Nernst loss of the HER, which

includes the concentration overvoltage, where H and H+ represent hydrogen gas and proton,

and the second term is the activation overvoltage of the HER. In the experimental results of

chapter 4.3, the ohmic overvoltage of the HER was removed by IR correction. Therefore, Eq.

(4.6) omits ohmic overvoltage. In addition, boiling cannot change the proton transfer in the

ionomer and the electrons conduction in the electrode. In Eq. (4.6), the exchange current

density of HER, i0(T), is defined at which the hydrogen gas and proton concentrations are

standard values. At 25 °C and 0.1013 MPa, the �H0 represents the standard hydrogen gas

concentration, and �H+
0 represents the standard proton concentration, which is 1 M. The z is

the number of electron transfers, which is 2 in HER, and at is the charge transfer coefficient of

HER, which is 0.5.

Derived from Eq. (4.6), the HER overpotential is defined with reference to the SHE

potential as Eq. (4.7), which is related to the HER current density and the concentrations of
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hydrogen gas and proton at the CL. Under SHE, the proton concentration is 1-M, then

�H+
CL /�H+

0 =1. If the hydrogen activity, �HCL /�H0 , is rather less than 1, the Nernst loss can be

negative, contributing to a lower HER potential.

∆� = �SHE − �HER = 0 − �HER = ��
�t��

�� �
�0 �

+ ��
��
ln

�H
CL

�H
0

�
H+
CL

�
H+
0

2

= ��
�t��

�� �
�0 �

+ ��
��
ln �H

CL

�H
0 (4.7)

Eq. (4.8) shows the HER current density, obtained from a simple mathematical transformation

of Eq. (4.7).

� = �0 � �H
0

�H
��

��
exp( ����∆�

��
) (4.8)

The value of �H
0

�H
�� in this equation is just the inverse of hydrogen gas activity. Precisely

speaking, it suggests both dissolved hydrogen in liquid water and gaseous hydrogen in

bubbles, and the two have different activities.Therefore, HER can generate different current

densities in liquid water and bubbles (marked by a thick dashed line), as shown in Fig. 4.6.

Fig. 4.6 Current density in liquid water and bubbles.

The relation between the gaseous hydrogen pressure and the dissolved hydrogen

concentration obeys Henry's law [14]. Below 100 °C, the bubbles are dominated by gaseous

hydrogen followed by water vapor. There are three HER current components at the CL. One is

ig, with gaseous hydrogen as the product. The other is il, with dissolved hydrogen as a product.

The third ils only appears at boiling. Above 100 °C, boiling vaporizes a large amount of water

vapor to reduce the partial pressure of gaseous hydrogen. Then, the concentration of dissolved

hydrogen surrounding the bubbles also decreases with the lower partial pressure of gaseous

hydrogen. The ils with low hydrogen activity is higher than il. The bubbles with low hydrogen
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partial pressure can attract more dissolved hydrogen to flow into the bubbles. Then, the molar

flux of gaseous hydrogen through the bubbles will increase, which can be evaluated with a

relative value of gaseous hydrogen molar flux, � = �H,g �H , as Fig. 4.6. �H,g is the molar

flux of gaseous hydrogen, while �H is the total molar flux of hydrogen gas. Replacing �H
0

�H
��

with
�H,g
0

�H,g
�� in Eq. (4.8) provides the expression of HER current density in the bubbles:

�g = �0 �
�H,g
0

�H,g
CL

��
exp( ����∆�

��
) (4.9)

The gaseous hydrogen in the bubbles is regarded as an ideal gas, and the concentration of

gaseous hydrogen is obtained in Eq. (4.10). Superscript "0" means under standard conditions

of 25 °C and 0.1013 MPa.

�H,gCL =
�H,g
CL

��

�H,g0 =
�H,g
0

��0

(4.10)

Similar to Eq. (4.9), the current density in liquid water far from bubbles is

�� = �0 � �H,dis
0

�H,dis
CL,1

��
exp( ����∆�

��
) (4.11)

The dissolved hydrogen concentration, �H,dis
CL,1 , is the key parameter to solve Eq. (4.11). As

shown in Fig. 4.6, �H,dis
CL,1 represents the concentration of dissolved hydrogen far from bubbles,

which is not affected by boiling. Henry's law [15] shows the relationship between the

dissolved hydrogen concentration and the gaseous hydrogen pressure in Eq. (4.12).

�H,dis
CL,1 = �T(�)�H,gCL

�H,dis0 = �T(�0)�H,g0 (4.12)

Henry's coefficient of dissolved hydrogen is temperature-dependent as Eq. (4.13). In Eq.

(4.13), ΔH is the dissolution enthalpy of hydrogen.

�T = �298Kexp [
−∆�
R
( 1
�
− 1

�0
)] (4.13)

The current density in liquid water surrounding bubbles is,

�ls = �0 �
�H,dis
0

�H,dis
CL,2

��
exp( ����∆�

��
) (4.14)

where �H,dis
CL,2 represents the concentration of dissolved hydrogen surrounding bubbles as

shown in Fig. 4.6. The �H,dis
CL,2 is one influenced by boiling, and is lower than �H,dis

CL,1 . This is

because, as mentioned above, boiling produces water vapor, and reduces the water vapor

pressure and increases hydrogen gas pressure in the bobble, resulting in a smaller
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concentration of dissolved hydrogen. Both �H,dis
CL,1 and �H,dis

CL,2 refer to the dissolved hydrogen

concentration in liquid water. Still, the �H,dis
CL,1 refers specifically to the high dissolved

hydrogen concentration not affected by boiling, and the �H,dis
CL,2 refers to the low dissolved

hydrogen concentration which can be changed by boiling. During boiling, the concentration

of dissolved hydrogen surrounding the bubbles plummeted from �H,dis
CL,1 to �H,dis

CL,2 , as shown in

Fig. 4.6.

The HER in liquid water and bubbles produces different current densities. The

following equation shows the relationship between partial current density and the applied

average current density, where the gas saturation at the CL, SgCL, approximates the bubbles’

coverage fraction at the CL [16].

� = �gCL�g + (1 − �gCL)��ls + 1 − �gCL 1 − � �l (4.15)

As shown in Fig. 4.6, the hydrogen produced by the CL is expelled in dissolved and gaseous

states, forming respective molar fluxes. Among them, boiling cannot decrease the

concentration of dissolved hydrogen discharged through the liquid water, such as �H,dis
CL,1 . The γ

in Eq. (4.15) is the ratio of gaseous hydrogen molar flux, QH,g, to the sum of QH, as plotted in

Fig. 4.6. The dissolved hydrogen molar flux, QH,dis, is also shown in this figure. The relative

molar flux of dissolved hydrogen discharged through liquid water, 1-γ, is the fraction of

dissolved hydrogen whose concentration is not changed by boiling. Accordingly, the relative

molar flux of dissolved hydrogen flowing into the bubbles and expelling through bubbles

approaches the relative molar flux of gaseous hydrogen, γ, which is the fraction of dissolved

hydrogen whose concentration is lowered by boiling.

Knowing which current density component is the highest can inspire how to optimize

the HER performance. The current contribution ratio, crx, can evaluate how much the

respective HER current component is. Eq.s. (4.16-4.18) lists the contribution ratio of the three

HER current components. Each current contribution ratio is less than 1, and the sum of the

three components equals 1.

For the CL in the bubbles:

��g =
�g�gCL

�
(4.16)

For the CL in liquid water far from bubbles:
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��l =
1−�gCL 1−� �l

�
(4.17)

For the CL in liquid water surrounding bubbles:

��ls =
1−�gCL ��ls

�
(4.18)

γ can be used to approximate the fractional coverage of the boiling effect on the dissolved

hydrogen since the dissolved hydrogen near the bubbles eventually flows into the bubbles.

4.4.2 Dissolved hydrogen transfer

The concentration of dissolved hydrogen in CL is related to its transfer process. The

dissolved hydrogen concentration at the CL determines ils and il, as shown in Fig. 4.6.

Dissolved hydrogen in liquid water transfers by diffusion and convection. The transfer

equation for dissolved hydrogen is simplified to a one-dimensional model along the vertical

direction, y, of facing the CL.

�H,dis =− �H,dis
d
d�
�H,dis + �w,l�H,dis (4.19)

where QH,dis, �H,dis and �H,dis represent the molar flux, diffusion coefficient, and

concentration of dissolved hydrogen in liquid water, respectively. The �w,l is the liquid water

velocity. Integrating Eq. (4.19) can determine the concentration of dissolved hydrogen at the

CL with the boundary condition, CH,disCUS (dissolved hydrogen at the CH/carbon paper

interface).

�H,disCL = �H,disCUS exp ��w,l
�H,dis

+ �H,dis
�w,l

1 − exp ��w,l
�H,dis

(4.20)

Eq. (4.20) can determine the dissolved hydrogen concentration at the CL, �H,disCL , which can

represent �H,dis
CL,1 or �H,dis

CL,2 . Flowing water with a velocity, �w,l , dilutes the dissolved hydrogen

concentration at the CUS close to 0. If the dissolved hydrogen concentration at CUS is 0, the

dissolved hydrogen concentration at the CL is

�H,disCL = �H,dis
�w,l

1 − exp ��w,l
�H,dis

(4.21)

4.4.3 Liquid-gas transfer in the carbon paper

The liquid-gas transfer equation in the transfer layer can determine the unknown molar
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flux of dissolved hydrogen, �H,dis , in Eq. (4.21). The dissolved hydrogen transfers by

convection and diffusion, while gaseous hydrogen and water vapor are expelled through

bubbles, as shown in Fig. 4.5. The bubbles’ pressure consists of the partial pressures of

gaseous hydrogen and water vapor. The molar flux equation and momentum conservation for

the liquid-gas flow are introduced to determine the partial pressure of gaseous hydrogen and

the concentration of dissolved hydrogen. In addition, boundary conditions for solving the

transfer equations are also introduced. The liquid-gas transfer equation applies to WE1 and

WE2. To facilitate the interpretation of the transfer equation, the CUS (upper surface of

carbon paper) position of WE2 also refers to the upper boundary of the thin transfer layer (10

μm thickness) of WE1.

Molar flux

This section introduces the molar fluxes of water and hydrogen gas. The flow

direction from the CUS to the CL is defined as the positive direction. Because no water is

required in HER process, the net water molar flux, including liquid water and water vapor

through the carbon paper, �w , is 0. Liquid water with a positive molar flux flows from the

CUS to CL. The molar flux of water vapor is negative because water vapor produced by

evaporation or boiling flows from the CL to the CUS.

�w = �w,l + �w,g = 0 (4.22)

According to Faraday's law, Eq. (4.23) gives the hydrogen molar flux, �H, as the sum

of the molar fluxes of gaseous hydrogen, �H,g, and dissolved hydrogen, �H,dis.

�H = �H,g + �H,dis =−
�
2�

(4.23)

The hydrogen generated at the CL flows towards the CUS, whose molar flux is negative. The

hydrogen molar flux at the CL/carbon paper interface is a boundary condition for the transfer

equation.

In the bubbles, the molar fluxes of gaseous hydrogen and water vapor determine the

partial pressure of water vapor. Because the water vapor is continuously carried out of the

carbon paper by the gaseous hydrogen, the partial pressure of the water vapor is in a

non-equilibrium state. Therefore, the partial pressure of water vapor is related to its molar flux

rather than the saturation vapor pressure. As Eq. (4.24), in bubbles, τ is the ratio of the water

vapor molar flux, �w,g, to the molar flux sum of gaseous hydrogen and water vapor. The τ is
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also the relative pressure of water vapor, which is the ratio of water vapor's partial pressure to

the bubbles’ pressure [17].

� = �w,g
�w,g+�H,g

= �w,g
�g

(4.24)

From the mathematical transformation of Eq. (4.24), the molar flux of the water vapor in

bubbles is

�w,g =
��H,g
1−�

(4.25)

And the molar flux of liquid water, �w,l, according to Eq. (4.22) is determined as follows.

�w,l = 0 − ��H,g
1−�

=− ��H,g
1−�

(4.26)

The water vapor molar flux can change the partial pressure of gaseous hydrogen in the

bubbles, usually depending on the temperature of water vaporization. Below the boiling

temperature, liquid water is rather slowly evaporated to water vapor. The evaporation flux

with a unit of mol·m-2·s-1 is expressed in Eq. (4.27),

�w,g =−
�w,g�bub

to

�w
, � ≤ 100 °C (4.27)

where Jw,g is the water evaporation rate [18], which has been introduced as Eq. (3.52), and

�bubto is the relative evaporation area in a unit geometric area, which is a crucial parameter of

determining the molar flux of water vapor at evaporation. Mw is the molar mass of water,

which is 0.018 kg·mol-1. The relative evaporation area, �bubto , is the ratio of the total side-wall

surface area for all bubbles in the carbon paper to a unit geometric area. It is a

non-dimensional value, and it has been derived in chapter 3.2.3. When the water temperature

exceeds the boiling point, the water vapor molar flux is increased by boiling based on

evaporation, as shown in Eq. (4.28).

�w,g =−
�w,g�bub

to

�w
+ �w,g

b , � > 100 °C (4.28)

where the water vapor molar flux at boiling, �w,g
b , is a boundary condition at the CL/carbon

paper interface for transfer equation.

�w,g
b =− �w,l

�w

� �w,l−�w,g
�

0.5 �−100 �pw,l
�sf���

3
(4.29)

where L is the latent heat of water vaporization, g is the gravitational acceleration, CpH2O,l is

the specific heat capacity of liquid water, Csf is the surface fluid coupling coefficient, and Pr

is the Prandtl number.

Ultimately, the fluid in the carbon paper, which consists of liquid water, water vapor,
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and gaseous hydrogen, obeys the total molar flux as Eq. (4.30) [19]. The total molar flux, Q,

is a crucial parameter when solving the molar flux and momentum equations.

� = �w,l + �g = �w,l�w,l + �g�g (4.30)

Momentum conservation

To determine the molar fluxes above (liquid water, water vapor, and gaseous

hydrogen), momentum equations are required. The pressure gradient of liquid water forms its

velocity, �w,l , as Eq. (4.31) [19], where Kw,l and �w,l are the permeability and dynamic

viscosity of liquid water.
d�w,l
d�

=− �w,l
�w,l

�w,l (4.31)

The permeability of liquid water can be obtained from Eq. (4.32), where K is the fluid

permeability coefficient in carbon paper, Sw,l is the saturation of liquid water, and Sg is the gas

saturation [19].

�w,l = ��w,l3 = �(1 − �g)3 (4.32)

Eq. (4.33) gives the fluid permeability coefficient in the carbon paper, where D is the average

pore diameter of the carbon paper, and ε is the porosity of the carbon paper [19].

� = �2�3

180(1−�)2
(4.33)

The momentum equation for gas transfer is introduced as follows. Similarly, the gas

pressure gradient forms the gas velocity, �g , where Kg is the gas permeability, and �g is the

gas dynamic viscosity.
d�g
d�

=− �g
�g
�g (4.34)

The relationship between gas permeability and saturation is shown in Eq. (4.35).

�g = ��g3 (4.35)

The pressure difference between bubbles and liquid water is the capillary pressure, Pc.

Eq. (4.36) provides the gradient of capillary pressure after Eq. (4.34) subtracting Eq. (4.31).
d�c
d�

= d�g
d�

− d�w,l
d�

=− �g
�g
�g +

�w,l
�w,l

�w,l (4.36)

The additional equations of capillary pressure is supplemented to solve Eq. (4.36) [20].

�c = �cos(�c) ( �
�
) Fl(�g) (4.37)

where the Leverett function, Fl(�g), is expressed in Eq. (4.38).
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Fl(�g) =1.417�g − 2.12�g2 +1.263�g3 (4.38)

Combining the above molar flux and momentum equations (Eq. (4.30) and Eq. (4.36))

can determine the gas saturation at the CL. Specifically, the molar flux and capillary pressure

equations are substituted into the momentum conservation equation. The boundary conditions

of the transfer equation, such as gas saturation (Sg0), gas pressure (Pg), and the pressure of

liquid water (Pw,l) at the CUS, are determined by bulk water velocity and operating pressure,

which is the same as the boundary conditions of the OER model described in chapter 3.2.3.

The velocity of the liquid water at the CUS is 1.05 m·s-1, corresponding to the rotor rotating

speed of 2000 r·min-1. The gas pressure at the CUS is the average pressure of the bubbles in

one growth cycle. The capillary pressure at CUS is obtained by subtracting the pressure of

liquid water from the bubble pressure. Then, the gas saturation at the CUS can be determined

from the capillary pressure. The pressure of liquid water is equal to the operating pressure P0

(0.1013 MPa).

4.5 Theoretical results and discussions

Chapter 4.5 introduces the results in the following two parts. The first section

compares the theoretical and experimental results of WE1 and WE2, and verifies the model's

accuracy. In the second section, we theoretically analyze how boiling changes the hydrogen

transfer and HER overpotential for WE2 which approximates the PEMWE cathode structure.

The results confirm that boiling enhances liquid-gas transfer and reduces the partial pressure

of gaseous hydrogen and dissolved hydrogen concentration, reducing the HER overpotential.

4.5.1 HER model verification

Validating the model's correctness is crucial for accurately revealing the boiling effect

on HER. The Pt load in the HER model is 0.5 mg·cm-2, as shown in Table 4.5. The

electrochemical exchange current density in the model is 4.5×10-8 A·cm-2, taken from the

experimental results in chapter 4.3.1. This section shows the overpotentials of WE1 and WE2

as a function of temperature. For the WE1, no carbon paper covers the CL surface, and only a

10-μm-thickness transfer layer of dissolved hydrogen exists on the CL [9]. For the WE2, a
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110-μm-thickness carbon paper covers the CL surface. Fig. 4.7 compares the experimental

and theoretical HER overpotentials for the two WEs. The overpotential, ∆�, is the potential

difference between the HER potential, E, and the standard hydrogen electrode potential, ESHE.

a.WE1 overpotential

b. WE2 overpotential

Fig. 4.7 Comparison of HER overpotential in experiment and theory.

Fig. 4.7a compares the theoretical and experimental overpotentials for the WE1, where

the CL is not covered by the carbon paper. The theoretical and experimental overpotentials
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below 100 °C agree well. At -6.4 mA·cm-2, the theoretical and experimental overpotentials

above 100 °C do not significantly decrease. Because most of the dissolved hydrogen is

expelled through the liquid water, boiling cannot effectively reduce the concentration of the

dissolved hydrogen. Then, the Nernst loss cannot be reduced according to Eq. (4.7). At -12.7

and -31.8 mA·cm-2, the theoretical overpotential starts to decrease when the temperature

exceeds 100 °C, while the experimental overpotential did not decrease significantly. At higher

current densities, the theoretical model fails to accurately reproduce the constant trend of the

experimental overpotentials at boiling. A possible explanation is presented as follows. At

higher current densities (-12.7 and -31.8 mA·cm-2), the proportion of gaseous hydrogen

passing through the bubbles to the total hydrogen gas increases. Boiling can effectively

reduce the hydrogen concentration in CL, as depicted in Figure 4.6. Then, the Nernst loss will

be reduced by boiling. In the experiments, the CL under the bubble could not conduct HER,

and the reduced reaction area increased the activation overvoltage. The increase in activation

overpotential and the decrease in Nernst loss may keep the HER overpotential unchanged in

the experiment. In the model, the CL under the bubble is set to perform HER. Since bubbles

do not reduce the theoretical activation overpotential, the theoretical HER overpotential

decreases only with Nernst loss during boiling. However, the model has not yet been able to

precisely clarify the specific reasons for the experimental and theoretical difference, which

can be a topic for future research.
Fig. 4.7b compares the theoretical and experimental overpotentials for the WE2. In Fig.

4.7b, at -6.4 mA·cm-2, both theoretical and experimental overpotentials decrease above

100 °C. Since the 0.11-mm-thickness carbon paper covers the CL of WE2, the large transfer

resistance of the dissolved hydrogen through liquid water derives more dissolved hydrogen

surrounding bubbles to flow into the bubbles. Boiling can only reduce the gaseous hydrogen

partial pressure in the bubbles and the dissolved hydrogen concentration surrounding the

bubbles. Therefore, for the WE2, most of the dissolved hydrogen in the CL can be boiled to

reduce the concentration, effectively decreasing the Nernst loss. At -12.7 and -31.8 mA·cm-2,

the theoretical and experimental overpotentials also decrease above 100 °C. The reason for

this is also that boiling reduces most of the hydrogen concentration in the CL, at -6.4 mA·cm-2.

At the three current densities (-6.4, -12.7 and -31.8 mA·cm-2) over 100 °C, the decrease in

theoretical WE2 overpotential is more significant than the experimental one. The effect of

boiling to reduce the overpotential is weakened in the experiment, which may be related to the

reduction of the reaction area by bubbles. The HER models have the same structure as

experimental working electrode 2. Both the theoretical model and experiment have a porous
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transfer layer (PTL) on the catalyst layer (CL). Therefore, the model structure is not the

reason to cause the huge difference between the theoretical and experimental HER

overpotentials. However, the theoretical model assumes that the proton as a reactant for HER

is supplied from CL. This is a point to consider the difference. In the HER experiment, the

bubbles, mixing hydrogen and water vapor, prevented the electrolyte from flowing into the

CL. The protons in the electrolyte cannot be supplied to the CL under the bubble. Therefore,

the CL under the bubbles cannot conduct HER, and then the bubbles reduce the reaction area

of HER and increase the activation overvoltage. On the other hand, the Nernst loss of HER

can be reduced by boiling. Moreover, the decreased value of Nernst loss is thought to be

slightly larger than the increased value of activation overvoltage. Therefore, the overpotential

of the experimental HER only decreases slightly at temperatures above the boiling point

(100 °C). When the author utilizes a practical PEMWE and examines the HER overpotential,

the bubbles will not change the activation overvoltage for HER, because protons are supplied

from CL side through the polymer electrolyte membrane. Namely, HER can be performed

even when the bubble covers the CL. This situation of experimental PEMWE is reproduced in

the theoretical model for HER. Therefore, the theoretical overpotential of HER drops more

than the experimental one at boiling, when we utilize the three electrodes cell in Chapter 4.

To sum up, for WE1 and WE2, the theoretical model has a qualitative agreement with

the experiment. HER models employing similar transfer equations did not match theoretical

and experimental results well for the WE1 compared to OER. The exploration of its reasons

can be a research topic in the future.

4.5.2 Boiling effect on HER overpotential of the WE2

Because the WE2 model structure is closer to the cathode of the practical PEMWE,

this sub-sub chapter specifically investigates the mechanism that boiling decreases the HER

overpotential of the WE2. Elucidating the effect of boiling on mass transfer is critical to

clarifying how boiling reduces HER overpotentials. Here, to elucidate it, a further theoretical

analysis is conducted. The HER temperature gradually increases from 88 to 109 °C, covering

the unboiled and boiled temperature range. The current density increases from 0.001 to 1.024

A·cm-2 to analyze whether boiling reduces the HER overpotential at any current density.

Additionally, the broad current density range predicts the tendency of how much boiling

decreases the HER overpotential with current density. Fig. 4.8 shows the effect of temperature

and current density on essential values at the CL:
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- partial pressure of gaseous hydrogen, PH,g;

- dissolved hydrogen concentration at the CL, CH,disCL;

- the relative flux of gaseous hydrogen, γ;

-gas saturation at the CL, SgCL.

Fig. 4.8 Essential values of mass transfer at the CL. a. gaseous hydrogen partial pressure in

bubbles, PH,g; b. dissolved hydrogen concentration, CH,disCL; c. relative molar flux of gaseous

hydrogen, γ; d. gas saturation at the CL, SgCL.

Fig. 4.8a shows the partial pressure of gaseous hydrogen at the CL. Below 100 °C, the

partial pressure of gaseous hydrogen increases with current density to a maximum of about

0.1 MPa. This is because the molar flux of gaseous hydrogen increases with current density,
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forming a higher partial pressure in the bubbles. At boiling, the water vapor molar flux in the

bubbles surges, drastically reducing the partial pressure of gaseous hydrogen. Above the

boiling point, the boiling rate increases with the temperature. At 109 °C, the water vapor

generated by boiling makes the partial pressure of gaseous hydrogen approach 0 MPa, which

will significantly reduce the Nernst loss of HER in the bubbles.

Fig. 4.8b shows the dissolved hydrogen concentration surrounding the bubbles.

According to Henry's law, the dissolved hydrogen concentration is limited by the partial

pressure of the gaseous hydrogen,, which shows consistent variation trends with the partial

pressure of the gaseous hydrogen (Fig. 4.8a). Below 100 °C, limited by the maximum

pressure of gaseous hydrogen in the bubble (0.1 MPa), the maximum concentration of

dissolved hydrogen reaches 1.15 mol·m-3. When the temperature exceeds 100 °C, the

dissolved hydrogen concentration decreases as the boiling temperature increases. At 109 °C,

the concentration of dissolved hydrogen is close to 0 mol·m-3, because the partial pressure of

gaseous hydrogen is close to 0 MPa (Fig. 4.8a). Boiling is expected to reduce the dissolved

hydrogen concentration and decrease the HER overpotential in liquid water.

Fig. 4.8c shows the relative molar flux of gaseous hydrogen through the bubbles. At

0.001 A·cm-2 and below 100 °C, the relative molar flux of gaseous hydrogen is less than 0.9.

Above 100 °C, the relative molar flux is increased to 0.99. During boiling, the low partial

pressure of gaseous hydrogen attracts more dissolved hydrogen into the bubbles, increasing

the relative molar flux of gaseous hydrogen. At 1.024 A·cm-2, boiling can substantially reduce

the partial pressure of gaseous hydrogen (Fig. 4.8a) in bubbles. Then, the dissolved hydrogen

concentration surrounding the bubble also decreases. The concentration difference of

dissolved hydrogen far from the bubbles and around the bubbles increases, thereby increasing

the molar flux of dissolved hydrogen into the bubbles. The relative molar flux of gaseous

hydrogen expelled through bubbles exceeds 0.99, meaning that the relative molar flux of the

dissolved hydrogen expelled through liquid water is below 0.01. Boiling cannot reduce the

concentration of this dissolved hydrogen far from bubbles but can reduce the concentration of

the dissolved hydrogen surrounding the bubbles. The concentration of dissolved hydrogen,

which is far from bubbles and whose relative molar flux is below 1%, cannot be reduced by

boiling. Accordingly, the concentration of more than 99% of the dissolved hydrogen can be

reduced by boiling. Since boiling can reduce most of the hydrogen concentration, boiling can

effectively reduce the HER overpotential.
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Boiling can change the gas coverage fraction at the CL. The fractional coverage of the

CL by the gas is approximately equal to the gas saturation at the CL. Fig. 4.8d shows the gas

saturation at the CL as a function of current density and temperature. Below 100 °C, gas

saturation increases monotonically with current density due to an increase in the molar flux of

gaseous hydrogen. Below 100 °C, the molar flux of water vapor under evaporation is low. At

88-100 °C, the bubbles mainly consist of gaseous hydrogen, and the gas saturation at

88-100 °C is close at each current density. In Fig. 4.8d, the saturation vs. current density

curves at 88-100 °C are overlapped. Above 100 °C, the molar flux of water vapor is

dramatically increased at boiling. The gas saturation at the CL is 0.15 at 103 °C, 0.25 at

106 °C, and 0.38 at 109 °C. Boiling increases the bubbles’ coverage fraction on the CL, which

will increase the current contribution ratio of the HER occurring in the bubbles.

Another effect of boiling on HER is accelerating water and gas transfer in the carbon

paper. Fig. 4.9 shows the liquid water and gas velocities through the carbon paper, along the

thickness direction of the carbon paper. Below 100 °C, the molar flux of water vapor

produced by evaporation is much lower than that of gaseous hydrogen, resulting in the

bubbles being mainly filled with gaseous hydrogen. The molar flux of gaseous hydrogen

increases with the current density, linearly increasing the gas velocity, as shown in Fig. 4.9a

(small chart). Boiling soars the molar flux of water vapor, causing the bubbles in the carbon

paper to be filled primarily with water vapor, as depicted by the low partial pressure of

gaseous hydrogen in Fig. 4.8a. As shown in Fig. 4.9a, at 1.024 A·cm-2, the gas velocity is 1.6

mm·s-1 at 100 °C, reaching 4.4 mm·s-1 at 103 °C, 24.5 mm·s-1 at 106 °C, and 80 mm·s-1 at

109 °C. The boiling greatly enhanced the gas velocity in the carbon paper. In Fig. 4.9b, below

100 °C, the velocity of liquid water increases with the current density because the increased

gas saturation (Fig. 4.8d) increases the evaporation area at the liquid/gas phase, and the water

vapor molar flux by evaporation increases. So more liquid water flows into the carbon paper

for evaporation, increasing the velocity of the liquid water. Correspondingly, above 100 °C,

the velocity of liquid water in the carbon paper increases due to being consumed by boiling.

At 1 A·cm-2, it grows from 0.008 μm·s-1 at 100 °C to 57 μm·s-1 at 109 °C.
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Fig. 4.9 Gas and liquid velocity in the carbon paper of 0.11-mm thickness. a. gas

velocity and b. water velocity.

This section will discuss how boiling changes the HER overpotential. Fig. 4.10 shows

the voltammetry curve (HER potential and current density plot) and Tafel plot of WE2, which

are the theoretical results based on the model in chapter 4.4.1. Each diagram of Fig. 4.10 has 8

trends, which indicate different temperature cases with 3 °C increments. Below 100 °C, the

voltammetry curve shifts towards lower potentials (to the left of Fig. 4.10a) with increasing

temperature. Above 100 °C, the voltammetry curve moves to the right with increasing

temperature. This result surely implies that boiling can contribute to reducing HER

overpotential. The Tafel plot is the relationship between the HER overpotential and the

logarithmic current density, which is transformed from the voltammetry curve. The Tafel plot

can predict how much boiling reduces the HER overpotential at higher current densities. The

overpotential trend significantly shifts when the temperature increases from 100 °C to 103 °C.

With increasing current density, the HER overpotential at 103 °C gradually approaches that at

100 °C. The water vapor molar flux by boiling at 103 °C remains constant. The molar flux of

gaseous hydrogen increases with current density, increasing the partial pressure of gaseous

hydrogen and the dissolved hydrogen concentration. Therefore, as the current density

increases, the HER overpotential at 103 °C approaches that at 100 °C. At a higher current

density, the molar flux of water vapor needs to be further improved by the higher boiling
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temperature, such as 106 °C and 109 °C, to lower the hydrogen concentration. The high molar

flux of water vapor reduces the partial pressure of gaseous hydrogen (Fig. 4.8a) and dissolved

hydrogen concentration (Fig. 4.8b), so as reduce the Nernst loss.

a. voltammetry plot (vs. SHE)

b. Tafel plot

Fig. 4.10 Electrochemical performance of the WE2.

The current contribution ratio can distinguish which current density component is the
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most important. Fig. 4.11 shows the HER current contribution ratio (crg, crls, and crl), which

corresponds to ils, il and ig, as introduced in Fig. 4.6. The crg , as defined in Eq. (4.16), is a

current contribution ratio, which is the one in bubbles and plotted in Fig. 4.11a. The crls, as

defined in Eq. (4.18), is a current contribution ratio, which is the one in liquid water

surrounding bubbles and plotted in Fig. 4.11b. The crl, as defined in Eq. (4.17), is a current

contribution ratio, which is the one in liquid water far from bubbles and plotted in Fig. 4.11c.

The current contribution ratio considers the effect scope of the current density component (ils,

il and ig) at the CL, which is determined by gas saturation and the relative molar flux of

gaseous hydrogen. It can be utilized to judge how much the current component contributes.

Fig. 4.11 HER current contribution ratio at the CL. a. in the bubbles, b. in the water

surrounding bubbles c. in the water far from bubbles.

The three current contribution ratios as a function of temperature and current density

are introduced as follows. In Fig. 4.11a, below 100 °C, the crg increases with current density

because the high current density forms the high gas saturation at the CL (Fig. 4.8d). Over

100 °C, the current contribution ratio in the bubbles increases with temperature. At 109 °C,

the CL in the bubbles contributed about 40% of the current load. The first reason is that the

water vapor generated by boiling increases the gas saturation at the CL, increasing the
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reaction area where HER occurs in the bubbles. The second reason is that the high molar flux

of water vapor reduces the partial pressure of gaseous hydrogen in the bubbles (Fig. 4.8a),

increasing the HER current density in the bubbles. At boiling, the current contribution ratio in

the liquid water surrounding the bubbles decreases, as Fig. 4.11b, because the CL in the

bubbles shares some current load from the CL in liquid water. The current load, crls, decreases

from 0.8 of 100 °C to 0.6 of 109 °C. Compared with the crls, the role of the crl is not

significant. As shown in Fig. 4.8c, the relative molar flux of gaseous hydrogen is more than

0.99, and the relative molar flux of dissolved hydrogen is less than 0.01. The crl is less than

1% due to the low relative molar flux of dissolved hydrogen far from the bubbles, as shown in

Fig. 4.11c. In summary, at boiling, the CL in the bubbles bears some current load from that in

liquid water, thereby reducing the overall HER overpotential.

4.6. Conclusions

To examine how boiling affects the HER overpotentials, two WEs with different

hydrogen transfer resistances are investigated by experiment and theoretical model. The WE1

only contains a CL facing the electrolyte directly, while a carbon paper covers the CL of WE2.

The HER in WE2 has higher hydrogen transfer resistance than that in WE1. In the

experiments, galvanostatic voltammetry was used to investigate which overvoltage

component is reduced by boiling. Then, the HER model is established based on the two

experimental WEs to study how boiling reduces the HER overpotential. The results are

summarized as follows:

(1) The HER overpotential of WE1 containing only the activation overvoltage did not

drop significantly above the boiling temperature. Therefore, the experimental HER activation

overvoltage cannot be specially decreased by boiling.

(2) Boiling decreases the Nernst loss of HER. Specifically, boiling reduces the partial

pressure of gaseous hydrogen in bubbles and the dissolved hydrogen concentration

surrounding the bubbles by vaporizing more water vapor. Therefore, the hydrogen activity at

the CL decreases, reducing the Nernst loss of HER.

(3) The basic function of boiling in reducing the Nernst loss is that boiling soars the

molar flux of water vapor, increasing the gas transfer velocity in carbon paper by several
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orders of magnitude. Therefore, the hydrogen gas at the CL can be expelled more quickly at

boiling, forming a low hydrogen concentration at the CL.

(4) The boiling mechanism to reduce HER overpotential is similar to that of OER.

Boiling also reduces the Nernst loss of HER by increasing the molar flux of water vapor in the

bubbles, reducing the partial pressure of gaseous hydrogen and the concentration of dissolved

hydrogen surrounding the bubbles. The decreased partial pressure of water vapor by boiling

itself reduces the Nernstian loss for OER because water acts as a reactant for OER. However,

water vapor itself does not affect the Nernst loss of HER because the reactants of HER are

protons.
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Chapter 5

Theoretical analysis of boiling effect on electrolysis voltage of polymer electrolyte

membrane water electrolyzer (PEMWE)

Although this study has examined the boiling effect on water electrolysis in a

fundamental system (three-electrode cell), the boiling effect in the case of a practical polymer

electrolyte membrane water electrolyzer (PEMWE) was also experimentally verified. This

challenge concluded that the boiling effect, which reduces electrolysis voltage, also holds in a

practical cell. This chapter intensively studied the mechanism of how boiling reduces the

electrolysis voltage, even in the case of a practical cell. This chapter proposes a theoretical

model considering the geometry and structure of a PEMWE. In the model, the gas saturation

at the interface between the flow channel and porous transfer layer (PTL) is important, and it

is assigned as a boundary condition for solving the liquid/gas transfer equation of the PTL.

Theoretical analysis based on the model clarifies the gas transfer in a detailed manner and

confirms that boiling can accelerate bubble detachment in the channel (CH). Then, the partial

pressures of oxygen and hydrogen at the catalyst layer (CL) decrease, which is obtained from

the gas transfer equation, lowering the Nernst loss of the PEMWE.

The activation overvoltage and Nernst loss of the models in this chapter are derived

from the electrochemical models in chapters 3 and 4. According to the theoretical results in

chapters 3 and 4, for the CL covered by the PTL, almost all the oxygen and hydrogen are

expelled through the gas bubbles. The model in this chapter is based on the actual PEMWE,

with both the anode and cathode covered with a PTL. The fluxes of dissolved oxygen and

hydrogen through the PTL are close to 0. To simplify the model in this chapter, the transfer

equations for dissolved hydrogen and dissolved oxygen in the PTL are not included in the

model. The dissolved oxygen and dissolved hydrogen concentrations surrounding the bubbles

are only decided by the partial pressures of the gaseous oxygen and hydrogen in the bubbles.

The effects of dissolved oxygen and dissolved hydrogen on overvoltages are included in one

variable, �� , of the activation overvoltages in this chapter. The �� is called the activation

fraction and is evaluated on how much the CL area is activated. In addition, the model in this

chapter includes liquid/gas flow in the CH and PTL, and water transfer through the polymer

electrolyte membrane (PEM) according to a practical PEMWE.
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5.1 Introduction

Ito et al. [1] found that coupling boiling decreases the electrolysis voltage of the

PEMWE. As this study so far discussed, oxygen bubbles in a porous transfer layer (PTL)

prevent water from flowing to the anodic catalyst layer (CL) [2], causing water starvation,

especially at high current density [3]. Water starvation can form a high concentration

overvoltage at the PEMWE anode. In addition, the oxygen bubbles also cover the CL,

reducing the active area of the anodic CL and increasing the activation overvoltage [4]. The

high oversaturation of dissolved oxygen prompts the nuclear production of an oxygen bubble

[5]. Boiling may enhance the transfer of dissolved oxygen [6], restricting the formation of

oxygen bubbles. Although the possible mechanism for how boiling reduces electrolysis

voltage in a practical PEMWE is thus listed, quantitative theoretical prediction for the voltage

reduction by boiling in the case of the practical one still remains. How much boiling affects

Nernst losses, activation, and ohmic overvoltages of the PEMWE attracts our concern.

The structure of the PEMWE unit used in the experiment is shown in Fig. 5.1. A

serpentine flow channel was processed in the anodic and cathodic plates of the PEMWE,

respectively. The PTL in the anode was Ti mesh, and the cathode one was carbon paper. The

Ti mesh and carbon paper wrapped a membrane electrode assembly which includes anodic

and cathodic CLs and an Aquivion ionomer electrolyte membrane. IrO2 (loading 1.5

mg·cm-2)/Aquivion ionomer was sprayed and hot-pressed to one side of the electrolyte

membrane to form the anodic CL, while Pt (loaded 0.5 mg·cm-2)/C/Aquivion ionomer was

sprayed and hot-pressed to another side of the electrolyte membrane form cathodic CL.
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Fig. 5.1 Structure of a practical PEMWE

Considering the structure of experimental PEMWE, this chapter builds up a model to

theoretically predict the boiling effect in the case of a PEMWE unit. The meanings of the

parameters in the model are listed in the nomenclature in Table 5.1. The theoretical and

experimental voltage at 0.002 and 1 A·cm-2 are compared in a wide temperature range to

verify the accuracy of the PEMWE model. As a result, we clarify that boiling accelerates the

transfer of the bubbles mixed with gaseous oxygen and water vapor. The model reveals

significant changes in oxygen and hydrogen activities under boiling, which is critical for

decreasing the electrolysis voltage.

Table 5.1 Nomenclature

Nomenclature

A Area, [cm2] � Molar flux, [mol·m-2·s-1]

C Concentration, [mol·m-3] P Pressure, [Pa]

D Diffusion coefficient, [m2·s-1] q Heat flux, [W·m-2]

E Voltage, [V] r Radius, [cm]

G Gibbs energy, [J·mol-1] RH Relative humidity, [-]

H Height, [mm] S Saturation, [-]

h Enthalpy, [J·mol-1] s Entropy, [J·mol-1·K-1]

i Current density, [A·cm-2] T Temperature, [K]
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J Evaporation rate, [kg·m-2·s-1] t Time, [s]

K Permeability coefficient, [m2] V Volume, [m3]

m Molar number, [mol] � Volume flow rate, [m3·s-1]

N Bubble number, [-] v Velocity, [m·s-1]

n Molar flow rate, [mol·s-1] y Thickness, [m]

Greek symbols

α Activity, [-] μ Dynamic viscosity, [Pa·s]

η Overvoltage, [V] ρ Density, [kg·m-3]

ε Porosity, [-] � Resistivity, [Ω·m2]

�c Contact angel of PTL, [°] σ Water surface tension, [Pa·m]

� Activation fraction, [-] � Conductivity, [S·m-1]

λ Water content in PEM, [-]

Superscripts and subscripts

an Anode g Gas

act Activation gl Gas-liquid interface

b Boiling in Inlet

bp Boiling point l Liquid

bub Bubble NL Nernst loss

C Critical out Outlet

CL Catalyst layer ohm Ohmic

CH Channel PTL Porous transfer layer

c Capillary PEM Polymer electrolyte

membrane

ca Cathode pre Pressure gradient

cons Consumption ref Reference

det Detachment sat Saturation

diff Diffusion t Time

e Evaporation to Total

eod Electro-osmotic drag 0 Standard

eff Effective
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5.2 PEMWE structure and experimental conditions

This section presents the PEMWE structure and experimental test conditions, whose

parameters are applied to the theoretical model. In Fig. 5.1, the thickness of the PEM

(Aquivion E87-12S) is 0.178 mm. The anodic and cathodic CL has a geometric area of 2×2

cm2 and a thickness of 10 μm. The anodic porous electrode is a Ti mesh with a thickness of

0.2 mm, a porosity of 0.72, and an average pore diameter of 40 μm. The cathodic carbon

paper (SGL34AA) has a thickness of 0.2 mm, an average pore diameter of 50 μm, and a

porosity of 0.8. The anodic and cathodic flow field is designed as a single serpentine channel

(CH), and its width and depth are 1 mm. The width of the rib adjacent to CH is 1 mm. The

thickness of the anodic and cathodic electrode plates embedded CHs is 10 mm. The resistivity

of the anodic Ti plate is 43.1×10-6 Ω·cm-1, while the resistivity of the cathodic carbon plate is

16×10-3 Ω·cm-1 [7]. The two resistivities are used to calculate the ohmic resistance of the

collector. Other parameters related to PEMWE are shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 PEMWE parameters

PEM Thickness: 0.178 mm

CL Areas: 2×2 cm2

Anodic

PTL

Thickness: 0.2 mm

Porosity: 0.72

Average pore radius: 40 μm

Contact angle: 70°

Cathodic

PTL

Thickness: 0.2 mm

Porosity: 0.8

Average pore radius: 50 μm

Contact angle: 80°

CH Cross-sectional area: 1×1 mm2

Then, the experimental conditions for the PEMWE unit running at boiling are

introduced. In the experimental conditions, the anodic and cathodic pressure of the PEMWE
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was set at 0.1013 MPa. Then the boiling point temperature of the anode and cathode side is

100 °C. Because the water is electrolyzed at the anodic CL, the water is continuously supplied

at the anode inlet, while the cathode inlet does not have a water supply. According to

Faraday's law, the current density is positively correlated with the molar flux of water by

electrolysis. The water flow rate of the anode inlet was 0.5 ml·min-1 at 0.002 A·cm-2, while

the water flow rate was increased to 1 ml·min-1 at 1 A·cm-2. When PEMWE runs at 0.002 or 1

A·cm-2, the temperature of PEMWE was scanned from 80 to 110 °C. Within 80-110 °C, the

PEMWE condition changes from non-boiling and boiling to drying up.

The model uses the same conditions as the experiment to verify the model's

correctness, as shown in Table 5.3. With reference to the structure of a practical PEMWE unit,

the model parameters are correspondingly given in Table 5.4.

Table 5.3 Calculation conditions

Case Current

density

[A·cm-2]

Water flow

[cm3·min-1]

Temperature

[°C]

Anode

pressure

[MPa]

Cathode

pressure

[MPa]

1 0.002 0.5 80-120 0.1013 0.1013

2 1 1 80-120 0.1013 0.1013

Table 5.4 Model parameters

Parameter Value Unit Description

�H2O
PEM 1.28×10-10 m2·s-1 Water diffusion coefficient in PEM

�IrO2 8.35×10-7 m Particle size of IrO2

�Pt 3×10-5 m Particle size of Pt

Enan 76 000 J·mol-1 Anode reference activation energy

Enca 4300 J·mol-1 Cathode reference activation energy

F 96 485 C·mol-1 Faraday constant

�T,O2(�
0) 1.2×10-5 mol·Pa-1·m-3 Henry coefficient of dissolved oxygen

�T,H2(�
0) 7.8×10-6 mol·Pa-1·m-3 Henry coefficient of dissolved hydrogen

∆�O2 1.4×104 J·mol-1 Dissolution enthalpy of oxygen
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∆�H2 4.4×103 J·mol-1 Dissolution enthalpy of hydrogen

�0,refan 5×10-12 A·cm-2 Anode exchange current density

�0,refca 10-3 A·cm-2 Cathode exchange current density

Kp 1×10-11 m2 Permeability of the PTL

Ls 6×10-9 kg·K·s·m-4 Evaporation coefficient [14]

�H2O 18 g·mol-1 Molar mass of water

�IrO2 1.5 mg·cm-2 IrO2 load

�Pt 0.5 mg·cm-2 Pt load

P0 101 325 Pa Pressure at standard condition

R 8.314 J·mol-1·k-1 Universal gas constant

�0 298.15 K Reference temperature

zan 4 - Number of electron transferred in OER

zca 2 - Number of electron transferred in HER

�tan 0.5 - Anode charge transfer coefficient

�tca 0.5 - Cathode charge transfer coefficient

�H2O,l 2.822×10-4 Pa·s Dynamic viscosity of liquid water

�H2O,g 1.2×10-5 Pa·s Dynamic viscosity of water vapor

�H2 2.47×10-5 Pa·s Dynamic viscosity of gaseous hydrogen

�O2 1.04×10-5 Pa·s Dynamic viscosity of gaseous oxygen

�IrO2 11.66 g·cm-3 IrO2 mass density

�Pt 11.2 g·cm-3 Pt mass density

φI 0.75 - Contact fraction of ionomer and catalyst

5.3 Mass transfer in the PEMWE

This section shows the transfer equations of water, oxygen, and hydrogen. Notably, the

PEMWE model assumes temperature uniformity. In this model, liquid water is continuously

supplied with a flow rate only at the anode inlet. The mass transfer process within the

PEMWE is crucial for determining the electrolysis voltage. The molar fluxes of water, oxygen,

and hydrogen are first introduced. These molar fluxes affect the velocity of the fluid in the CH.

The detachment frequency of gas bubbles attached at the PTL/CH interface is positively
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related to the fluid (liquid water and gas bubbles) velocity in the CH, which can be

accelerated by boiling. Then, the gas transfer equation in the PTL, which determines the gas

saturation and gas pressure at the CL, is introduced. The transfer equations emphasize the

anode side of the PEMWE model because the cathode side uses the same transfer equations as

the anode side.

5.3.1 Molar fluxes of oxygen, hydrogen and water

Fig. 5.2 meticulously describes the cross-section of the PEMWE, which includes the

electrolysis process and mass transfer progress.. It is noted that Fig. 5.2 supports the boiling

superimposed. In the left picture of Fig. 5.2, the anode and cathode have symmetrical designs.

Both sides consist of the CL, PTL, CH, and electrode collector. Water is electrolyzed to

oxygen and protons at the anode CL. The protons through the PEM are reduced to hydrogen

at the cathodic CL. Water supplied from the anode inlet also penetrates through the PEM and

reaches the cathode by a pressure gradient, electro-osmotic drag, and concentration diffusion.

More water distributes in the anode than in the cathode because of supplying water only to the

anode side. Thus, less water in the cathode is wholly vaporized at a high temperature above

boiling point first while the anode is still under boiling. Oxygen gas bubbles generated by the

anodic CL are mixed with water vapor. The gas bubbles mixed with gaseous oxygen and

water vapor can be called “bubbles” in the subsequent description. The bubbles pass through

the anodic PTL and flow out with the water in the CH. At this condition, the gaseous

hydrogen and water vapor diffuse through the cathodic PTL.
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Fig. 5.2 Structure (left) and mass flow rate (right) in a PEMWE

Eq. (5.1) expresses the net molar flow rate of water through the anodic PTL [7], where

APEM is the PEM area.

�H2O
PTL,an = �PEM(�H2O

eod + �H2O
pre + �H2O

diff + �H2O
cons) (5.1)

The RHS consists of molar flow rate components, which are also shown in Fig. 5.2. In Eq.

(5.1), water molar fluxes by electro-osmotic drag, �H2O
eod , pressure gradient, �H2O

pre ,

concentration diffusion, �H2O
diff , and electrolysis consumption, �H2O

cons, are introduced below. The

water molar flux by electrolysis consumption is expressed in Eq. (5.2) [8].

�H2O
cons = �

2F
(5.2)

A proton at the anodic CL, which carries several water molecules, diffuses through the PEM.

The water molar flux by the electro-osmotic drag is as Eq. (5.3), where nd is the

electro-osmotic drag coefficient, which is nd=0.0134T+0.03 molH2O/molH+ with a Kelvin

temperature, T [9].

�H2O
eod = �d�

F
(5.3)

The water molar flux under the water pressure gradient and water concentration

gradient is presented as follows. This paper neglects the water molar flux by pressure
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difference because the anode and cathode are set up at the same atmospheric pressure. The

water concentration difference on both sides of the PEM drives the water to diffuse from the

high-concentration side to the low-concentration side, as shown in Fig. 5.2. Eq (5.4) gives the

water molar flux through the PEM by water concentration diffusion, where �H2O
PEM is the water

diffusion coefficient in the PEM. δPEM is the PEM thickness, while �H2O
PEM,an and �H2O

PEM,ca

represent the water concentration at the anode and cathode side of the PEM, respectively.

�H2O
diff =

�H2O
PEM

�PEM
�H2O
PEM,an − �H2O

PEM,ca (5.4)

The water phase state on both sides of the PEM can be either liquid water or water vapor. Eq.

(5.5) gives the concentration expressions for liquid water and water vapor, �H2O,l
PEM and �H2O,g

PEM ,

which apply to the water on PEM's anode and cathode sides. In Eq. (5.5), �H2O,l
PEM is the density

of liquid water on the PEM surface, and �H2O,g
PEM is the partial pressure of water vapor on the

PEM surface.

�H2O,l
PEM =

�H2O,l
PEM

�H2O
, for liquid water

�H2O,g
PEM =

�H2O,g
PEM

��
, for water vapor

(5.5)

If the anode boils while the cathode dries up, the concentration of liquid water in the anode is

much higher than the concentration of water vapor in the cathode. Then, the water molar flux

from the anode to the cathode under the concentration gradient will become significant. If

both the anode and the cathode are dry, both sides of the PEM are water vapor. Water vapor

concentrations in the anode and cathode are almost identical, making �H2O
diff close to 0.

Water permeates through the PEM from the anode to the cathode and finally flows out

of the cathodic PTL. Eq. (5.6) gives the net molar flow rate of water through the cathodic PTL

[7] in the manner of liquid water and water vapor.

�H2O
PTL,ca = �PEM �H2O

eod + �H2O
pre + �H2O

diff (5.6)

Partial water from the anodic inlet flows into the anodic PTL, and the rest water flows out

along the CH. Water flows out of the CH in the forms of liquid water and water vapor, and has

molar flow rate as

�H2O
out,an = �H2O

in,an − �H2O
PTL,an = �H2O,g

,out,an + �H2O,l
out,an (5.7)

The molar fluxes of oxygen and hydrogen depend on the Farady current density,
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which is a crucial parameter addressing gas transfer in the PTL and fluid velocity in the CH.

Then, the oxygen molar flux at the anodic CL is

�O2 =
�
4F

(5.8)

while the hydrogen molar flux at the cathodic CL is

�H2 =
�
2F

(5.9)

In the model, both oxygen and hydrogen gas are considered to transfer only through gas

channels in the PTL. Since both the anodic and cathodic CLs are covered with PTLs,

dissolved oxygen and hydrogen has high transfer resistance. The molar fluxes of dissolved

oxygen and hydrogen transferred through PTL are close to 0 mol·m-2·s-1, as the results in

chapters 3 and 4.

5.3.2 Bubble detachment in the CH

Chapter 5.3.1 introduces the molar fluxes of oxygen gas and water, which can

determine the fluid velocity in the CH. This section discusses the bubble detachment in the

CH. When the temperature exceeds the boiling point, the flow rate of water vapor by boiling

increases sharply, which will accelerate the liquid-gas fluid flow in the CH. Then, the bubbles

at the PTL/CH interface are accelerated to detach, decreasing the gas saturation at the

PTL/CH interface. The gas saturation at the PTL/CH interface provides the boundary

condition for solving the gas transfer equation in the PTL. The gas saturation can be

determined by the average pressure of the bubbles at the PTL/CH interface. As plotted in Fig.

5.3, the flowing water in CH removes bubbles (mixing gaseous oxygen and water vapor)

growing at the PTL/CH interface, and drains these bubbles out of the anodic CH. When the

adhesion force, Fσ, to the bubble at the PTL/CH interface is larger than the drag force, Fu,

caused by flowing water, the bubble attaches there.
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Fig. 5.3 Growth and detachment for the gas bubbles on the PTL with time.

The drag force increases with the bubble volume. When the drag force equals the

adhesion force, the bubble is ready to detach with a detachment radius, rdet, in Eq. (5.10) [10].

�det =
�CH��PTL sin �c

18�l�0
(5.10)

where HCH is the CH depth, rPTL is the average pore radius of PTL, σ is the surface tension of

liquid water, the �l is the dynamic viscosity of liquid water, and v0 is the velocity of the

liquid-gas fluid in the CH.

Apparently, in Eq. (5.10), the bubble detachment radius is inverse proportion to the

fluid velocity in the CH. The average velocity of the liquid-gas fluid in the CH can be derived

with the volumetric flow rate of each fluid (�O2, �H2O,l, �H2O,g).

�0 =
�O2+�H2O,l+�H2O,g

�CH
(5.11)

where ACH is the sectional area of the CH, which is 1×1 mm2. Volumetric flow rates of the

gaseous oxygen, water vapor, and liquid water are shown in Eq.s (5.12-5.14), respectively. Mi

and ρi represent the molar mass and mass density of the species i, where the subscript i

represents the gaseous oxygen, or the liquid water or the water vapor.

�O2 =
�O2�

CL�O2
�O2

(5.12)

�H2O,g =
�H2O,g
an,out�H2O

�H2O,g
(5.13)

�H2O,l =
�H2O,l
an,out�H2O

�H2O,l
(5.14)

Boiling possibly shortens the growth period of the bubbles at the PTL/CH interface.

The detachment time for one bubble is derived below. The one bubble attached to the PTL is

approximated as a sphere with a volume, Vbub, in Eq. (5.15).
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�bub =
4π�bub

3

3
(5.15)

where rbub refers to the bubble radius at any volume, and rdet in Eq. (5.10) refers to the bubble

detachment radius that will detach. The mixed gas, including gaseous oxygen and water vapor

in the bubble, meets the thermodynamic relation as Eq. (5. 16).

�bub�bub = �bub�� (5.16)

where mbub is the molar number of the mixed gas in one bubble [10]. The surface tension of

water surrounding the bubble forms the pressure difference between the bubble and liquid

water [10].
2�
�bub

= �bub − �H2O,l (5.17)

Finally, after substituting Eq.s (5.15) and (5.16) into (5.17), the bubble radius has a relation

with the molar number of mixed gas in the bubble, as Eq. (5.18).

�H2O,l�bub3 + 2��bub2 =
3�bub��

4π
(5.18)

The molar number of mixed gas has a relation with the molar number of gaseous oxygen, mO2,

as

�bub = �O2
�bub
�O2

(5.19)

where the mO2 can determine the molar number of the mixed gas when the partial pressure of

gaseous oxygen, PO2, is known. The PO2 in Eq. (5.19) is specifically indicated as the oxygen

partial pressure in the bubble. Eq. (5.20) gives the expression of the molar number of gaseous

oxygen, �O2, in one bubble.

�O2 =
�0�O2�

�bub
(5.20)

where the t is the arbitrary time within one detachment period for a bubble, and the Nbub is the

number of bubbles for a unit area, A0, as Fig. 5.4.
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Fig. 5.4 Determining the relative evaporation area. a. the bubble number on the PTL surface

for a unit area (top view), and b. the bubble radius at the PTL/CH interface (sectional view)

Fig. 5.4a demonstrates the bubble number for a unit area (1×1 cm2) of the PTL surface.

The bubble radiusat the PTL/CH interface, rbub0, is assumed to be equal to the average radius

of the PTL pore, rPTL. The radius of the bubble attached to the PTL/CH interface at any time,

rbub, is shown in Fig. 5.4b. Eq. (5.21) determines the �bub where the A0 represents the unit

area of 1 cm2. The Sg0 is the gas saturation at the PTL/CH interface. In Fig. 5.4a, for the

PTL/CH interface of a unit area, the area covered by the bubbles is �0Sg0. Then, the number

of bubbles per unit of geometric area is

�bub =
�0�g0

π�bub
0 2 (5.21)

Boiling can accelerate the liquid-gas fluid flow in the CH, which can reduce the

detachment radius of the bubbles and shorten the time that bubbles attach to the PTL/CH

interface. Eq. (5.22) provides the relationship between bubble radius and time. Combining

Eq.s (5.15-5.20) and (5.8), the relationship between time and the radius of the attached bubble

is

� =
16π��bub�O2 �H2O,l�bub

3+2��bub2

3����bub�0
(5.22)

If substituting the detachment radius, rdet, into Eq. (5.22) to replace rbub, the detachment period,

tdet, of one bubble attached to the PTL/CH interface can be determined.

Another effect of obtaining the bubble detachment time is to determine the gas

saturation at the PTL/CH interface, Sg0, as the boundary condition of the gas transfer equation

in the PTL. The capillary pressure, Pc, is related to the gas saturation, Sg, as shown in Eq.
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(5.23), [11]. If the capillary pressure at the PTL/CH interface, Pc0, is known, then Sg0 can be

determined by Eq. (5.23). In Eq. (5.23), ε is the PTL porosity, and Kp is the fluid permeability

in the PTL.

�c = � cos �c
�
�p

1.472�g-2.120 �g
2 + 1.263 �g

3
(5.23)

Next, how to determine Pc0 is introduced. The bubble capillary pressure Pc0 is the pressure

difference between the bubble at the PTL/CH interface, Pbub0, and the liquid water, �H2O,l . It

is �c0 = �bub0 − �H2O,l, where �H2O,l is 0.1013 MPa. Eq. (5.24) gives the expression for Pbub0,

which is the average pressure for the bubble in one detachment period.

�bub0 = �=1
�=100�bub� (k�det100 )

100
(5.24)

In order to obtain the average gas pressure, Pbub0, of the bubbles attached to the PTL/CH

interface during the growth process, the lifetime, �det, of the bubble is divided into 100 equal

parts. If rdet is known, tdet can be determined by Eq. (5.22). The k increases from 1 to 100 in

turn and k�det
100

represents the incremental moments in turn. Substitute time, k�det
100

, into Eq.

(5.22), then the bubble radius, rbub, at this moment will be determined. Then, substituting rbub

into Eq. (5.17), the bubble pressure, Pbub( k
�det
100

), at k�det
100

will be obtained. The Pbub0 can be

obtained by averaging the bubble pressures at these 100 moments.

5.3.3 Gas transfer in the PTL

This sub-sub chapter introduces the gas transfer in the PTL. In CH, the mixed gas,

including gaseous oxygen and water vapor, is periodically detached in the form of bubbles. In

PTL, the mixed gas is transferred continuously and is specially named "gas". "Bubble" and

"gas" all refer to the mixed gaseous oxygen and water vapor. Pbub0 is equal to Pg0. The gas

saturation at the PTL/CH interface is obtained from the capillary pressure of the bubbles at the

interface, which functions as the boundary condition of the gas transfer in the PTL.

Liquid-gas flow appears under unboiling and boiling but does not appear in the dry PTL. The

only gas phase transfer in the dry PTL will be introduced in the next sub-sub chapter. To

precisely obtain the distribution of gas pressure in the PTL, the PTL is discretized, as depicted

in Fig. 5.5.
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Fig. 5.5 Discretized PTL model

During the gas transfer, the gas pressure gradient drives the gas mixed gaseous oxygen

and water vapor to flow from the CL to the CH, as Eq. (5.25).
d�g
d�

=− �g�g
�g�g

(5.25)

where the gas molar flux of the mixed gas, �g, can be determined by Eq. (5.26). The �O2 is

the molar flux of the gaseous oxygen.

�g = �O2
�g
�O2

(5.26)

, and the gas concentration is listed below.

�g =
�g
��

(5.27)

The gas permeability in the PTL is

�g = �p �g
3
(5.28)

where Kp is the liquid permeability coefficient in the PTL, and Eq. (5.29) gives the average

dynamic viscosity of the mixed gas. The �O2 and �H2O,g are the dynamic viscosity

coefficients of the gaseous oxygen and water vapor, respectively.

�g = �O2
��O2

�O2+�H2O,g
+ �H2O,g

�H2O,g
�O2+�H2O,g

(5.29)

The gas saturation at the CL can determine the gas pressure at the CL. Finally, from

Eq.s (5.25-5.28), we get

1.472 �g
3-4.24 �g

4
+ 3.789 �g

5 � cos �c
�
�p

d�g =−
����g

4��p�O2
d� (5.30)

After integrating Eq. (5.30) with the gas saturation at PTL/CH interface, Sg0, as the boundary
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condition, the gas saturation, Sg, at any position, y, of the PTL can be determined.

� cos �c
�
�p

0.368 �g
4-0.848 �g

5 + 0.632 �g
6

Sg0

Sg

=− ����g�
4��p�O2 0

�
(5.31)

In Eq. (5.31), PO2 is considered to be approximately constant along the PTL thickness

direction, which applies to both evaporation and boiling conditions. Chapter 3.3.2 shows that

the water vapor flux under evaporation is much lower than the gaseous oxygen flux. The

slight change of the water vapor molar flux along the thickness direction of the PTL hardly

changes PO2. When the temperature exceeds the boiling temperature, the boiling that occurs

only at the CL does not change the water vapor molar flux along the thickness direction of the

PTL, and therefore does not change the partial pressure of gaseous oxygen. The surface

tension, σ, of liquid water functions with temperature, as shown in Eq. (5.32). The Tc in Eq.

(5.32) is 647.3 K, which is the temperature at the water critical point.

� = 235.8×10-3 1- �
�C

1.256
1 − 0.625 1 − �

�C
(5.32)

The gas velocity through the PTL can reflect how much the gas transfer is accelerated

by boiling. The gas velocity is related to its molar flux, as shown in Eq. (5.33) [12]. When

substituting Eq. (5.27) and Eq. (5.25) into Eq. (5.33), the gas velocity at any PTL location can

be determined by the pressure gradient.

�g =
�g��
�g

= �g
�g
=− �gd�g

�gd�
(5.33)

By discretizing the PTL, as in Fig.5.5, the gas velocity, �g
j =

�g �g
j−�g

j−1

�g∆�
, in the discrete layer

can be obtained by the pressure difference between the discrete layer and its adjacent discrete

layer. Therefore, the variation of the gas velocity along the thickness direction of the PTL will

be determined, which can reflect the characteristics of the gas transfer in the PTL.

5.3.4 Gas transfer in the dry PTL

The gas transfer equation described in chapter 5.3.3 cannot apply to the dry PTL

without liquid water. Because the flow rate of liquid water supplied at the anode inlet is

limited, boiling will thoroughly vaporize all the liquid water from a specific temperature.

Then, only water vapor and gaseous oxygen exist in the PTL, as shown in Fig. 5.6.
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Fig. 5.6 Transfer of gaseous oxygen and water vapor in the PTL

The capillary pressure in the PTL will disappear over the specific temperature. The

specific temperature can be defined as the “drying temperature”. The drying temperature is

determined by the water molar flow rate at the anode outlet, �H2O
out,an , which is the maximum

molar flow rate of water vapor. At the drying temperature, Tdry, the water flow rate at the

anode outlet is equal to the product of the water vapor molar flux and the vaporization area,

�H2O
out,an = �H2O,g

PTL �dry × �CL . The water vapor flux will be described in chapter 5.3.5. The

gaseous oxygen and water vapor follow the transfer equation (5.34) [13], where the subscript,

x, represents gaseous oxygen or water vapor.
d�x
d�

=− ��

�xeff+
�x�p
�x

�x (5.34)

For gaseous oxygen or water vapor in the PTL, �x
eff is the effective diffusion coefficient, �x

is the dynamic viscosity, and �� is the molar flux. The integration expression of Eq. (5.34) is

�x
eff�x +

�p �x 2

2�x �xCH

�xCL

= −���x 0
� (5.35)

When the partial pressures and molar fluxes of gaseous oxygen and water vapor in the CH are

substituted into Eq. (5.35), the partial pressures of gaseous oxygen and water vapor at the CL

will be determined. The partial pressures of gaseous oxygen and water vapor can determine

the oxygen and water activities.
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5.3.5 Water vaporization

The molar flux of water vapor can affect the partial pressure of gaseous oxygen. The

gas pressure in the PTL is the sum of the partial pressures of gaseous oxygen and water vapor.

The partial pressure of water vapor in the bubble is not equal to the saturated vapor pressure

because the water vaporization in bubbles is in a non-equilibrium state when water vapor

continuously flows out of the PTL with gaseous oxygen. Then, the partial pressure of gaseous

oxygen is determined by the molar flux of water vapor and gaseous oxygen, as shown in Eq.

(5.36). Boiling vaporizes water faster than evaporation, which can significantly increase the

water vapor molar flux and decrease the partial pressure of gaseous oxygen.

�O2 = �g
�O2

�H2O,g
PTL +�O2

(5.36)

The water vapor molar flux varies greatly from evaporation to boiling. Because the

operating pressure in the PEMWE is set at one atmospheric pressure, the boiling point in the

anode and cathode sides is 100 °C. Below 100 °C, the molar flux of water vapor by

evaporation is

�H2O,g
PTL =

�H2O,g�gl
to

�H2O
(5.37)

where the evaporation rate, �H2O,g, [14] has a unit of kg·m
-2·s-1, and �gl

to
is the relative area of

the liquid-gas phase interface in the PTL to a unit geometric area (A0), which is dimensionless.

The evaporation rate of water vapor is

�H2O,g = −�s �
�H2O

ln
�H2O,g
�sat

(5.38)

Ls in Eq. (5.38) is the evaporation coefficient with a unit of kg·K·s·m-4. Eq. (5.39) introduces

the saturated vapor pressure with a unit of Pa as a function of temperature [15]. The

temperature, T, in Eq. (5.39), has a unit of K.

�H2O
sat = 1010.08354−1.663.125/ �−45.622 (5.39)

The relative evaporation area is a key parameter affecting the water vapor molar flux.

Next, we describe how to calculate the relative evaporation area. The interface of the

liquid/gas phase in the PTL is considered the evaporation surface. As shown in Fig. 5.7a, on

the unit geometric area A0 (1×1 cm2), the number of gas channels in the PTL is Nbub. The

sidewall area of these gas channels on A0 is the relative evaporation area.
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Fig. 5.7 Calculating the relative evaporation area in the PTL. a. number of gas channel over a

unit area, and b. the sidewall area of a gas channel

The sidewall area of the one gas channel is Agl, then the relative evaporation area,

Agl
to
, on the unit area A0 is

�gl
to
= �bub�gl

�0
(5.40)

The Nbub is also the bubbles’ number per unit area, A0, which has been introduced in chapter

5.3.2. The area of a channel sidewall, Agl, is calculated discretely, as shown in Fig. 5.7b.

Integrating the sidewall area of each discrete layer yields the sidewall area of the gas channel,

which is

�gl = 0
δ2π�gl y d�� (5.41)

Substituting Eq.s (5.21) and (5.41) into Eq. (5.40), the total evaporation area for a unit

geometric area is

�gl
to
=

2 �g0

�bub
0 0

δ �g(�)d�� (5.42)

As shown in Fig. 5.7b, because the bubble radius at the PTL/CH interface, �bub0 , in Eq. (5.42)

is considered larger than the average pore radius of the PTL, rPTL,[16] the inequality, �gl
to
≤

2 �g0

�PTL 0
δ �g(�)d�� , is established.

Above the boiling-point temperature, the water vapor molar flux increases sharply.

When the water temperature approaches the boiling point, the evaporation rate reaches the

maximum. Above the boiling point, the remaining liquid water starts to be vaporized by
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boiling and produces water vapor with a molar flux as

�H2O,g
PTL =

�H2O,g�gl
to

�H2O 100°C
+ � �

1000��H2O
(5.43)

The first term of RHS in Eq. (5.43) is the maximum molar flux of water evaporation at the

boiling-point temperature. Because the anodic and cathodic pressure in this chapter is set to

0.1013 MPa, the boiling temperature of the water is 100 °C. The second term of RHS is the

water molar vapor flux produced by boiling, where L is the latent heat of water vaporization.

Eq. (5.44) introduces the heat flux, q(T), of nucleate boiling [17].

� � = �H2O,l�
� �H2O,l−�H2O,g

�

0.5
�−�bp ��H2O,l

�sf���

3
(5.44)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, CpH2O,l is the specific heat capacity of liquid water,

Csf is the surface fluid coupling coefficient which is 0.013, Pr is the Prandtl number. In Eq.

(5.44), increasing the temperature, T, increases the heat flux, q(T). Therefore, the water vapor

molar flux also increases with the boiling temperature, as Eq. (5.43).

5.4 Electrolysis overvoltage

The electrolysis voltage of the PEMWE consists of the standard redox potential, E0,

the Nernst loss, ENL, and the activation and ohmic overvoltages [18], as shown in Eq. (5.45).

�cell = �0 + �NL + �act + �ohm (5.45)

where the standard redox potential is

�0 =− Δ�f
0 �
2�

(5.46)

where the difference of Gibbs free energy, Δ�f0 � , among the water, oxygen, and hydrogen is

described in Eq. (5.47) [9]. In Eq (5.47), hx0 is enthalpy, and sx0 is entropy, where the subscript

x represents oxygen, hydrogen or water.

Δ�f0 � = ℎH2
0 � + 1

2
ℎO2
0 � − ℎH2O

0 � − � �H2
0 �, � + 1

2
�O2
0 �, � − �H2O

0 �, �

(5.47)

Below the drying temperature, the anodiv CL is mainly covered with liquid water as the

reactant, and its enthalpy and entropy values are substituted into Eq. (5.47). If the PEMWE

temperature exceeds the drying temperature in the anode, the anodic CL is covered with water

vapor. Then, as the reactant, the entropy and enthalpy of water vapor are substituted into Eq.
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(5.47).

Additionally, the Nernst loss, activation, and ohmic overvoltages are also related to the

state of oxygen, hydrogen, and water. The activities of oxygen, hydrogen, and water at the CL

determine the Nernst loss, which is a hypothetical equilibrium potential. The activation

fraction, related to the gas saturation and the dissolved-state oxygen and hydrogen, influences

the activation overvoltage. If the PEMWE is dry, the high resistivity of the PEM can form a

large ohmic overvoltage. The Nernst loss, activation and ohmic overvoltages are introduced in

the following subsections.

5.4.1 Nernst loss

The Nernst loss is mainly determined by the physical state of water, oxygen and

hydrogen. Eq. (5.48) defines the comprehensive Nernst loss, which consists of Nernst losses

of water, oxygen and hydrogen.

�NL = �H2O
NL + �O2

NL + �H2
NL = RT

2F
ln

�H2
CL �O2

CL 0.5

�H2O
CL (5.48)

Usually, the activities of oxygen and hydrogen at the CL depend on their concentration. Water

is in a liquid-gas phase below the drying temperature and in a gas phase above the drying

temperature. The activity of liquid water partially determines the water Nernst loss. The

activity difference between water vapor and liquid water can slightly change the anodic

activation overvoltage, whose effect is attributed to the anodic activation fraction. To

independently analyze the boiling effect on Nernst losses of oxygen, hydrogen and water, Eq.

(5.48) is divided into three components according to the oxygen, hydrogen and water activity.

The Nernst loss related to oxygen activity is

�O2
NL = ��

4�
ln �O2

CL = ��
4�
ln

�O2
CL

�O2
0 (5.49)

where the �O2
CL and �O2

0 are the concentration of gaseous oxygen at the CL and under the

standard condition (0.1013 MPa and 25 °C). The concentration expression of gaseous oxygen

at the CL is �O2
CL =

�O2
CL

��
, while the concentration under the standard condition is �O2

0 =
�O2
0

��
. In

this chapter, the effect of dissolved oxygen on anodic overvoltage is attributed to the

activation fraction, a parameter including gas saturation and Henry’s coefficient of dissolved

oxygen. Similarly, the effect of dissolved hydrogen on cathodic overvoltage is attributed to
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the activation fraction of the cathodic activation overvoltage, which is a parameter related to

Henry’s coefficient of dissolved hydrogen. The Nernst loss related to gaseous hydrogen

activity is as

�H2
NL = ��

2�
ln �H2

CL = ��
2�
ln

�H2
CL

�H2
0 (5.50)

where the �H2
CL and �H2

0 are the concentration of gaseous hydrogen at the CL and under the

standard condition. The concentration expression of gaseous hydrogen at the CL is �H2
CL =

�H2
CL

��
,

while it at the standard condition is �H2
0 =

�H2
0

��
. The Nernst loss is related to water activity.

�H2O
NL =− ��

2�
ln �H2O

CL =− ��
2�
ln

�H2O,l
CL

�H2O,l
0 (5.51)

The water activity in Eq. (5.51) depends on the concentration of liquid water at the CL, �H2O,l
CL ,

which is expressed as �H2O,l
CL =

�H2O,l
CL

�H2O
. In addition, �H2O,l

0 is the concentration of liquid water

under the standard condition, which is expressed as �H2O,l
0 =

�H2O,l
0

�H2O
.

Fig. 5.8 compares the oxygen and water activities under non-boiling (90 °C), boiling

(105 °C), and dry conditions (120 °C), where the three temperatures are just examples.

Because water vapor molar flux at 90 °C is rather low than gaseous oxygen molar flux, the

gas bubbles are almost filled with gaseous oxygen, yielding an oxygen activity approaching 1.

However, boiling at 105 °C vaporizes considerable water vapor, largely reducing gaseous

oxygen's partial pressure and activity. At 120 °C, liquid water is wholly vaporized to water

vapor. The water activity is still approximately 1 at 120 °C because the water vapor molar flux

is much higher than the gaseous oxygen molar flux.
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Fig. 5.8 Schematic diagram of the water and oxygen activity at non-boiling (90 °C),

boiling (105 °C), and dry condition (120 °C)

5.4.2 Activation overvoltage

Gaseous oxygen covering the anodic CL can reduce the active area in the anode. At

boiling, the gas saturation at the anodic CL increases sharply, which significantly reduces the

coverage fraction of liquid water to the CL. In addition, the activity between dissolved oxygen

and gaseous oxygen is slightly different, as are liquid water and water vapor. The gas

coverage fraction and the dissolved oxygen can affect the active degree of the oxygen

evolution reaction (OER) in the anode. Therefore, the activation fraction, ��an, can be used to

evaluate the effect of the gas coverage fraction and the dissolved oxygen on the anodic

activation overvoltage. The activation overvoltage in this chapter is affected by the activation

fraction besides the current density, which is different from the activation overvoltage in

chapters 3 and 4. To distinguish the activation overvoltage within chapters 3 and 4, the

activation overvoltage including the activation fraction in this chapter is defined as

"comprehensive activation overvoltage". Eq. (5.52) gives the anodic comprehensive

activation overvoltage of water electrolysis [10].

�act,an = ��
αtan�a��

ln �
�����0

an(�)
(5.52)

where αtan is the anodic charge transfer coefficient, and �an is the number of electron

transferred in the anodic OER. The anodic activation fraction, ����, as shown in Eq. (5.53), is
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a parameter to evaluate how much the OER is activated. Eq. (5.53) is derived from the OER

average current density expressed in chapter 3. The derivation process of the activation

fraction is listed in the appendix at the end of the thesis. The expression for the activation

fraction is directly given here.

���� = �g
CL,an

�H2O,g
CL �0

�H2O,g
0 �

�H2O,l
CL

�H2O,l
0

αtan

+ 1 − �g
CL,an �T,O2 �0 �0

�T,O2 � �

0.5αtan

(5.53)

In Eq. (5.53), the first term on the RHS is related to the gas saturation and water activity in the

gas and liquid phase. The second term is associated with the liquid water saturation, 1 − �g
CL,an,

and Henry’s coefficient of dissolved oxygen in liquid water. The Henry coefficient is as in Eq.

(5.54), where ∆�O2 is the dissolution enthalpy of dissolved oxygen.

�T,O2(�) = �T,O2(�
0)exp [

−∆�O2
R

( 1
�
− 1

�0
)] (5.54)

In Eq. (5.52), the exchange current density, i0an(T), for the geometric active area is expressed

in Eq. (5.55), where the i0,refan is the electrochemical exchange current density [19].

�0an(�) = �an�0,refan exp − �an

�
1
�
− 1

�0
(5.55)

where Ean is the anodic activation energy. The roughness [19], �an, of the anodic CL is

�an = �I�IrO2
6

�IrO2�IrO2
(5.56)

where �I is the contact fraction of ionomer and catalyst. The �IrO2, �IrO2 and �IrO2 are the

load, mass density and average particle diameter of IrO2, respectively.

In the cathodic hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), protons are transferred through the

PEM. The gas coverage does not reduce the active area of the cathodic CL. Because the

cathodic reactants are the protons transferred through the ionomer, CL has the same proton

activity under gas and liquid water. However, the activity of dissolved hydrogen is different

from that of gaseous hydrogen, and its effect on the cathodic comprehensive activation

overvoltage is attributed to the cathodic activation fraction, ���� . Eq. (5.57) expresses the

cathodic comprehensive activation overvoltage, where the i0ca(T) is the cathodic exchange

current density,[20].

�act,ca = ��
�ca�tcaF

ln �
�����0

ca(�)
(5.57)

where αtca is the cathodic charge transfer coefficient, and �ca is the number of electron

transferred in the cathodic HER. The cathodic activation fraction, ����, is
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���� = �g
CL,ca + 1 − �g

CL,ca �T,H2 �0 �0

�T,H2 � �

0.5αtca

(5.58)

The cathodic activation fraction is derived from the average current density of the HER. The

derivation process of the cathodic activation fraction is also listed in the appendix. The effect

of dissolved hydrogen on the cathodic comprehensive activation overvoltage is realized by the

second term of RHS, where �T,H2 � is the Henry coefficient of dissolved hydrogen.

5.4.3 Ohmic overvoltage

The electrode and the PEM generate the ohmic overvoltage of water electrolysis.

Among them, the proton transfer in the PEM forms the main ohmic overvoltage. The ohmic

overvoltage of the PEM is expressed in Eq. (5.59).

�ohmPEM = ��PEM

σPEM �
(5.59)

where �PEM is the PEM thickness. The PEM conductivity, �PEM � , is related to the water

content, � , in the PEM [9], as shown in Eq. (5.60). Then, the PEM resistivity is ρ�PEM =

�PEM

σPEM �
.

�PEM � = 1.4642�-2.8753 exp 1268 1
303

− 1
�

(5.60)

The PEM water content is determined by relative humidity (RH) in the PEMWE.

� = 0.043+17.81RH-39.85RH2 + 36RH3 (5.61)

The RH is 1 when PEM is immersed in liquid water. If the PEMWE is dry, the RH depends on

the water vapor pressure, and saturation pressure decided by temperature.

RH =
1 , � < �dry
�H2O,g
�H2O
sat �

, � ≥ �dry
(5.62)

As the definition of the drying temperature in chapter 5.3.4, Tdry is the temperature at which

all liquid water starts to become water vapor. The saturated pressure of water vapor, �H2O
sat � ,

has been introduced in Eq. (5.39).

5.4.4 Efficiency

Water electrolysis is an endothermic reaction that requires both electrical and thermal

energy. PEMWEs convert the input electrical and thermal energy into the hydrogen and
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oxygen chemical energy, and the energy conversion efficiencies are presented as follows. The

hydrogen outlet flow rate is lower than the theoretical hydrogen production rate due to the

crossover of hydrogen and oxygen through the PEM [21]. The Faradaic efficiency is defined

in Eq. (5.63) as the ratio of the actual hydrogen molar flux at the cathode outlet (�H2
out) to the

theoretical hydrogen molar flux ( �
2�
) [22]. Eq. (5.63), �H2

per is the molar flux of hydrogen

permeating to the anode, and �O2
per is the molar flux of oxygen permeating to the cathode. In

chapter 5, due to the low pressure of hydrogen gas (0.1MPa) on the cathode side, the

hydrogen molar flux through the PEM is close to 0 mol·m-2·s-1. Therefore, the Faradaic

efficiency in Eq. (5.63) is close to 1.

�F =
2��H2

out

�
= 1 −

2��H2
per

�
−

4��O2
per

�
≈ 1 (5.63)

where the molar flux of hydrogen permeating to the anode is listed in Eq. (5.64) [23]. The

molar flux of oxygen permeating to the cathode is considered two times lower than the

hydrogen [24]. In Eq. (5.64), �H2,�0 is the permeability coefficient of hydrogen at T0, ��PEM

is the activation energy of wet nafion.

�H2
per = �H2,�0exp

��PEM

�
1
�0
− 1

�
�ca

�PEM
(5.64)

The PEMWE efficiency ( �PEMWE ) is shown in Eq. (5.65) [25], where Δqrev is the

supplemental reversible heat of the water electrolysis, and ∆ℎrev is the high combustion heat

of hydrogen gas. Different from the classical electrolysis efficiency, �PEMWE =
∆ℎrev�F
���

, the

PEMWE efficiency shown in Eq. (5.65) considers the supplement of thermal energy, which is

more practical in the application.

�PEMWE =
∆ℎrev�F

���+∆�rev
(5.65)

Eq. (5.66) shows the expression for reversible heat (∆�rev ), where ∆� is the electrolysis

overpotential. If the heat energy released by the electrolysis reaction (2�∆�) is larger than the

reversible heat, T∆s, the electrolysis reaction does not require additional heat energy, and vice

versa. The electrolysis overpotential is the sum of the Nernst loss, activation and ohmic

overvoltage.

∆�rev = 0, �∆� < 2�∆�
∆�rev = �∆� − 2�∆�, �∆� ≥ 2�∆� (5.66)
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5.5 Result and discussions

The model accuracy is validated first by comparing the experimental and theoretical

voltage in a wide temperature range. Then, the theoretical model reveals the boiling effect on

gas transfer. Finally, how boiling influences the Nernst loss, the activation, and the ohmic

overvoltage is introduced, respectively.

5.5.1 Model accuracy verification

Validating the model's accuracy is crucial to illustrate how boiling reduces the

electrolysis voltage quantitatively. Fig. 5.9 compares the theoretical and experimental

electrolysis voltages at 1 and 0.002 A·cm-2. The 1 A·cm-2 is usually the current density for

practical PEMWE. And 0.002 A·cm-2 can generate negligible ohmic overvoltage, which is

convenient to show whether boiling acts on Nernst loss or comprehensive activation

overvoltage.

a. voltage at 1 A·cm-2.
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b. voltage at 0.002 A·cm-2.

Fig. 5.9 Comparison between the theoretical and experimental voltages.

Fig. 5.9a shows the comparison of theoretical and experimental electrolysis voltage at

1 A·cm-2. In Fig. 5.9a, at 1 A·cm-2, the electrolysis voltage, E, decreased significantly above

100 °C. Because boiling greatly reduces the partial pressure of oxygen and hydrogen at the

CL, the Nernst loss is reduced by 70 mV during boiling (100-110 °C). Boiling also slightly

reduces the anodic comprehensive activation overvoltage. Since boiling increases the partial

pressure of water vapor at the anode, the anodic activation fraction in Eq. (5.53) is increased.

Therefore, the anodic comprehensive activation overvoltage is slightly reduced. Because the

cathodic activation fraction is not affected by the partial pressure of water vapor, the cathodic

activation fraction and comprehensive activation overvoltage are not altered by boiling. The E

rises largely at 111 °C because the liquid water with a flow rate of 1 cm3·min-1 is completely

vaporized. At 111 °C, the ohmic overvoltage increases by 0.12 V. Because of the water-vapor

circumstance in the PEMWE, the low water content of the PEM greatly increases its

resistivity, resulting in a significant ohmic overvoltage. In Fig. 5.9a, the average difference

between the theoretical and experimental voltages is 0.9%. The small difference between the

theoretical and experimental results can ensure the correct model.

Fig. 5.9b compares the theoretical and experimental electrolysis voltage at 0.002

A·cm-2. In Fig. 5.9b, the average difference between the theoretical and experimental

electrolysis voltage at 0.002 A·cm-2 is 2.1%. This small difference again verifies the model's
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correctness. In Fig. 5.9b, at 0.002 A·cm-2, the boiling reduces the electrolysis voltage

significantly because the Nernst loss decreases by 0.15 V. However, the Nernst loss slightly

rises at 104 °C. At 104 °C, the liquid water in the anode is wholly vaporized, greatly decrease

the water concentration. Then, the water molar flux permeates from the anode to the cathode

plummets, which is based on the concentration gradient, reducing the water vapor molar flux

in the cathode. Therefore, the partial pressure of gaseous hydrogen rises at 104 °C, increasing

the Nernst loss. Because 0.002 A·cm-2 is a low current density, the ohmic overvoltage at this

current density is close to 0 V, according to ohm's law.

In the following sections, the case of 1 A·cm-2 is only analyzed because the current

density is rather practical and because boiling has the same effect on electrolysis voltage at

high and low current densities.

5.5.2 Mass transfer in anodic PTL and CH

Boiling can accelerate the gas transfer through the PTL. Fig. 5.10 shows distributions

of gas velocity, gas saturation, and capillary pressure in the anodic PTL when the current

density is 1 A·cm-2. The abscissa represents the position in the PTL interior to the PTL/CH

interface, such as 0.2 mm representing the position at the PTL/CL interface. The gas velocities

are almost the same at 96, 98, and 100 °C, which overlap, as shown in Fig. 10a.. However,

boiling greatly improves the gas velocity. In particular, at 106 °C, the gas velocity in the PTL

increases five times larger than that at 100 °C. Notably, the gas velocity near 0 mm is

highlighted. The gas saturation near 0 mm approaches 0, as shown in Fig. 5.10b, resulting in a

narrow cross-section of gas flow through the PTL/CH interface. Thus, the gas through the

PTL is accelerated near 0 mm. In Fig. 5.10b, the gas saturation rises with the position

approaching the CL because the gas pressure gradient increases towards the CL direction.

Below 100 °C, the gas saturation at the CL is 0.1. At 106 °C, the gas saturation at the CL

becomes 0.2 because boiling increases the water vapor molar flux and forms a larger

cross-section of gas flow. The capillary pressure is positively related to gas saturation, as Eq.

(5.23). Thus, the capillary pressure also increases with approaching the CL.
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Fig. 5.10 Distribution of gas velocity, gas saturation, and capillary pressure in the anodic PTL

a. gas velocity, b. gas saturation, and c. capillary pressure(The abscissa represents the distance

from the PTL/CH interface to somewhere in the PTL).

Boiling also accelerates the detachment of the gas bubbles in the CH. Fig. 5.11 shows

the life cycle of the bubble from its inception to detachment from the anodic PTL/CH

interface. At 96-100 °C, the bubble takes about 1.35 s from growing to suddenly detaching.

However, when boiling is superimposed, the cycle time is shortened to 0.85 s at 102 °C, 0.15

s at 104 °C, and 0.04 s at 106 °C. This is because water vapor produced by boiling increases

the velocity of the liquid-gas fluid in the CH, enlarging the drag force to the bubble and

shrinking the detachment radius. Therefore, the time for bubbles to adhere to the PTL/CH

interface is shortened. The accelerated bubble detachment in the CH means that the gaseous

oxygen transfer is improved by boiling.
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Fig. 5.11 Life cycle of bubbles from inception to detachment at the anode CH/PTL interface.

5.5.3 Boiling effect on overvoltage

This subsection discusses the boiling effect on each component of the overvoltage:

Nernst loss (including concentration overvoltage), activation overvoltage, and ohmic

overvoltage.

Nernst loss

Fig. 5.12 presents the Nernst loss and the water, oxygen, and hydrogen activities. Fig.

5.12a shows the Nernst loss and its component (EO2NL, EH2NL, EH2ONL) at 1 A·cm-2. Below

100 °C, the Nernst loss, ENL, nearly does not change with temperature. However, during

boiling (100-110 °C), the Nernst loss decreases by 0.07V. The decrease in ENL comes from the

reduction in EO2NL and EH2NL, as shown in Fig. 5.12a. The Nernst loss of anodic water, EH2ONL,

is hardly changed by boiling because water activity keeps constant in 80-120 °C.
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Fig. 5.12 Changes on the Nernst losses and activities of water, oxygen, and hydrogen with

temperature. a. Nernst losses, and b. activities of water, oxygen, and hydrogen.

Fig. 5.12b introduces the activities of oxygen and water in the anode, and hydrogen

activity in the cathode. Below 100 °C, the activities of oxygen and hydrogen are close to 1,

and water activity is about 0.95. At 104 °C, the activities of oxygen and hydrogen decrease to

0.25 and 0.2, respectively. Water vapor produced by boiling lowers the partial pressures of

oxygen and hydrogen, so as their activities. Above 104 °C, the hydrogen activity cannot be

further reduced since the liquid water in the cathode is completely vaporized. Above 104 °C,

the oxygen activity decreases less. This is because the oxygen activity is reduced to 0.25 at

104 °C, and there is less space for reducing oxygen activity by boiling. In summary, the

Nernst loss decreases faster in the temperature range slightly above the boiling point and

decreases more slowly at the high boiling temperature. A slight-high boiling temperature is

conducive to inputting less heat energy to reduce the Nernst loss.

Activation overvoltage

Fig. 5.13 shows the anodic and cathodic comprehensive activation overvoltage and

activation fraction. In Fig. 5.13a, due to the high activation energy of the OER (76 000

J·mol-1), the first derivative of the anodic comprehensive activation overvoltage with respect

to the temperature of Eq. (5.52) is negative. Below 100 °C, the anodic comprehensive

activation overvoltage decreases linearly with temperature. In 100-110 °C, the anodic

comprehensive activation overvoltage is significantly reduced by 25 mV due to the active
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fraction rising from 0.3 to 1. Boiling increases the partial pressure of water vapor at the CL,

activating the CL covered by bubbles. In addition, boiling increases the gas saturation at the

anodic CL, expanding the gas coverage fraction at the CL. Both two effects can increase the

anodic activation fraction and reduce the anodic comprehensive activation overvoltage.

Fig. 5.13 Changes on the comprehensive activation overvoltage and activation fraction

with temperature. a. comprehensive activation overvoltage, b. activation fraction.

In Fig. 5.13b, below 100 °C, the cathodic comprehensive activation overvoltage

increases with temperature. Due to the low activation energy of the HER (4300 J·mol-1), the

first derivative of the cathodic comprehensive activation overvoltage with respect to the

temperature of Eq. (5.57) is positive. During boiling (100-104 °C), the cathodic

comprehensive activation overvoltage is not notably reduced since the cathodic activation

fraction is not affected by the partial pressure of water vapor. At 104 °C, the cathodic

comprehensive activation overvoltage decreases by 5 mV because the cathodic activation

fraction increases by 0.1. Because the gas saturation at the cathodic CL becomes 1 from 0.1,

the coverage fraction of gas hydrogen is expanded, increaing the cathodic activation fraction

of 0.1.

Ohmic overvoltage

The ohmic overvoltage is mainly affected by the PEM resistivity. Fig. 5.14 shows the
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ohmic overvoltage, the PEM resistivity, the water content in the PEM, and the RH in the

PEMWE. In Fig. 5.14a, the ohmic overvoltage produced from the PEM and current collectors

is maintained at 0.08 V below 111 °C but drastically increased to 0.2 V at 111 °C. Because

liquid water totally becomes water vapor at 111 °C, the RH in the PEMWE suddenly

decreases, as shown in Fig. 5.14d. Then, as shown in Fig. 5.14c, the water content in the PEM

decreases with the decreasing RH. Therefore, the theoretical PEM resistivity at 111 °C, as Fig.

5.14b, starts to jump from 62 to 180 Ω·cm2 due to dehydration, which increases the ohmic

overvoltage. The experimental PEM resistivity also showed the same increasing trend at the

drying temperature (111 °C).

Fig.5.14 Changes on the ohmic overvoltage, PEM resistivity, PEM water content, and RH in

the anode with temperature. a. ohmic overvoltage, b. PEM resistivity, c. PEM water content,

and d. RH in the anode.

In summary, boiling can greatly reduce the Nernst losses on the anode and cathode

sides and slightly reduce the anodic comprehensive activation overvoltage, without changing

the cathodic comprehensive activation overvoltage and ohmic overvoltage. The above results

determine the optimal temperature to achieve the lowest electrolysis voltage. Under unboiling,

boiling, and dry conditions, PEMWE has the lowest voltage at the boiling temperature.
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5.5.4 Boiling effect at each current density and efficiency

This subsection presents the electrolysis voltages and electrolysis efficiencies under

boiling over wide current densities. Fig. 5.15 mainly introduces the comparison of voltage

components without and with boiling. Fig. 5.16 shows the electrolysis voltage and PEMWE

efficiency as a function of current density and temperature.

Fig. 5.15 compares the variation of voltage components below and above the boiling

point in the range of 0.01-2 A·cm-2. In Fig. 5.15a, the electrolysis temperature is 95 °C. As the

current density increases, the standard redox potential remains essentially unchanged. The

ohmic overvoltage and the comprehensive activation overvoltage in the anode and cathode

increase continuously with the current density. In Fig. 5.15a, the three voltage curves (�0 +

�ohm + �act,an + �act,an ， �0 + �ohm + �act,an + �act,an + �NL,an , E) almost overlap. This is

because the Nernst losses at the anode and cathode at 95 °C are close to 0.

Fig. 5.15b shows the voltage components at boiling (105 °C). Compared with Fig.

5.15a, boiling does not change the standard redox potential and ohmic overvoltage, while

boiling only slightly reduces the anode activation overvoltage in Fig. 5.15b. At boiling, the

Nernst losses in the anode and cathode are both negative. The voltage Including the anode

Nernst loss (�ohm + �act,an + �act,an + �NL,an ) is lower than that not including the Nernst loss

(�0 + �ohm + �act,an + �act,an). After adding the cathodic Nernst loss to the electrolysis voltage,

the electrolysis voltage (E) becomes lower.

Fig. 5.15 Voltage components. a. at non-boiling (95 °C) and, b. boiling (105 °C)

Fig. 5.16 shows the electrolysis voltage and efficiency of the PEMWE superimposed

boiling effect under the adequate water supply (10 cm3·min-1). From 100-120 °C, the inside of

PEMWE is at boiling. The electrolysis voltage is plotted in Fig. 5.16a with changing current
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density and temperature. When the temperature exceeds 100 °C, the voltage drops

significantly at each current density. When the current density increases from 0.1 to 5 A·cm-2,

the voltage reduction value by boiling decreases from 70 to 50 mV. Increasing current density

reduces voltage drop by boiling. Increasing the current density increases the molar flux of

oxygen and hydrogen. At a specific boiling temperature, the molar flux of water vapor

produced by boiling is constant. Therefore, increasing oxygen and hydrogen molar fluxes

increase their partial pressure and activity in the bubbles, increasing Nernst losses. Ultimately,

the increased current density reduces the voltage drop under boiling.

Fig. 5.16b plots the PEMWE efficiency with the current density and temperature. The

PEMWE efficiency approaches 1 at low current densities (<0.5 A·cm-2) and decreases with

current density. At 1 A·cm-2, boiling increases the PEMWE efficiency by 5%. However, at 0.2

A·cm-2, the PEMWE efficiency nearly does not change under boiling. The maximum

electrolytic efficiency of PEMWE is lower than 1. At 0.2 A·cm-2 , because the efficiency of

PEMWE below the boiling temperature is close to 1, there is little room for boiling to

improve the PEMWE efficiency. Therefore, boiling cannot greatly improve PEMWE

efficiency at low current density.

Fig. 5.16 Variation of electrolysis voltage and PEMWE efficiency with temperature and

current density. a. electrolysis voltage, b. PEMWE efficiency

5.6 Conclusion

A PEMWE model is built to study the boiling mechanism decreasing the electrolysis

voltage of PEMWE. The consistent voltage tendency between the theory and experiment
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validates the model’s correctness. Boiling mainly improves mass transfer to reduce the

electrolysis voltage. More specific conclusions are summarized below:

1) Boiling accelerates mass transfer in the CH and PTL. The water vapor molar flux

increases sharply during boiling, accelerating the gas flow in the PTL and reducing the

detachment radius and lifetime of the bubbles attached to the PTL. Then, this high water

vapor molar flux by boiling reduces oxygen and hydrogen's activity at the CL.

2) Boiling can reduce some components of the electrolysis voltage. Because the water

vapor significantly reduces the activities of oxygen and hydrogen under boiling, boiling

reduces the Nernst loss most, which exceeds 70 mV at 1 A·cm-2, which consists of Nernst loss

components formed by the oxygen and the hydrogen activity.

3) Boiling also increases the water vapor activity at the CL covered by bubbles

because the high water vapor molar flux at boiling improves the partial pressure of water

vapor. Thus, boiling activates the anodic reaction at the CL under the bubbles. As boiling

increases the gas fractional coverage (the gas saturation), the activated CL under boiling

bubbles slightly decreases the anodic comprehensive activation overvoltage of 25 mV at 1

A·cm-2. However, boiling cannot reduce the cathodic comprehensive activation overvoltage

because the cathodic reaction is not affected by water vapor activity.

4) Boiling does not change the PEM resistivity and the ohmic overvoltage. However,

the PEMWE runs at a drying temperature, such as a high temperature above the boiling point,

which can cause its interior to dry out, reducing the water content in the PEM. Drying out

greatly increases the PEM resistivity, resulting in an ohmic overvoltage increase of 0.12 V at

1 A·cm-2.

5) To sum up, the PEMWE at boiling has the lowest electrolysis voltage among

non-boiling, boiling, and dry conditions. To balance the Nernst loss reduction by boiling and

ohmic overvoltage increase by high temperature (the drying temperature), the PEMWE

should be controlled at a boiling temperature slightly above the boiling point. Besides, boiling

can only significantly increase the electrolysis efficiency by about 5% above 0.5 A·cm-2.
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Chapter 6

Summary and prospect

The final chapter summarizes the research findings of all the above chapters and

provides a prospect for future research. In the summary section, the effect of boiling and its

mechanism on the components of PEMWE electrolysis voltage is introduced one by one. In

the prospect section, a proposal, that boiling is superimposed in an industrial-scale PEMWE

stack, is proposed to reduce the investment cost of the PEMWE stack.

6. 1 Summary

Solving the high initial cost of polymer electrolyte membrane water electrolyzer

(PEMWE) can help to realize commercial hydrogen production. Increasing the current density

of the PEMWE can reduce areas of the catalyst layer (CL), porous transfer layer (PTL), and

polar plate, leading to decreasing the initial cost of PEMWE. Boiling is expected to decrease

the electrolysis voltage of water electrolysis. The decreased electrolysis voltage by boiling can

be converted to increasing current density. Thus, the boiling effect can contribute to reducing

the initial cost of PEMWE.

The reaction of water electrolysis consists of the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and

hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). Thus, the thesis first studies the effect of boiling on OER

and then examines the boiling effect on HER. To conduct this step-by-step verification, a

three-electrodes cell (TEC) was introduced. The TEC could qualitatively distinguish whether

boiling reduces Nernst loss or activation overvoltage of OER. In addition, the OER model

established quantitatively illustrated the effect of boiling on mass transport and overpotential.

Then, similar to the OER case, the boiling effect on HER was examined in an experimental

and theoretical manner. Finally, the knowledge thus obtained was applied to a practical

PEMWE, and it was clarified that the boiling effect holds in practical PEMWE with a detailed

analysis of how boiling affects Nernst loss, activation overvoltage, and ohmic overvoltage

there. The main achievements of the thesis are listed as follows.

(1) First, the effect of boiling on the OER overpotential was qualitatively studied by a
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three-electrode cell in the experiment and quantitatively analyzed by a theoretical OER model.

The results show that boiling cannot change the activation overvoltage but can reduce the

Nernst loss of OER. When OER occurs at a CL covered with PTL, the dissolved oxygen

concentration at CL during boiling is much lower than without boiling. Boiling produces a lot

of bubbles filled with water vapor. The water vapor reduces the partial pressure of gaseous

oxygen in the bubbles. The decreasing partial pressure of gaseous oxygen in the bubbles

attracts more dissolved oxygen to flow into the bubbles, reducing the dissolved oxygen

concentration surrounding the bubbles. The decreasing dissolved oxygen concentration

reduces the Nernst loss, which is the key to reducing the OER overpotential. The dissolved

oxygen transfer resistance increases greatly with the current density and PTL thickness so that

the concentration of dissolved oxygen at the CL rises to a higher level. The water vapor

produced by boiling reduces the dissolved oxygen concentration surrounding the bubbles

greatly, ultimately reducing the Nernst loss. In short, the high transfer resistance of dissolved

oxygen through the PTL is the prerequisite for boiling to reduce the OER overpotential.

(2) Secondly, the three-electrode cell and the HER model jointly investigate the

mechanism by which boiling affects the HER overpotential. Boiling cannot reduce the

activation overvoltage of HER. Boiling reduces the Nernst loss of HER when large hydrogen

transfer resistance exists over the CL. Specifically, boiling reduces the partial pressure of

gaseous hydrogen in bubbles and the dissolved hydrogen concentration surrounding the

bubbles by vaporizing more water vapor. Therefore, the hydrogen activity at the CL decreases,

reducing the Nernst loss of HER. The basic function of boiling in reducing the Nernst loss is

that boiling soars the molar flux of water vapor, increasing the gas transfer velocity in carbon

paper by several orders of magnitude. Therefore, the hydrogen gas at the CL can be expelled

more quickly at boiling, forming a low hydrogen concentration at the CL.

(3) Finally, a PEMWE model is built to study the boiling mechanism decreasing the

electrolysis voltage of PEMWE. Boiling mainly improves mass transfer to reduce the

electrolysis voltage. The water vapor molar flux increases sharply during boiling, accelerating

the gas flow in the PTL and reducing the detachment radius and lifetime of the bubbles

attached to the PTL. Then, this high water vapor molar flux by boiling reduces oxygen and

hydrogen's activity at the CL, reducing the Nernst loss most, which exceeds 70 mV at 1

A·cm-2. Boiling also increases the water vapor activity at the CL covered by bubbles. Thus,

boiling activates the anodic reaction at the CL under the bubbles. However, boiling cannot
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reduce the cathodic activation overvoltage because the cathodic reaction is not affected by

water vapor activity. However, the PEMWE runs at a drying temperature, such as a high

temperature above the boiling point, which can cause its interior to dry out, reducing the water

content in the PEM. Drying out greatly increases the PEM resistivity, resulting in an ohmic

overvoltage increase of 0.12 V at 1 A·cm-2. To balance the Nernst loss reduction by boiling

and ohmic overvoltage increase by high temperature, the PEMWE should be controlled at a

boiling temperature slightly above the boiling point. Besides, boiling can only significantly

increase the electrolysis efficiency by about 5% above 0.5 A·cm-2.

6.2 Prospect

The above results give the advantage that boiling reduces the PEMWE voltage.

Hydrogen production also needs consideration of the production cost, including investment,

maintenance, and operating cost of the system [1]. Some researchers propose multi-system

hydrogen gas co-production to reduce its operating cost [2-5]. However, blindly

superimposing PEMWE and additional devices, such as the equipment that provides heat

sources for boiling, may increase the investment cost of hydrogen production.

In future research, the PEMWE investment cost issue is discussed when boiling is

introduced to a practical PEMWE stack. A theoretical model, including PEMWEs and

exergoeconomic analysis, is built to study the boiling effect on the investment cost of the

PEMWE stack. Boiling can be achieved in a PEMWE, as presented in Fig. 6.1. Waste vapor,

as a heat source, is discharged from thermal power plants and flows into the bipolar plates

(BPs) of a PEMWE. Because the waste vapor can discharge enormous latent heat during

condensation, the latent heat is used to boil the liquid water in a PEMWE. Pressure in the BP

is higher than that inside the PEMWE to ensure that the condensation temperature of the

heat-source vapor is always higher than the boiling temperature of the water in the PEMWE.

If water is only supplied at the anode inlet, part of the anode water can permeate to the

cathode through the PEM. Boiling in the anode and cathode decreases the partial pressure of

oxygen and hydrogen. If water is also supplied at the cathodic inlet, the cathode can further

boil at a higher boiling temperature because of the increased flow rate of liquid water,

resulting in a lower gaseous hydrogen partial pressure.
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Fig. 6.1 Structure of a PEMWE unit with boiling.

Fig. 6.2 presents the system designs and temperature-entropy plots for hydrogen

production systems using waste vapor from a thermal power plant as a heat source. The waste

vapor is used to only heat the PEMWE stack in the system, as depicted in Fig. 6.2. An

expansion valve isentropically expands the high-pressure vapor of state 14, and the

low-pressure vapor of state 15 is isobarically condensed to release latent heat to boil water in

the PEMWE stack. The saturated liquid water at state 16 is finally drained from the system

outside. The thermodynamic states of the water circulating inside the PEMWE stack are

marked at positions 1–11. Water from the surrounding (state 1: 25 ℃, 0.1 MPa) is supplied

to the PEMWE stack for electrolysis consumption. The supplemental water (state 1) is mixed

with the water at the anode outlet (state 8). Then, the liquid water at the outlet of the

gas-liquid separator (state 10) is transported to the anode inlet (state 2) of the PEMWE stack

by pump 1. Similarly, water (state 9) at the hydrogen separator outlet is pumped to the

cathode inlet (state 3) by pump 2. The liquid water at the anode and cathode inlets (states 2

and 3) boils in the PEMWE stack and is drained from the anode and cathode outlets (states 4

and 5). The operating pressures in the anode and cathode of the PEMWE stack are

independently controlled, and the pressure of the gas-liquid separator is equal to the

atmospheric pressure. The temperature-entropy plot demonstrates the change in entropy of the

water in the anode and cathode at boiling (anode: state 2-state 4, cathode: state 3-state 5),

when the anode pressure is higher than the cathode pressure. In the temperature-entropy plot,

it can be determined that the heat energy released by the condensation of waste water vapor is

huge. Adjusting a specific flow rate of waste water vapor can meet the thermal energy

required for the water boiling in the anode and cathode of the PEMWE stack. This is the case
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that waste water vapor heats the PEMWE stack to achieve boiling in the PEMWE.

Fig. 6.2 Hydrogen production system.

The above gives the strategy of applying waste water vapor from thermal power plants

to a practical PWMWE stack for hydrogen production. Fig. 6.3 shows the hydrogen gas

production process by water electrolysis superimposed boiling in the future hydrogen energy

society. The thermal energy required for boiling in the PEMWE can be extended to more heat

sources, such as solar and geothermal. In addition, electricity for the PEMWE stack can also

be considered to be obtained through solar and wind power. These clean and renewable

energy sources can truly be used to produce "green hydrogen" with "zero carbon emissions".

Fig. 6.3 Future energy society when the boiling effect is embedded in a water

electrolyzer.
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Appendix

Appendix A. Anodic and cathodic activation fraction

Oxygen and hydrogen bubbles are ubiquitous in polymer electrolyte membrane water

electrolyzers (PEMWE) and greatly influence electrolysis overvoltage [1-3]. Some

researchers considered that oxygen bubbles would reduce the water coverage fraction of the

anodic CL, thereby reducing the active area for the PEMWE anode [4, 5]. Therefore, they

considered the water coverage fraction a parameter to determine the anodic activation

overvoltage [2,6]. However, only considering the effect of water coverage fraction on the

anodic activation overvoltage is still not comprehensive enough. Usually, the oxygen bubbles

are mixed with water vapor. OER in the gas bubbles produces a weak current density. Because

the activities of dissolved oxygen and gaseous oxygen are slightly different, the activation

degree of oxygen evolution reaction (OER) in liquid water and water vapor is different. The

low activity of water vapor in bubbles results in a lower OER current density, as the results in

chapter 3. This will increase the current loading of the OER in liquid water, thereby increasing

the activation overvoltage.

Similarly, the activity difference between dissolved hydrogen and gaseous hydrogen

will also affect the activation overvoltage of the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER).

Therefore, in addition to the water coverage fraction, this chapter additionally considers the

effects of dissolved oxygen and dissolved hydrogen on the activation overvoltage. The

expressions of the anodic and cathodic activation overvoltages in this chapter are derived

based on the current density expressions of OER in chapter 3 and HER in chapter 4,

respectively. More accurate expressions for anodic and cathodic activation overvoltages of the

PEMWE are derived. The parameters such as the gas saturation, dissolved oxygen, and water

vapor activity at the anodic CL are attributed to the anodic activation fraction, while the

dissolved hydrogen activity is attributed to the cathodic activation fraction.

Derivation of anodic activation overvoltage

The anodic activation overvoltage of the PEMWE model is derived from the current

density formula of the OER. As described in chapter 3, OER occurs in gas bubbles, in the

water surrounding bubbles, and away from bubbles, yielding an average current density as
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shown in Eq. (A.1). The ig, ils, and il are the current densities of the CL in the bubbles, in the

water surrounding the bubbles, and far from the bubbles, respectively. The �g
CL,an is the gas

saturation at the anode CL, and r is the relative molar flux of gaseous oxygen through the

PTL.

� = �g
CL,an�g + �(1 − �g

CL,an)�ls + 1 − � (1 − �g
CL,an)�l (A.1)

In the results of chapter 3, the relative molar flux, γ, of gaseous oxygen through the 0.2-mm

PTL is close to 1. Set γ = 1, Eq. (A.1) is simplified to Eq. (A.2). Then, the average current

density is only related to the current density in the bubbles and in the water surrounding the

bubbles.

� = �g
CL,an�g + (1 − �g

CL,an)�ls (A.2)

The OER current density expressions between in bubbles and in liquid water are

different because of the different mass phase state. The current density of the OER in the

bubbles, ig, is expressed in Eq. (A.3). The �0 � is the exchange current density defined at

standard pressure (0.1013 MPa) [6]. The αtan is the anode charge transfer coefficient, and �an

is the number of electron transferred in OER. The ∆�� is the overpotential of OER in gas

bubbles, the R is the universal gas constant, T is the Kelvin temperature, and F is the Faraday

constant. �w,gCL and �O,gCL represent the concentrations of water vapor and gaseous oxygen at

the CL, and �w,g0 and �O,g0 represent the concentrations of water vapor and gaseous oxygen

at standard conditions (0.1013 MPa, 25 °C).

�� = �0 �

�w,gCL

�w,g0

αt
an

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

0.5αt
an exp(

�anαtan�∆��
��

) (A.3)

To substitute ig into Eq. (A.2), Eq. (A.3) is mathematically transformed into Eq. (A.4).

�� = �0 �

�w,gCL

�w,g0

αt
an

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

0.5αt
an exp

�anαtan� ∆��−∆��+∆��
��

= �0 �

�w,gCL

�w,g0

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

αtan �w,l
CL

�w,l
0

αt
an

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

0.5αt
an exp

�anαtan� ∆��−∆��
��

exp( �
anαtan�∆��

��
)
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=

�w,gCL

�w,g0

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

αtan

exp �anαtan� ∆��−∆��
��

�0 �

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

αt
an

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

0.5αt
an exp(

�anαtan�∆��
��

) (A.4)

Then, the expression for the current density of the OER in water, ils, makes similar

mathematical transformations. Eq. (A.5) gives the current density of OER in the liquid water

surrounding the bubbles, where ∆�� is the overpotential of OER in liquid water. �w,lCL and

�O,disCL are the concentrations of liquid water and dissolved oxygen at the CL, while �w,l0 and

�O,dis0 are the concentrations of liquid water and dissolved oxygen at standard conditions.

��� = �0 �

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

αt
an

�O,dis
CL

�O,dis
0

0.5αt
an exp(

�anαtan�∆��
��

) (A.5)

In order to substitute ils into Eq. (A.2), Eq. (A.5) is mathematically transformed into Eq. (A.6).

��� = �0 �

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

0.5αt
an

�O,dis
CL

�O,dis
0

0.5αt
an

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

αt
an

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

0.5αt
an exp(

�anαtan�∆��
��

)

=

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

�O,dis
CL

�O,dis
0

0.5αtan

�0 �

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

αt
an

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

0.5αt
an exp(

�anαtan�∆��
��

) (A.6)

Finally, in order to unify the expression of the average current density, substitute Eq.s

(A.4) and (A.6) into Eq. (A.2) to get the average current density, as Eq. (A.7).

� = �g
CL,an

�w,gCL

�w,g0

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

αtan

exp �anαtan� ∆��−∆��
��

�0 �

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

αt
an

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

0.5αt
an exp(

�anαtan�∆��
��

) + (1 −

�g
CL,an)

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

�O,dis
CL

�O,dis
0

0.5αtan

�0 �

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

αt
an

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

0.5αt
an exp(

�anαtan�∆��
��

)

= �g
CL,an

�w,gCL

�w,g0

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

αtan

exp �anαtan� ∆��−∆��
��

+ (1 −
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�g
CL,an)

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

�O,dis
CL

�O,dis
0

0.5αtan

�0 �

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

αt
an

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

0.5αt
an exp(

�anαtan�∆��
��

) (A.7)

In order to simplify Eq. (A.7), replace the expression in the big brackets in Eq. (A.7) with a

parameter, ����, such as Eq. (A.8).

���� = �g
CL,an

�w,gCL

�w,g0

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

αtan

exp �anαtan� ∆��−∆��
��

+ (1 − �g
CL,an)

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

�O,dis
CL

�O,dis
0

0.5αtan

(A.8)

The equation, ∆�� − ∆�� = � − �g0 � − � − �l0 � = �l0 � − �g0 � , can be

determined from the definition of overpotential, where �g0 � and �l0 � are the redox

poterntial in gas bubbles and liquid water. As the result of chapter 3, �l0 � approaches

�g0 � , so Eq. (A.8) can be simplified to Eq. (A.9). The parameters in Eq. (A.9), such as gas

saturation at the CL, the activities of water vapor, liquid water, gaseous oxygen and dissolved

oxygen, affect the reactivity of OER. Hence, ���� is named the anodic activation fraction.

���� = �g
CL,an

�w,gCL

�w,g0

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

αtan

+ (1 − �g
CL,an)

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

�O,dis
CL

�O,dis
0

0.5αtan

(A.9)

The concentrations of water vapor, liquid water, gaseous oxygen, and dissolved

oxygen all affect the anodic activation fraction. The expressions for the water and oxygen

concentrations are introduced as follows. The concentration of water vapor at the CL and the

standard conditions are �w,gCL and �w,g0 , as Eq. (A.10). �w,gCL and �w,g0 are the water vapor

pressure at the CL and at the standard conditions, respectively. T0 is 298 K.

�w,gCL = �w,gCL

��

�w,g0 = �w,g0

��0

(A.10)

The concentrations of liquid water at the CL, �w,lCL , and the standard condition, �w,l0 , are listed

in Eq. (A.11), where �w,lCL and �w,l0 are the mass density of liquid water at the CL and

standard conditions, and Mw is the molar mass of water.

�w,lCL = �w,l
CL

�w

�w,l0 =
�w,l
0

�w

(A.11)
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Eq. (A.12) describes the concentration of gaseous oxygen at the CL, �O,gCL , and the standard

conditions, �O,g0 , and �O,gCL and �O,g0 are the pressures of gaseous oxygen at the CL and

standard conditions, respectively.

�O,gCL =
�O,g
CL

��

�O,g0 =
�O,g
0

��0

(A.12)

Eq. (A.13) describes the concentration, �O,disCL and �O,dis0 , of dissolved oxygen at the CL and

the standard conditions, respectively. �T,O2(�) and �T,O2(�
0) are Henry’s coefficients of

dissolved oxygen at T and T0.

�O,disCL = �T,O2(�)�O,g
CL

�O,dis0 = �T,O2(�
0)�O,g0

(A.13)

Substitute Eq.s (A.10-A.13) into Eq. (A.9) to obtain Eq. (A.14).

���� = �g
CL,an

�H2O,g
CL �0

�H2O,g
0 �

�H2O,l
CL

�H2O,l
0

αtan

+ (1 − �g
CL,an)

�T,O2 �0 �0

�T,O2 � �

0.5αtan

(A.14)

Simplifying the expression of the average current density can easily deduce the

overpotential expression of OER. Using the intermediate parameter, ���� , to simply the Eq.

(A.7), the simplified expression of the average current density is

� = �����0 �

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

αt
an

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

0.5αt
an exp(

�anαtan�∆��
��

) (A.15)

In order to obtain the expression of OER overpotential, Eq. (A.15) is mathematically

transformed to Eq. (A.16).

∆�� =
��
��
ln

�O,g
CL

�O,g
0

0.5

�w,l
CL

�w,l
0

+ ��
�anαtan�

�� �
�����0 �

(A.16)

The first term on RHS of Eq. (A.16) is the Nernst loss of OER, and the second term is the

expression of activation overvoltage. The anodic activation fraction becomes an intermediate

parameter that affects the anodic activation overvoltage. Therefore, the anodic activation

overvoltage is

�act,an = ��
�anαtan�

ln �
�����0

an(�)
(A.17)
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Derivation of cathodic activation fraction

The cathodic activation overvoltage of the PEMWE model can be derived from the

expression for the average current density of the HER. The bubbles covering the cathode CL

consist of gaseous hydrogen and water vapor. HER at the CL can occur in bubbles, in liquid

water surrounding bubbles, and away from bubbles, with an average current density as shown

in Eq. (A.18). The ig, ils, and il are the current densities of HER in the bubbles, in liquid water

surrounding the bubbles and away from the bubbles, respectively. �g
CL,ca is the gas saturation

at the cathodic CL, and 1 − �g
CL,ca represents the coverage fraction of liquid water at the CL.

The r is the relative molar flux of gaseous hydrogen through the PTL.

� = �g
CL,ca�g + (1 − �g

CL,ca)��ls + 1 − �g
CL,ca 1 − � �l (A.18)

As the results in chapter 4, hydrogen gas passes through the PTL almost as gas hydrogen, with

r approximately equal to 1. Therefore Eq. (A.18) is simplified to Eq. (A.19).

� = �g
CL,ca�g + (1 − �g

CL,ca)�ls (A.19)

The average current density of HER is related to the current density in gas bubbles and

in liquid water. Because protons are sufficiently transferred through the PEM, the proton

activity in the ionomer is considered to be 1. Eq. (A.20) shows the HER current density in gas

bubbles, [7]. ∆� is the overpotential of HER, �H,gCL and �H,g0 are the concentration of gaseous

hydrogen at the CL and standard conditions. The αtca is the cathode charge transfer

coefficient, and �ca is the number of electron transferred in HER.

�g = �0 �
�H,g
0

�H,g
CL

αtca

exp( �
caαtca�∆�
��

) (A.20)

The current density of HER in liquid water is shown in Eq. (A.21), where �H,disCL and

�H,dis0 are the concentrations of dissolved hydrogen at the CL and standard conditions.

Because the proton exists in the ionomer, and its physical state is the same in gas bubbles and

liquid water. The HER overpotential in liquid water is also ∆�.

�ls = �0 �
�H,dis
0

�H,dis
CL

αtca

exp( �
caαtca�∆�
��

) (A.21)

In order to substitute ils into Eq. (A.19), Eq. (A.21) is mathematically transformed into Eq.
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(A.22).

�ls =

�H,dis
0

�H,dis
CL

�H,g
0

�H,g
CL

αtca

�0 �
�H,g
0

�H,g
CL

αtca

exp( �
caαtca�∆�
��

) (A.22)

Finally, Eq.s (A.20) and (A.22) are substituted into Eq. (A.19) to obtain the expression

of HER average current density.

� = �g
CL,ca�0 �

�H,g
0

�H,g
CL

αtca

exp( �
caαtca�∆�
��

) + (1 −

�g
CL,ca)
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0

�H,dis
CL

�H,g
0

�H,g
CL

αtca
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�H,g
0

�H,g
CL

αtca

exp( �
caαtca�∆�
��

)

= �g
CL,ca + (1 − �g

CL,ca)

�H,dis
0

�H,dis
CL

�H,g
0

�H,g
CL

αtca

�0 �
�H,g
0

�H,g
CL

αtca

exp( �
caαtca�∆�
��

) (A.23)

In order to further simplify Eq. (A.23), the hydrogen concentration needs to be substituted

into Eq. (A.23). The concentration expressions of gaseous hydrogen and dissolved hydrogen

are introduced as follows. The concentrations of gaseous hydrogen at the CL and standard

conditions are as in Eq. (A.24), where the �H,gCL and �H,g0 are the pressure of gaseous

hydrogen at the CL and standard conditions.

�H,gCL =
�H,g
CL

��

�H,g0 =
�H,g
0

��0

(A.24)

The concentration of dissolved hydrogen at the CL and standard conditions, �H,disCL and �H,dis0 ,

are shown in Eq. (A.25), where �H,gCL and �H,g0 are the pressures of gaseous hydrogen at the

CL and standard conditions, respectively.

�H,disCL = �T,H2(�)�H,g
CL

�H,dis0 = �T,H2(�0)�H,g
0 (A.25)

Finally, combining the current densities in the gas bubbles and in liquid water yields

the average HER current density. Substituting Eq.s (A.24) and (A.25) into Eq. (A.23), the

average current density of HER is

� = �g
CL,ca + (1 − �g

CL,ca)
�T,H2 �0 �0

�T,H2 � �

αtca

�0 �
�H,g
0

�H,g
CL

αtca

exp( �
caαtca�∆�
��

) (A.26)
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The expression in the square bracket of Eq. (A.26) can be represented by the cathodic

activation fraction.

���� = �g
CL,ca + (1 − �g

CL,ca)
�T,H2 �0 �0

�T,H2 � �

αtca

(A.27)

Next, Eq. (A.27) is substituted into Eq. (A.26) to simplify the expression of HER current

density.

� = �����0 �
�H,g
0

�H,g
CL

αtca

exp( �
caαtca�∆�
��

) (A.28)

The expression of HER overvoltage can be obtained by mathematical transformation of Eq.

(A.28).

∆� = ��
�ca�

ln
�H,g
CL

�H,g
0 + ��

�caαtca�
�� �

�����0 �
(A.29)

The first term of Eq. (A.29) RHS is the Nernst loss of HER, and the second term is the

expression of HER activation overvoltage, as Eq. (A.30). Among them, the cathodic

activation fraction becomes the intermediate parameter of cathodic activation overvoltage.

�act,ca = ��
�ca�tcaF

ln �
�����0

ca(�)
(A.30)

So far, the OER current density model in chapter 3 and the HER current density model

in chapter 4 are linked with the PEMWE overpotential model in chapter 5.
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